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Abstract
In this dissertation, Cohn's methods for constructing skew fields 
from firs are extended to methods for constructing simple artinian 
rings from hereditary rings; the flexibility this gives is used in 
order to prove results about the skew field coproduct, and other skew 
fields originally investigated by Cohn.
Part I is devoted to developing the techniques needed; this has 
two main themes; the first is a detailed study of the finitely 
generated projective modules over an hereditary ring; the second is an 
investigation of the ring construction, universal localisation. The 
construction of universal homomorphisms from suitable hereditary rings 
to simple artinian rings leads to the simple artinian coproduct with 
amalgamation of simple artinian rings, which is the natural generali­
sation of the skew field coproduct of Cohn.
Part II is a detailed study of the skew fields and simple artinian 
rings that are constructed in this way from firs or more generally 
from hereditary rings. The finite dimensional division subalgebras are 
classified ( apart from the case of the skew field coproduct of two 
quadratic extensions of a skew field ), the transcendence degree of 
the commutative subfields is bounded, and the centralisers of 
transcendental elements is studied in special cases. In addition, 
there are isolated results on the isomorphism classes of skew field 
coproducts.
Part III is distinct from the rest of the dissertation; it con­
sists of a description of generic solutions to the partial splitting 
for finite dimensional central simple algebras- These are twisted 
forms of grassmannian varieties; this is used to show that over number 
fields, these varieties satisfy the Hasse .principle.
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Introduction
Qhis dissertation follows on from the work of Cohn, giving a 
general theory of epimorphisms to skew fields, and Bergman's 
application of this theory to epimorphisms from hereditary rings to 
skew fields. At the beginning of the '70s, Cohn was able to 
characterise epimorphisms from a* ring to a skew field in terms of 
prime matrix ideals. This applied particularly well to firs and 
Bergman extended this to hereditary rings. Cohn was able to construct 
the skew field coproduct with amalgamation: given a family of skew 
fields {E^:iel} with specified embeddings F ^— >E^ , where F is a skew 
field, there is a universal skew field generated by copies of E^ , 
subject to E^A Ej = F.
There are two aspects to this dissertation: the first is to extend 
the general theory in order to construct the simple artinian 
coproduct with amalgamation; the second is to investigate the skew 
fields this general theory allows us to construct.
Correspondingly, this dissertation falls naturally into two 
halves; in part 1, we develop a theory of epimorphisms to simple 
artinian rings, which applies particularly well to hereditary rings.
It allows us to construct the simple artinian coproduct of simple 
artinian rings. In order to do this, we have to develop a suitable 
notion of the size of a projective moduler; the correct idea is 
taken from the theory of von Neumann regular ring,and so, as a side 
issue, we are able to develop a theory of homomorphisms from hereditary 
rings to von Neumann regular rings. In part II, we study the skew 
fields and simple artinian rings we construct in part I. We study 
the finite-dimensional division subalgebras, the transcendence 
degree of commutative subfields, the centralisers of suitable 
elements and finally, we discuss the question of isomorphisms between
apparently different skew fields.
We need to develop a certain amount of machinery in part I in 
order to study epimorphisms to simple artinian rings. Chapter 1 
consists of a miscellany of results on the connection between 
hereditary rings and rank functions, which give the notion of size 
we need later. The basic idea is to find analogies to those results 
that hold for von Neumann regular ring^  and, using a different 
analogy, those that hold for firs with respect to the usual rank on 
free modules. Lemma 1.1 and theorem 1.8 are due to Bergman and 
theorem 1.2 is due to Goodearl.
We require the coproduct construction in much of the detail of 
our later proofs and chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to the study of this 
construction. Chapter 2 gives a summary of Bergman's coproduct 
theorems and then his applications of this theory to the study of 
various universal constructions such as adjoining universal maps 
between finitely generated projective modules or universal isomorphisms 
between.finitely generated projective modules. There is little due 
to the author here apart from some examples and also a discussion at 
the end of the chapter of these universal constructions in the 
category of commutative rings, which generalises the work of Gabel. 
Chapter 3 investigates üie behaviour of rank functions under the 
coproduct construction in preparation for the work of chapter 5; on 
the way we give an application of this theory to accessibility in 
finitely generated groups. We simplify the proof of a theorem, due 
to P.A. Linnell (theorem 3*3)• The rest of the chapter is original 
work.
Chapter 4 summarises what is known about the construction of 
universal localisation. !Riis is a generalisation of Ore localisation 
and it is the way that we shall construct all the epimorphisms in the
following chapter. All the results stated are new; however, the 
proofs of theorem 4.1 and 4.2 follow, with little alteration, the 
proofs of special cases already in the literature.
Chapter 5 contains the main results of this first part. We 
summarise the results of Cohn and Bergman in theorems 5«1» 5*2 and 
5*3 on the subject of epimorphisms to skew fields; then we build on 
this in order to study the universal localisation of an hereditary 
ring at a rank function to — 2  ^which we are able to show is always 
a perfect ring in the sense of Bass {3 ) • This result allows us to 
construct the simple artinian coproduct with amalgamation which 
generalises Cohn's construction of the skew field coproduct.
In the last chapter of part I we apply the methods we have 
developed in order to show that any rank function on an hereditary 
ring arises from a homomorphism to a von Neumann regular ring with 
rank function. This connects the notion of rank function, where we 
have used it, to the place from which we originally took it.
Part II is a study of the skew field coproduct. At the beginning 
of the seventies, Cohn showed that given a couple of skew fields, 
and E^ , with common skew subfield F, there is a universal 
construction of a skew field generated by copies of E^ and E^ , whose 
intersection is F. This universal skew field is the skew field
coproduct of E^ and E^ amalgamating F, and it written as E^oE^.
F
Little was known about these skew fields; it was only recently that 
the centre of the skew field coproduct was calculated and the 
question of their isomorphism or non-isomorphism seemed unapproachable, 
so it seemed reasonable to take the analogy of the group coproduct 
with amalgamation as a source of interesting questions in the hope 
that the investigation resulting from- this would give some insight 
into the structure of these skew field coproducts. In the case of the
4-
group coproduct with amalgamation, we know that the finite subgroups
of such a group are conjugate to a subgroup of one of the factors.
This suggested that it would be of some interest to investigate the
finite-dimensional division k-algebras lying in E, o , where k is a
F ^
central subfield of F, central in E^ and E^ .
This question gave rise to ihe earlier sections of Part II, which 
present a complete answer to this question except for one very special 
instance. The method developed is applicable in a much wider context 
and we present it in this greater generality, illustrating our results 
for the skew field coproduct by examples and consequences.
We continue by studying in sections 9 to 11 the commutative sub­
fields and centralisers of the skew field coproduct of finite-dimensional 
division k-algebras over k and of free skew fields over k. Cohn (|^  ) 
had shown previously that centralisers in the free skew field were 
commutative. Here we show that the centraliser of an element x 
transcendental over k in the free skew field or in the coproduct of 
finite-dimensional division k-algebras over k is finite-dimensional 
over k(x); so commutative subfields of such a skew field are of 
transcendence degree 1 over k and finitely generated; further, we are 
able to bound the dimension of this centraliser over its own centre.
In particular, this bound yields Cohn's result that centralisers in 
the free skew field over k are commutative.
It was unknown until the results of section 12 whether the free 
skew field over k on an m-element set could be isomorphic to the 
free skew field on an n-glement set for different integers m and n.
By examining the universal bimodule of derivations, we show that this 
can never happen - more strongly, if n elements generate the free 
skew field over k on an n-alement set, they do so freely. The method 
we develop here has a number of interesting consequences which we
present in the remainder of this section.
In section I3, we find a way of characterising those epimorphisms 
from right hereditary rings to simple artinian rings that arise as 
universal localisations. This result was suggested by the work in 
section 12. We have already had one application of this result in 
section 3 » where we calculated the centre of the simple artinian 
coproduct and we give a further application to finite-dimensional 
hereditary k-algebras at the end of this section which we shall use in 
section 14.
In section 14, we construct and investigate a new class of skew 
fields that generalises the class of skew field coproducts with 
amalgamation. The natural methods to apply to them show how useful 
the general theory, developed in part I, is. It is particularly 
interesting here because we are able to show that many apparently 
different skew fields are isomorphic. For example, we show that if 
D is a finite-dimensional division k-algebra with division sub­
algebras and E^ such that ^^:k] = [E^ tkj, then DoE^ - Do E^ .
This is in contrast to the case of the group coproduct where 
analogous results are clearly false. The last section discusses 
where this essay leaves the isomorphism question for skew field 
coproducts.
We have given a fairly clear idea of the contents of sections 9
to 15* we shall now give a more detailed summary of the results in
the first half of part II.
Section 1 is technical; we present our method for finding thé 
finite-dimensional division subalgebras so as to include all possible 
cases to which it is later applied. ‘
» - • -j, * •
Section 2 applies the results of section 1 to the skew field
coproduct with amalgamation and to the simple artinian coproduct 
with amalgamation under suitable assumptions about
the centres of such rings. These assumptions are verified in 
section 3 except for one annoying case where at present nothing is 
known, and for the simple artinian coproduct. The centre of the 
skew field coproduct was essentially determined by Cohn (l'il), apart 
from this one exceptional case. The reader is advised to pass by the 
calculation of the centre of the simple artinian coproduct on the 
first reading.
Section 4 illustrates the results of section 2 for the skew field
coproduct. It is worth reading this and the following sections as
motivation for the difficulties of sections 1 and 3« As well as
giving general results, we look for cases where we can show that a
finite-dimensional division subalgebra of D-, o D_ is conjugate to a
■^k ^
subalgebra of one of the factors in analogy to the case of the group 
coproduct. That this is not true in general is easily seen; however, 
the cases where it is true and i^ere it fails are of some interest; 
for example, if and are purely inseparable commutative extensions 
of k, the result is true; if [D^ :k] =[D^:k] = p, a prime not equal 
to 11 or (q® - l)/(q - l) where q is a prime power and s an integer, 
again the result is true, but it fails for all other prime numbers.
The reason for this is that .11 and primes of the form (q® - l)/(q - l) 
are those primes p for which we may find two inequivalent permutation 
representations of some group on a p-element set.
Section 5 discusses the notion of transcendence for skew fields. 
First, we investigate the coproduct over k of two skew fields having 
no elements algebraic over k. We show that any finite-dimensiona] 
subfield of such a skew field coproduct has dimension over k divisible 
by at least two primes. We give an example of such a skew field
coproduct that contains a subfield of dimension 6. This demonstrates 
that the most obvious notion of transcendence does not behave well; 
however, there are a number of useful notions that all behave well 
for the coproduct construction and we examine them in relation to 
the ideas of Cohn, Dicks (2.2). We present a counter-example to a 
conjecture from this paper.
Section 6 gives an application of the preceding theory to give a 
counter-example to the analogue for skew field coproducts of the 
Grushko, Neumann theorem in the theory of group coproducts. A 
consequence of the Grushko, Neumann theorem is that if G^ and G^ 
require, respectively, n^ and 1I2 generators, then G^* G^ requires 
(n^  + n^ ) generators. We give an example of two non-commutative 
fields whose skew field coproduct requires only 3 generators, whereas 
the Grushko, Neumann theorem would force it to require 4 generators.
Given a central division algebra D over k, Amitsur developed the 
notion of a universal splitting field of D over k; there is an 
interesting non-commutative analogue of this which we define in 
section 7 together with some variants whose commutative analogues are 
studied in HT .. Our method allows us to calculate their
finite-dimensional division subalgebras.
Section 8 completes the work on finite-dimensional division sub­
algebras of skew fields by investigating those that lie in the universal 
skew field of fractions of a k-algebra that is a ring satisfying the 
weak algorithm with respect to an iW-filtration. These rings are a 
central object of study in Cohn ({4 ), since they are a good source of 
firs.
Part III is rather a side-issue in relation to the rest of the 
dissertation. We investigate a particular aspect of the theory of 
finite-dimensional algebras. Amitsur, Ghatelet and Roquette developed
%the theory of Brauer-Severi varieties and the study of their 
function fields which are known as generic splitting fields since 
the Brauer-Severi varieties provide a generic solution to the problem 
of splitting a central simple algebra. That is, given a central 
simple k-algebra A, [A:k] = n^ , a field K satisfies A^>^K ^  M^ (K) if 
and only if the Brauer-Severi variety associated to A has a point in 
K. We try to characterise those fields L such that A<2)^ L - M^ (A' ) 
where A* is a central simple L-algebra for a particular m such that 
m divides n. We find suitable varieties, V, such that V has a point 
on L if and only if A®^L - M^ (A'). We show that if A is a central 
simple k-algebra where k is an algebraic number field, then these 
varities V satisfy the Hasse principle.
1Definitions and notations
We summarise here the various notations and definitions used in 
this dissertation. We introduce them here according to chapters of 
sections in which they appear. Tiiere are certain instances (notably 
in chapter 2) where to introduce all the definitions here would be 
equivalent to re-writing the chapter, and this we avoid.
Part 1
Chapter A left hereditary ring is one such that all left ideals 
are projective modules. A left semihereditary ring is one such that 
all finitely generated left ideals are projective. A left X^-hereditary 
ring is one such that all countably generated left ideals are 
projective. A weakly semihereditary ring is one such that given a
pair of maps between finitely generated pro jectives: «<:P^ -->P^ and
prP^ >P^  such that = 0, ^2 ~ ^ 1 ® ^  where im«( G Q,^ 6 ker^.
A von Neumann regular ring is one such that given any element a R, 
there exists x e R such that axa = a. A semifir is a ring such that 
all finitely generated left ideals are free of unique rank; a fir is 
a ring such that all left ideals and all right ideals are free of 
unique rank.
Given a ring R, P(R) is the category of finitely generated 
projective left modules. We can associate a commutative monoid, I^ (R) 
to this, which is generated by isomorphisms classes of finitely 
generated projective modules subject to the relations [P] + foJ= [P + Q]. 
The universal abelian group on these relations is known as K^ (R), 
and the image of the monoid P^ (R) in K^ (R) makes K^ (R) in a natural 
way into a partially ordered group. A rank function on R is a 
homomorphism from K^ (R) to &, the real numbers, that sends [R] to 1.
A rank function is faithful if the image of no non-zero element of
to
P^ (R) is zero under this homomorphism. A partial rank function is 
a homomorphism of partially ordered groups from some subgroup of K^ (R) 
containing fR^ J VntFK), to R sending [R] to 1.
A ring has unbounded generating number if for all integers n, there 
exists a finitely generated left R-module requiring at least (n + l) 
generators.
Given a rank function p on a ring R, we tend to write p(P) instead 
of p ([?])• Let M be a finitely generated R-module ; we define the 
generating number of M with respect to p by
g.p(M) = infpfp(P): there exists a surjection P--
where P rangées over finitely generated projective modules. Given a
map between finitely generated projective modules ^  ;P we define
the inner rank of ^  with respect to p to be
p(o() = infp,fp(P*): there exists a commutative diagram
Pr—
P»
o( is said to be left full with respect to ^  if (^o() = p(P) ; it is
right full with respect to ^  if ç(«^ ) = p(Q) and it is full with respect
^ if both of these occur. A rank function is said to satisfy the
law of nullity if givqn a pair of maps @^ :Pp--^P^, ^ iP^---such
that = 0, p(o<) + p(p) ^  p(Pp). If R is a ring such that all
pro jectives are free of unique rank, there can be only one rank
function, and if R satisfies the law of nullity with respect to
this rank, it is a Sylvester domain.
»
The map o(:Pp is stably associated to the map p;P^ if
there exists a commutative diagram:
I;
I
P g © Q -------------- @ Q
A finitely presented module M is said to be of left full, right 
full or full presentation with resepct to p if we have an exact 
sequence:
0-------------  >M--»0
where is left full, right full or full respectively (with respect 
to f>).
Chapter 2 An R^-ring is a ring R with a specified homomorphism
o^ :R >R; it is a faithful R -ring if this homomorphism is an embedding,O  — — — — —  — Q
Given a family of R^-rings {R^ ,®^ :^iGl} , the ring coproduct with 
amalgamation of these rings is the R^ -ring generated by these rings 
R^ subject only to the relations identifying the various images of
R^ , iu R^ . R^ is known as the base ring, and the family of
rings ^R^:ie are the factors of the coproduct. We use the symbol
UR. , or, more completely, LJ R.. An induced module over U  R.
R  ^ R  ^ R ^o o o
iel
is a direct sum of modules ®  fC LJ R. M. ). A basic module over
R  ^ ^i  ^o
one of the factors takes the form R.®t> N , where M is an R -module.
X  It o o oo
Similarly, a basic module over the coproduct is a module of the form
A commutative regular ring is one of finite global dimension. A
homomorphism of commutative rings «<:R )S is said to be geometrically
regular when for all prime ideals P <3 R, Q(E/P)®pS is regular, 
where Q(R/P) is the algebraic closure of the quotient field of R/P.
A representable functor on a category with small Hom-sets is one 
that is naturally equivalent to Hom(0,-) if it is a covariant functor 
or to Hom(-,û) if contravariant, where 0 is an object of the category.
Chapter ^  In lemma 3.I, we show that if is a semisimple artinian
ring and R^ , R^ are a pair of faithful R^ -rings with rank functions
^l'p£ ]^ Gspectively that agree on K^ (R^ ), they determine uniquely a
rank function on R^ LJ R^ , which we denote by
o^
A graph of groups is given by a finite directed graph (possibly
with loops); to each edge and vertex we associate a group; every edge
e has a beginning ie and an end re and we have homomorphisms
 >G. , G -- G^__. We refer the reader to page^ for the definitione Le e re '
of the fundamental group of a graph of groups; also, we .refer the
reader to pageg'y for the definition of accessibility.
K^ (KG) is that subgroup of K^ (KG) generated by the projective
modules induced up from finite subgroups of G.
A finitely generated projective module P over a ring R is said to
be stably induced form some family of subrings fR^:it ij if iJiere is
an equation P 0 R^ - 0 P.® ^ R, where each P. is a finitely generated
iti 1 1
projective module over R^ .
Chapter 4 Given a ring R and a set Z of maps between finitely generated 
projective modules there is a ring homomorphism R— )R^ universal 
with respect to that each element of Z has an inverse over Rj ; R^ is 
known as the universal localisation of R at Z. It is clear that Ore 
loclaisation is a special case of this process. A set of maps, Z , 
between finitely generated projective modules is said to be lower 
multiplicatively closed if for all maps Z. , /ÿ C> \ fg also
in X. for any choice of lower left hand comer. Similarly, Z, is said 
to be upper multiplicative ly closed when for every pair of maps
il
o( any top right hand corner possible.
Chapter ^  A rank function on a ring R is said to be excellent if it
satisfies the law of nullity. In the case of an excellent rank function
p on a ring R, we construct the universal localisation of R at p ,
written R^ , by adjoining the universal inverses of all maps between
finitely generated projective modules.
The skew field coproduct with amalgamation of a family of skew
fields ^ E^ :iCrl} with common skew subfield E, is written o E^ ; it is
E
the universal skew field containing the E^ such that E^O Ej = E.
Similarly, given a family of simple artinian rings fS^:i€ ij such that
the size n^ of matrix units in the representation (D^ )^ for
skew fields is bounded, and with common simple artinian subring S,
we construct a simple artinian coproduct with amalgamation o 8. .
S ^
We refer the reader to page 70 for the definition of a prime 
matrix ideal.
A ring is said to be left perfect if it has the descending chain 
condition on right principal ideals ; it is perfect is it is both left 
and right perfect.
Chapter 6 Let R be a ring with a rank function p ; it has enough
left and right full maps if every map <<:P in the category of
finitely generated projective modules factors as right full followed 
by left full. It has enough full maps if every left full map is the 
left factor of a full map and every right full map is the right factor 
of a full map.
Part II
Section 1 An extension of commutative fields k c K is said to be 
regular if K0^E is a domain for all commutative fields E.
Section 2 The function field of a curve of genus 0 over a field k
(4-
is a commutative field K => k such that K(^^E - E(t), where t is a 
transcendental and E is a suitable finite extension of k.
Section 2 Let k be a field and let (Z be some object with a k-structure
(for example, a k-algebra or a k-variety) ; 3  is a twisted form of d
if there is a finite-dimensional commutative field extension E D k
such that ^ ®^E - ^®^E. A finite-dimensional central simple algebra
S is always a twisted form of a suitable matrix ring; that is, there
are commutative fields L 3 k such that L(S>tS = M (L) for suitable n;k n'
such a commutative field is known as a splitting field for S. The 
number n, is the PI degree of S. There is a smooth variety, V, defined 
over k, such that L is a splitting field for S if and only if V has 
a point in L; the function field of such a variety is a generic 
splitting field for S.
Section 2 A skew field F is transcendental over a central subfield k 
if it has no elements algebraic over k.
It is n-transcendental over k if D®jF is a skew field for all 
finite-dimensional division algebras of PI degree dividing n; it is 
totally transcendental over k if it is n-transcendental for all n.
1-transcendental is called regular in Cohn, Dicks (az); a skew field 
F is defined to be totally algebraically closed over a central subfield 
k if F® j^k(o<) is a skew field for all simple algebraic extensions k(o^ ) 
of k.
Section 6 Let S be a central simple k-algebra of dimension n^ over k. 
Let m I n^ ; then a skew field F is said to be an m-splitting field if 
F®^S - M^(F') for some skew field F*. If F is commutative, m must 
actually divide n.
Section % Let F be a skew field with central subfield k; we define 
the transcendence degree of F ov^r k to be the maximal transcendence
degree of commutative subfields of F.
Section 12 We use the notation f:R—f (R) for the universal
o
derivation that vanishes on R^  from the R^-ring R to the universal 
bimodule of derivations.
Given an R-R-himodule N and a homomorphism of ring of:R-— >S, it 
is often useful to use the shorthand notation for the S-S-
himodule S®^M®^S. We shall only use this notation when it is clear 
what rings R and S must be; for example, the formula'
quite clearly means that -the universal bimodule of derivations of the 
tensor ring R(M^ over R must be R^ î^  ®  .
Part I
If
Chapter 1
In ihis chapter we introduce the two main subjects of the first 
part of this book; hereditary rings and rank functions.
A left hereditary ring is one such that all left ideals are 
projective modules. We shall be interested in a number of variants 
of this definition; a left semihereditary ring is one such that all 
finitely generated left ideals are projective and a left 
X^-hereditary ring is one such that all countably generated left 
ideals are projective. We shall often need to consider the two- 
sided properties, whose definitions the reader can formulate for 
himself; our results tend to work most often in the case of two- 
sided X^-hereditary rings. However, there is a two-sided condition 
implied by all of the one-sided conditions above; a ring R is weakly 
semihereditary if for all pairs of maps f
between finitely generated left projective modules such that = 0,
P^ = P^ 0  P^', where the image of < lies in P^ and the kernel of 
P contains P^ . This is a two-sided condition because of the
duality between the category of left and the category of right
finitely generated projective modules induced by Hom^(-,R).
Lemma 1.1 A left semihereditary ring is weakly semihereditary.
Pf Suppose that «<:P^  ^^1» ^ *^ 1— ^^2 two maps such that
= 0, where P^ is a finitely generated left projective module for
i = 0,1,2. The image of p is a projective module; so P^ = im^ 0  ker^
and the image of lies in the kernel of jS.
We shall work for as long as possible with weakly semihereditary 
rings; however, we shall eventually be forced to restrict our 
attention to two-sided X^ -hereditary rings. This class of rings 
draws much of its initial interest from the fact that all von
Neumann regular rings satisfy this property. A von Neumann regular 
ring is one such that all modules are flat; we shall find that there 
are quite strong connections between these two classes of rings,
Much of the work in this chapter is essentially a study of the 
category of finitely generated left projective modules over a 
weakly semiheredi tar}'" ring. This has been done with a great deal 
of success for semifirs and firs by Cohn (14. ); a fir is a
ring such that all left ideals (and so all right ideals, too) are 
free of unique rank and a semifir is a ring such that all finitely 
generated left ideals (and so all such right ideals too) are free 
of unique rank. In this case the arguments work well because we 
have a good notion of the size of a finitely generated projective 
module, so we should like to have an idea for the size of a projective 
module over more general rings. Tiie relevant idea comes from the 
theory of von Neumann regular rings (Goodearl 2 ( ),
Given a ring R, we may associate a partially ordered abelian 
group, K^ (R)| to the category of finitely generated left projective 
modules over R; it is generated by the isomorphism classes of finitely 
generated left projective modules [P] , subject to the relations 
[P 0 Q] = [P] + [q1 for every pair of isomorphism classes Cp3 , tO.1.
The partial order is given by specifying a positive cone, which in 
this case is the sutmonoid generated by the elements [P], for 
every finitely generated left projective module P.
A rank function for the ring R is a homomorphism of partially 
ordered abelian groups, p:K^(R)— , the real numbers, such that 
f(P^ ) = n. By definition, then, (>([?]) ^0; we shall call a rank 
function faithful if p([P]) > 0 for all non-zero P. We shall often 
abuse the notation by writing p(P) instead of f([P]). We note that 
a rank function is a left-right dual notion because of the duality
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A partial rank function for the ring R is a homomorphism of 
partially ordered groups p :^A— fB, where A is a subgroup of K^ (R) 
containing [r*] , and the partial order is that induced from K^(R) 
by restriction.
We recall the following version of theorem 18.1 of ( Goodearl 3l ):
Theorem 1.2 Every partial projective rank function extends to a projective 
rank function on R.
Is
ühis result allows us to characterise those rings that have a 
rank function. We say that a ring has unbounded generating number 
if for every natural number n there is a finitely generated left 
module .requiring at least n generators. It is an easy check that 
this is equivalent to the condition that for no ni is there and 
equation and this is a left-right dual condition,
which justifies the two-sided nature of our description.
TheoremLl A ring R has a rank function if and only if it has 
unbounded generating number.
Pf Certainly, if R has a rank function, it must have unbounded 
generating number.
Conversely, if R has unbounded generating number, the subgroup 
of K^ (R) generated by R is isomorphic to 2. and under the
isomorphism no stably free projective module can have negative rank, 
since this would imply an equation of the form R^ - R^ 0  P, where 
n > m and hence R^ - ^  0  P). So there IS a
Mpartial rank function for R, and by Ibeorem 2, there must be a rank 
function for R.
We have shown that most rings have a rank function; in fant, 
rank function arise quite naturally on rings and one is forced to 
study them in order to solve certain types of problems.
If S is a simple artinian ring it has the form M^(d) for some 
skew field D and so K^ (s) can be identified in a natural way with 
ig. ; so, in this case, we have a unique rank function. If we have 
a ring R and a homomorphism : R —^ S, this induces a homomorphism 
from K^ (R) to K^(s), which is just 2., so a homomorphism to S 
determines a rank function taking values in TiZ , and we shall need 
to study such rank functions when considering homomorphisms to simple 
artinian rings. More generally, many von Neumann regular rings have 
rank functions, and so in order to understand homomorphisms to such 
von Neumann regular rings we may need to study rank functions.
One class of rings with a well-known rank function are the group 
rings in characteristic 0. We have a trace function on the group 
ring PG, where F is a field of characteristic 0, given by 
trace( Z. f .g. ) = f , where g is the identity element of G. We
3i.tGr 1 1 O O
extend this to a trace function on M^ (PG) in the natural way and we 
define p ( [P] ) to be the trace of an idempotent e e M^ (FG) such that 
(PG)^ e - P. It is well-known that this is well-defined, taking 
values in Q, and that it is a faithful rank function; that is, 
p([P] ) ^  0 4=^  P - 0. This will turn out to be of use later on in 
proving results on accessibility.
If we have a partial rank function, pp^ , for the ring R, defined 
on the subgroup A of K^(R), we define the generating number with 
respect to of a finitely generated left module M over R to be 
g. pP^ (M) == infpQ {^(P): [P] < A, 3 a sur jection P->m] • If all 
stably free modules are free of unique rank, and A is the subgroup
z o
of generated by LR“] , the generating number with respect to
prt, where pp) is the only possible partial rank function defined on 
A, is just the minimal number of generators of a module. So we could 
hope that our more general notion here is a useful refinement.
We intend to use a rank function p to analyse the category of 
finitely generated left projective modules over a ring R. We have 
a rank associated to each object of the category so our next aim is 
to associate a rank to each map in the category. Let ot:P—  
be a map between two finitely generated left projective modules ; we 
define the inner rank of o< with respect to p by
p(®<) - inf^ pîjJp(P* ):3 a commutative diagram P ~  ^  Q J
We may relate the inner rank of a map and the generating number 
of suitable modules (with respect to p).
LemmalA Let R be a ring with a rank function p ; then the inner rank 
with respect to p of o^ :P— is equal to
inf^ {g.p(M): o((P) GMSQ, where M is a finitely generated submodule of
In particular, if R is a left semihereditary ring,
ç(«) = ûifp.{ç(P’): «'(P)£P'£Q,} .
Pf If there is a commutative diagram P Q then ^
and g.p(jg(P'))^  p(P') , so inf„{g.f(M):.(P)çMSQ}.
Conversely, if o((p)cM^Q, and there exists a sur jection P*— ^M, 
the map P lifts to a commutative diagram since P isV
projective; so ç{o() < infjjfg.p(M): oi(P)eMSrO} .
A map o(:P — > Q is said to be left full with respect to p if 
p(«!) - p(P) and right full if p(o() = p(Q) ; it is full with respect to
p if p(o<) = f(f) = p(Q)«
We see that entirely the same theory may be set up on the dual 
category of finitely generated right projective modules, where the 
rank of a finitely generated right projective module is the rank 
of its dual module. It is clear that the dual of a left full map 
is a right full map and conversely.
The important fact about the inner rank with respect to a rank 
function p on a weakly semihereditary ring R is an analogue of 
Sylvester's law of nullity. We say that a ring satisfies the law 
of nullity with respect to the rank function p if for every pair 
of maps p:P^— ^ P^ such that = 0, p(«v) + p(jS) p^(P^ ).
If R is a ring such that all projectives are free of unique rank and 
it satisfies the law of nullity for that rank it is a Sylvester domain.
Theoreml5 Let R be a weakly semihereditary ring and let p be a rank 
function on R; then R satisfies the law of nullity with respect to p . 
Pf Recall that if «<JS = 0 for of:P^ — ^^1* ^
weakly semihereditary ring R, then P^ = P^ 0  P^', where imv GP^ 
and ker^PP^. Therefore < factors through P^ and jS factors through 
P^ * so p(o<) p(Pj) , p(p 6 so p M  + p(j5) $ p(P^).
There are a few results we can deduce from the fact that R 
satisfies the law of nullity with respect to a rank function p.
LemmaX6 Let R be a ring satisfying the law of nullity with respect
to the rank function p ; then for any pair of maps ajP^ ^P^,
f:P^ — ^P^ p (o^p) p(v) + p(j§) - p(P^ ). In particular, this holds
for weakly semihereditary rings.
Pf Suppose that P -— ^^P« is a commutative diagram. We have 
the map (c<|y);P^ — P^ 0  Q, Q— ^P^ and = 0;
2Jl
so by the law of nullity, ^ p(Q) - But
p(o;)  ^p((oil'»')) and p(p)$p((^])î therefore
p M  + p(^) - p(Bi) ^ p(Q)«
Taking the infimum on the right we obtain the lemma.
CorollaryL? The composition of left full maps with respect to the 
rank function p on a ring satisfying the law of nullity with respect 
to p is left full; dually, the composition of right fuH maps is 
right full. In particular, this holds for weakly semihereditary rings. 
Pf If o(:P^ — ^ ^ 1' F ‘^ 1— ^^2 both left full, then by Lemma 6
p(^ p) ^  p(«^ ) +p(^) - p(ï’i) = p(^ o^ * sop(o^ )^ = p(p^), as we wished 
to show. The dual result is entirely similar.
In order to get fairly decisive results, we shall need to restrict 
our attention to a two-sided X^hereditary ring R with a faithful 
projective rank function. Dicks pointed out that the proof of the 
next main theorem, originally stated for two-sided hereditary rings, 
actually works for two-sided X^hereditary rings. Before we prove 
this result, we recall from Cohn ( ft*, p, II, ) the following theorem;
Theoreml^  A projective module over a weakly semihereditary ring is 
a direct sum of finitely generated projective modules.
Theorem1.9 Let R be a two-sided Xp-hereditary ring with a projective 
rank function p. Then every map between finitely generated projective 
left modules factors as a right full followed by a left full map.
Pf First we show that any mapo(:P— has a right factor that is 
left full.
If «îP— is not left full or right full, then, by Lemma 4, 
there exists Pj^, im^ ) GP^ c Q such that p(P^)< p(P), p (Q) and
If is not a left full embedding, we may find P^ such
that P^ c P^c Q, p(P^) < p(P]^ ) and pfPg^  - p(®^ i) < if in general,
at the n^^ stage, if of  ^ ;P  ^c Q is not left full we choose P ,n—1 n—1 n
Q' “ P^Vl^ <Vn;
if this process does not terminate we obtain a chain 
imx C P^ C P g C   . C  Q
UP^ is a countable generated submodule of Q and so must be 
projective. It is a countable direct sum P^ 0  P^ 0  .••• where 
each P^ is a finitely generated projective module (from Theoreml.8). 
Since imot is finitely generated, it lies in P* * = 0P!
" isi 1
for some N. We claim that the embedding P^ * c Q is a left full
map,
Since P^ ' is finitely generated, P^ * C P^ for some n and so
P* * C  P for all m > n. Moreover, P. * * is a direct summand of each N m N
such P since it is a direct summand of UP., m i 2.
Consider any finitely generated projective module, Q*, such that 
P^ * C. Q* d Q; consider the split_ exact sequence
0 — ^P OQ*-^P„eQ*— ^P„®Q*— ^0 ; m m m
P^n Q’ 2 P” , so P^n Q' = P^ ' ® Q' ' for some Q” , so that
p(P^O Q') > p(P^ ').
Also P^ _^  ^ ' ®° P(^m ^
exact sequence, ^(P^) + p(Q*) = p(P^ + Q*) +p(P^nQ*) and the right
hand side is greater, than or equal to p(P^*) + p(P^ ) - l/m, so that
p(Q*) ^  p(P^ ' ) - l/m; but this holds for all m-^n and we deduce that 
p(P^!). Thus, as stated, P^ * C  Q is a left full map that is 
a right factor of o( sP—>Q; by construction p(P^ ' ) ^  p(P^ ) < p(Q).
By duality, we deduce that we can always find a right full left 
factor of cc:P— ^Q, , where ^:P—  ^ where p(Q^ ) < p(P).
%4-
. Since a sequence of right full maps is right full, by Corollary 7» 
and a sur jection is right full, we may assume that the right full 
map is to some submodule of Q» So we have imo^c QqCl Q # where
the induced map  ^ is right full. If the map y, ;Q^C Q
is not left full we can find Q^ , such that p (^ 2^  ^  p(Qq)»
and ^ right full map. We continue this process and show
that if it does not stop we obtain a contradiction ; if it continues 
we have a strictly ascending chain
imc^c QqC ...  C Q , where
is a countably generated module so it is projective and, by
Theorem 8, UQ. = 0Q*. , where each Q*. is finitely generated 
i ^  i J JM m
projective. For some m, ; again, for some n, ®  Qj ^  C
and is a direct summand of so ^ P^Sn+1^ ^  p(O^).
Since C Q factors through 0Q*. it cannot be right full, but it
J. ^  jsl j
is the composite of the right full maps d  (i - 1 to n-1), so
it must be right full by Corollary ?• This contradiction shows that 
at some stage our process must terminate; that is, Q^C. Q is left 
full for some m. But P — > us a composite of right full maps and
so must be right full. So we have factorised e(:P— > Q as a right
full followed by a left full map.
CorollarvldO Let R be a two-sided X^hereditary ring with a rank 
function p. Then, for any map oc:P— ^ Q,
= min|^ ,jfp(P*); imocçP*^ q}.
Pf This follows at once from the argument of Theorem 9» For 
<:P— factors as where «/^ :P— ^P* is right full and
is a left full map. By Lemma 6, p(o^ ) - p(P')
= p(P*)î so p W  = p(P').
L Ç
There are occasions when this result is automatically true for 
a weakly semihereditary ring; for example, if we have the descending 
chain condition on the numbers p(p). It fails in general for weakly 
semihereditary rings. Ihis result is the key to constructing 
homomorphisms from two-sided X^hereditary ring to von Neumann regular 
rings.
We pass from the study of quite general maps in the category of 
finitely generated projective modules to the study of the full maps.
We shall find it useful to prove a certain type of ascending chain 
condition but before doing so we present related results that are not 
strictly relevant here but are of some independent interest.
Theoremlll Let R be a left X^ -hereditary ring with a faithful rank 
function such that the values of p(P) are bounded away from zero for 
non-zero P; then any finitely generated left projective module 
satisfies the ascending chain condition on finitely generated 
submodules of bounded rank.
Pf Let P^ c Ç Ç .0.0.. Ç Q be and ascending chain of
finitely generated submodules of bounded rank; then VP^ is countably
generated and so projective. Therefore, by Theorem 8, VP. = 0P*. ,
i ^ j J
where each P*. is finitely generated and projective.
J
Since P*. is non-zero, p(P*.) > € for some £; so if there are at
n n
least n of the P*., p(©P*.) > n£. But 0  P*. lies in some P / \ and 
J ' J J
must be a direct summand of P / x since it is a direct summand ofm(n)
VP.. So ni < We conclude that n is bounded, so UP. isi l  V m^ny I 1
finitely generated and our ascending chain must stop.
We have a similar result independent of rank functions:
ZL
Theoreml.l2 Let R be a left X^hereditary ring such that in any
infinite direct sum SQ. of finitely generated left projective
j J
modules the number of generators of a finite direct subsum is 
unbounded. Then any left projective module has the ascending 
chain condition on n-generator submodules.
Pf Let P^ Ç P^ Ç Ç .... c-Q be an ascending chain of n-
generator submodules of the left projective module Q; then UP. is
i 1
countably generated and so projective and UP. = 0 Q ., where each
 ^ j J
Qj is finitely generated projective, by Theorem 8. Each finite
direct sub-sum of this, 0Q., lies in some P* and so is a direct
j-i J ^
summand of P^ and must be and n-generator module. By the assumption
of the theorem, 0  Q . must be a finite direct sum. Therefore UP.
j J i 1
is finitely generated and the chain must stop.
The result we shall actually need for our analysis of full maps 
has a similar proof to these two last theorems.
TheoremT.13 Let R be a left X^ -hereditary ring with a faithful rank 
function p. Let P^ c P^ ç P^ S .... ^ Q, be an ascending chain of 
finitely generated submodules of the left projective module Q, where 
each map P^ S is a full map with respect to p; then the chain
must stop after finitely many steps.
Pf Consider UP. which is countably generated and hence projective, 
i ^
Therefore, by Theorem 8, UP. - where each Q. is finitely
i 1 J J J
generated projective.
Eventually, P c 0Q. c P for some m and n. 0Q. is a direct
.0 “ J " n j=i J
summand of UP. ; so p(®Q.) ^  n(P_) with equality only when ^ Q .  - P , i j,, J \ n J n
since the rank function is faithful. However, P^ ^  P^ is a full
map with respect to p since it is a composite of full maps, so
equality must hold. Thus 0Q. =? P ; but the same argument appliesjai J n
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m
for any n* > n, showing that 0Q. = P , for all n*^ n, whichj=i J n
completes the proof.
If R is a ring with a faithful rank function p and ot:P— > Q
is a full map with respect to p, we define it to be an atomic full
map if in any non-trivial factorization P — Q ,
Vp,/'
p(P') > p(P) = p(Q) = pC<).
We shall show that, over a two-sided X^-hereditary ring, any full 
map has a finite factorisation as a product of atomic full maps, 
that any two such factorisations have the same length and that the 
atomic full maps in one factorisation may be paired off with those in 
the other so that the corresponding maps are stably associated; the 
map — > Q is said to be stably associated to J5:P*-— > Q* if there
exist finitely generated projective modules P^ and P^ such that 
P © « P' ®  Pg, Q ®  P]^ = Q' ® Pg, and the maps =<® Ip_, P ©  Ip
are associated maps i.e. there is a commutative diagram
?• © Pg — 1 ? ^ 7 ■) Q' e Pg
We shall prove this by considering a certain full sub-category of 
the category of finitely generated modules over R. A module M is 
said to be of full presentation if there is an exact sequence
0— P - ^  Q— ) M-— > 0,
where is full; if the rank function is faithful and R is weakly 
semihereditary every full map is injective and so occurs in such 
a diagram.
TheoremlJ-4 Let R be a two-sided X^ -hereditary ring with faithful 
rank function p. The full subcategory of the category of finitely
L î
generated left modules over R, whose objects are the modules of 
full presentation is an artinian and noetherian abelian category.
Pf First we show that it is an abelian subcategory. Consider any 
map ^ ^ between two modules of full presentation; we shall
show that im^ , kerÿ(, and coker^ are of full presentation, from which 
this follows.
We obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows from 
the projectivity of P^ ;
0--  ^  » Ml---» 0
i \  I
0-- »  » “2  ^°
where (i - 1,2) is a full map.
We have two presentations of im^ J ;
0,2— ^^2—  ^im0— ^0 and 0— ) — >P^— > im0-->0,
where Qq6 2^ 6^2* ^2'^2-^2 ^ p(^2 '^
By Schanuel's lemma, ®  P^ ~ Q2 ® Pq and so, in our inequalities, 
equality must hold; that is pCO-]^) = p(^ q) ^nd p(P^ ) • Moreover,
any module intermediate between O2 ^ md P2 is between O2 3^ d P2 and 
so must have rank at least p(Op = Bo imj^  is of fii^ l
presentation; ker^ - Q^ /^ l is also of full presentation; cokerj6 
is isomorphic to P^/P^ and is again of full presentation.
By Theorem I3, it follows that this abelian subcategory must 
be noetherian. The duality, Hom^ (-,R) from the category of finitely 
generated left projective modules to the category of finitely generated 
right projective modules induces a duality from the category of 
finitely generated left modules of full presentation to the category 
of right modules of full presentation, sending cokerof, c(:P— to 
cokero^ ^ , ^  P**”. Since the category of right modules of full 
presentation is noetherian, the category of left modules of full
I l
presentation is artinian as well as noetherian.
CorollaryXl5 Let R be a two-sided X^hereditary ring with a 
faithful ranic function p. Then the atomic full maps are exactly 
those maps which present simple modules in the category of modules 
of full presentation. Consequently, every map has a factorisation 
into atoms; if oC = ... and oc= p. S ... S where «(.,
-L iC Xx «L ^  m  1 J
are atoms, then m = n and there is a permutation such that
is stably associated to 
Pf It is clear that only atoms can present the simple modules of 
full presentation and that all atoms do.
Every object in an artinian and noetherian abelian-category has 
a composition series of simple objects and any two such composition 
series have the smae length and -fche same set of composition factors.
It follows from Schanuel's lemma -that if
0--------- Q;|_---
0—
are exact sequences where the / are full maps, then ig stably 
associated to Since a composition series for the module of full
presentation N, presented by 0— > P - ^  Q,— » N — >0, where is 
a full map, corresponds to an atomic factorisation of of, any two 
factorisations must have the same length and the factors in one may be 
paired off with the factors in the other so that the two atomic full 
maps paired together are stably associated.
It follows at once from this that if of is an atomic full map,
o<:P Q^, then the ring of endomorphisms of M, where 0— — >0
is exact, is a skew field, since it is a simple object in a full 
abelian subcategory of the category of modules over R.
Chapter 2
%e purpose of this chapter is to present statements of 
Bergman's coproduct theorems ( 4- )» ^nd then to use these
results as Bergman does in ( ^  ) to study a number of interesting
ring constructions. Both of these papers by Bergman are of great 
interest and this chapter is not designed to obviate the need to 
read them, but rather to interest the reader in them and, at least, 
to make them plausible. However, it does provide a summary of all 
that we shall need in the rest of the book. At the end of the 
chapter we discuss the analogue of some of these constructions in 
the category of commutative algebras.
For ease of notation, we write our modules as right modules in 
this chapter. We begin by running through a few definitions we 
shall need in order to state the coproduct theorems.
An R^-ring is a ring, R, with a specified homomorphism from 
R^ to R; it is a faithful R^ -ring if this homomorphism is an 
embedding.. Given a family {^ R^ : Xt of R -^rings, there is clearly 
a coproduct in ths category of R^ -rings, which we write as 
R = L_1 R^ , and call the ring coproduct of {Rj^: , amalgamating
R^ ; it may well be the trivial ring. We call R^ the base ring
and the rings {R^ :^ Xe are known as the factors of the ring .
coproduct R. It is technically quite convenient to write M  = /\ U  ,
and to use j* for elements of A/. Most of the time, R^ will be a
semisimple artinian ring and each R^ will be a faithful R^-ring ; in 
this case each Rj^  embeds in U R^ , as we shall see. In the following 
we shall often take the indexing set for granted by writing LJ 
instead of Lj R..
Ro ^
Ideally we should like to reduce all problems about the module
theory of R = LJ Rj^ to questions about the modules over the factor 
R©
rings; we are able to go a long way towards doiigthis when is 
semisimple artinian.
An induced module over R is a module of the form 0  M/, R, 
where is a right R^ -module; an induced R-module of the form 
M R or an R,.-module of the form M 0«Ri/ is called a basic
O K© r O •'o " — — —
module. A map, of, between two induced modules M = R and
N = 0  R is an induced map if it takes the form
//f/Y ^ T
R: 0  R ^®N^e>pR,
yen *V yeti ^ T ^  ^  V
where :My— is an R^-linear map.
There are certain induced modules which are clearly isomorphic
over R; let M =0M^^p R be an induced module, and suppose that 
, ^ V
for some//,, 0  ( ^ o T ^ h e r e  is an R^ -module.
Then M = N , where N = 0  R, where = IL for /  ^  % /i,
//e/f  ^ * •
and Ny/^ = My/^ 0  (M^  ^ ^Ry^ ). The isomorphism is the
identity map on M ,/i and is the natural transfer map
from to («)., R) ®  ((M^  ^®> ®g^R.
We call such an isomorphism a basic transfer map; if R is a skew- —— ——  o
field, it is often called a free transfer map for the obvious reason.
There is one further type of map that we shall need to consider,
a particular sort of isomorphism of an induced module. Suppose that 
the induced module , M, - 0  My,^^R and, for some //), there is a 
linear functional e:My/^ — Extend e to a linear functional
e;M— >R by setting e(My,) = 0 (// ) and then extending by
linearity; let aeR and A^;R— >R be left multiplication by a; finally 
for some let x é My^  and let 2T ;R— take 1 to x. Then if
//, the composite map e^^ has square zero, and, if //, =//L
we ensure this by specifying that x must lie, in the kernel of e.
The map - e^^ (where is the identity map on M) is invertible;
we call such an automorphism of M a transvection.
S i
We may now state the main theorems. We shall assume from now on 
that is semisimple artinian and that {R^ :^ Xt /\} is a family of 
faithful R^-rings.
Coproduct Theorem 2.1 Let R^  be a semisimple artinian ring and
a family of faithful R^-rings. Let R = U R^ .
If M = ©  R is an induced module, each Ny embeds in M, and M
y ^ r
is isomorphic as an Ry,-module to a direct sum of My/ and a basic 
module•
So we can write G R and My/ G M.
Coproduct Theorem 2.2 Let R^  be a semisimple artqnian ring and 
{r :^X€:/S} a family of faithful R^ -rings. Let R = U R\ . Then 
any R-submodule of an induced R-module is isomorphic to an induced 
module.
Coproduct Theorem 2.3 Let R = U  R)^  , where R^ is semisimple 
artinian and each Ry^  is a faithful R^ -ring. Let f:M— be a 
sur jection of finitely generated induced modules ; then there is an 
isomorphism of induced modules g:M*— ^M which is a finite composition 
of basic transfers and transvections such that the composite gf:M*—  ^N 
is an induced map.
These three theorems allow us to deduce all the rest of the results 
of this chapter; however, in later work, we shall need technical 
versions of these theorems and in order to state these results we 
shall need to set up a certain amount of the machinery for proving 
the coproduct theorems. We shall do this under the assumption that 
R^ is a ->kew field and indicate afterwards the modifications needed 
to deal with the more general case.
We assume that R^ is a skew field; - then each R^ is a free right
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R^-module, and we choose a basis for R of the form . Write
T = U Tv, For each in the induced module © R (where 
A«a A r Ky
R = URv), we pick an R -basis Su, Write S = US^. If tf-Ty,,
Rc o r  r
we say that it is associated to X; and if 5€S^, we say also that it 
is associated to X. If seS^, it is associated to no index, A 
monomial is a formal product st^ .e.t^ , s e S, t^e T such that no 
two successive terms in the series Sit^j-.-ft^ are associated to the 
same index. Let U be the set of monomials; an element of U is
associated X if and only if its last factor (in S or T) is
associated to X, Every element of U is associated to some index
except for those in U. We denote by those elements of U 
not associated to X.
Coproduct Theorem 2.4 (see coproduct theorem 2.1) Let R^ be a skew
field and let {r^:Xç:A} be a family of R^ -rings. Let R = U R^ ; then
the induced module ©  B has for a right R -basis the set U
yeM ^ T  °
defined in the foregoing. For each Xe/\, N is the direct sum as 
right R^-module of and a free right R^ -^module with basis
Given X</\ and u€U^ y^ , we denote by c^^:N— >R the R^-linear 
right co-efficient of u map given by the decomposition of N in 
this last theorem; for u^U, we denote by c*^:N— >R^ the R^-linear 
right co-efficient function given by the decomposition of N as 
R^ -module. For Xe/\, the X-support of an element x in N relative 
to the decomposition of N in the last theorem is the set of elements 
such that c^ (^x) f 0; x has empty X-support if and only if it
lies in The '0-support (or support) of an element x consists of
those elements u t U such that c (x) # 0,OVL^ '
The degree of a monomial st^*. *t^  is defined to be (n+1) and 
the degree of any element of N is the maximum degree of a monomial of
an element in its support. We define an element x in N to be X-pure 
if all those monomials in its support of maximum length are associated 
to X. It is O-pure if it is not X-pure for any A.
Next, we we 11-order the sets S and T in some manner this induces 
the lexicographic ordering (reading from left to right) on the 
monomials of fixed degree and so U is well-ordered by regarding 
elements of greater degree as greater.
The leading term of an element in N is the maximum element of its 
support. We sometimes call this the 0-leading term. If some element 
X  is not A -pure then some of the elements in its support of maximum 
degree will lie in ; we define the X-leading term of x to be the 
maximal such term.
Coproduct Theorem 2.5 (see coproduct theorem 2.2) Let be a skew 
field and let R = URv. Let N = 0 N^%  R, and let S,T and U be 
as in the foregoing discussion. Let L be some R-submodule of N.
Define hy to be the Ry^ -submodule of L consisting of those elements 
of L whose ^ -support does not contain the //-leading terms of some 
non-/f-pure element of L. Then L - 0  L^®p R and this is induced 
by the embeddings Ly^ t-^ L.
Now we shall outline the adjustments needed to deal with the 
more general situation where R^  is a semisimple artinian ring. The 
first step is to use Morita equivalence to pass from this case to the 
particular situation that R^ is a finite direct suiri of skew fields. 
This technique is of some interest and use in its own right.
Let R^ be semisimple artinian and let be a complete
set of simple R^-modules such that = S^  4=^  i = j. The projective
n
module P = 0  S. is a projective generator over R ; so, by Morita
Lfl 1 O
equivalence, the category of modules over R^ is naturally equivalent 
to the category of projective modules over R^ = End^ (?). Since
each is simple and they are mutually non-isomorphic,
which is a direct sum of skew fields.
Let Rx he a faithful R^-ring; then P (%)^ R)^  is a projective
generator over so that the category of modules over is naturally
equivalent to the category of modules over R^ = End^ (^P<g)^ R^ ) and
moreover R embeds in Rv« o ^
We give an example to clarify what is happening here. Let
R^ = M^ (k) X k; in this case R^  is kxk. Let R^ = M^(k),where R^ is
an R^-ring via | ^ j , e j  — ^ d  o) ’ ” ^ 2^^  ^ snd it is
lo 0 el
an R^-ring via the map (a,b)—
Returning to the general case, we are given a family of faithful 
R^-rings { R ^ : X e a n d  we have associated to this family a family 
of R^ -rings XeA} . We wish to study the ring R = U R^ ; and 
as before, we form the R^ -ring, R = End^(POf^R) and this is just
the ring coproduct R = U R^ . Therefore, in order to study the
^ -
category of R-module5 we may as well study the category of R-modules,
where R is a ring coproduct amalgamating a subring which is a direct
sum of skew fields. All the statements of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3 are Morita invariant and so translate well.
So for the present we assume that R^ is a direct sum of skew
fields, R = K let fe^ ^^  ;i=l,... ,n} be the complete set of
° 1=1
orthogonal central idempotents. Any R^-module has a decomposition as
<L*sum of vector spaces over M = 0  Me^ ^^  ; we choose a basis
(-1
for each Me^ )^ as a vector space over We call the n-tuple of
bases {b^^m  a basis for M over R .o
If Rv is an R -ring, it decomposes as a right Rx-module,
(iXRv = 0  e^ ^^ Rv; we write ^^ R^v= e^ ^^ Rv. In turn, ^^^R\ decomposes
A Id A A
as
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a right R -module as ^^ R^i = 0  (^ R^ve^ )^; again we writeO jm - l  A
(i)R(j) _ . We note that the usual formalism of matrix
units works with respect to these superscripts. We pick bases for
(i)j^ O) gg right -^module, for i ^ j, U {e^ for
the. remaining cases. We note that this gives a basis for R as
R^-ring in the sense defined earlier.
Let {,Byii^ eM - Aufol} be a family of modules such that is an
Ryj-module. We choose an R-basis of each = l,...,n} .
Let S = U and T = U  . For each t i and j
are respectively the left and right index of t; X is the A-index of
t. A member of has a right index i, and if it does not lie in
Nq, it has aA “iudex.
Let U be the set of formal products st^.-.t^ where s eS, t^ C-T,
where adjacent terms do not have the same A-index but the right index
of any term is equal to the left index of the next term. The right
index or A-index of any such product is the right index or A-index of
n
its last term. So we may partition U = U • we form the free
4-1
-^module on and consider the R -module N = 0
o (=1
Let be those elements of not associated with X. We X
may form the Ry^ -module Nj^0 R^ ).
" (i)Coproduct Theorem 2.6 Let R be a direct sum of skew fields, K K ------------- —  o
Let -fR^ tXtA} be a family of faithful R^-rings and let yte /\U
be a collection of R»-modules. Then R, where R = Li Rv , is
 ^ /(eW T  «0 ^
isomorphic to N (defined above) as R^-module , and as R^-module is 
isomorphic to ( 0  , where in this last
representation is identified in N as a subset of U.
We note that for U€-U^^\ uR^  is isomorphic to e^^^R^ via a map 
sending u to e^^\ Consequently, the definition given in Theorem 2.6 
allows us to define co-ordinate functions  ^ which take
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values in e^ ^^ Ry/ , where i is the right index of U,
As we did when was simply a skew field, we well-order S and T 
and then we well-order U length-lexicographically. We define degree, 
/(-purity, the -leading term and so on as we did previously. To 
recover a version of coproduct theorem 2.5 we need one more concept - 
that of homogeneity. Given an R^ -module M we define meM to be 
i-homogeneous if me^ ^^  = m. An element is homogeneous if it is 
homogeneous for some i.
Coproduct Theorem 2.7 Let R^  be a direct sum of skew fields X  K'" ^;
let fRv:XfeAl be a family of faithful R -rings and let R = LI Rv.
 ^ o Ro
Let N be the induced module 0  R and let L be an R-submodule of
(i) hN. Let L^ ' be the R^ -submodule of L consisting of those i-homogeneous
elements of L whose /(-support does not contain-j the /(-leading .term of
n (i)
some homogeneous non-x-pure element of L; then 0  L' ' is ail R^-• (a I
submodule, L^ , of L and L = 0  L»®n R
“ MtM ^ V/
In the more general case, where R^ is a semisimple artinian ring; 
{r^ is a family of faithful R^ -rings, R = and N = 0  Nyg_€^R
with R-submodule L, we pass via Morita equivalence (denoted by bars,
R^ for R^ and so on) to the case described in the hypotheses of 
the theorem above. We then produce distinguished submodules Ly^  
such that L = 0 L u ® =  R; by Morita equivalence we have distinguished 
submodules L w such that L - 0
 ^ /tfrti ^
We note a very minor corollary of the details of coproduct theorem 
7, which will turn out to have a good deal of consequence later.
Remark 2.8 Let R = URv, where R is semisimple artinian and each 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------A  o
R^ is a faithful R^ -ring. Let L be an R-submodule of the induced
module 0  then in the decomposition of L given in coproduct
theorem 7 and the following discussion, L ^  0  R, we have
yttM ^  V
L 0 Nyv G hy.
I ?
pf By the process of Morita equivalence, it is enough to show this
when is a direct product of skew fields. In this case, it is clear,
for if ( e L A , fe(^ ) has empty-support and is i-homogeneous, so
f i>
it satisfies the conditions to lie in Lq .
r
It is clear that the information we have built up in the preceding 
results allows us to answer a number of natural questions about ring 
coproducts amalgamating a common simple artinian subring. We begin 
with a few such applications.
Theorem 2.9 Let R = where R^ is semisimple artinian and each
R^ is a faithful R^ -ring. Then the homological (or weak) dimension 
of My/^j^R over R is equal to the homological (or weak) dimension of 
Myt over Ry*.
Pf Given a. resolution P— >My^ — ^0 over R , P(2^R— -->0
is a resolution of R over R, since, by theorem 2.1, R is a leftr
flat R -module. Again by theorem 2.1, this resolution considered as
a sequence of R -modules contains P ^0; and it follows
trivially that the homological (and by a similar argument the weak) 
dimension of My^  over Ry^ is equal to that of My<©j^ R over R.
From this we are able to determine the global and weak global 
dimension of a ring coproduct.
Theorem 2.10 Let R = U R\ where R is semisimple artinian and each 
------------------- R© ^  o
Ry^ is a faithful R^ -ring; then the right global dimension of R is 
equal to sup^{global dimension provided that at least one of 
the Rj^ has global dimension > 0. If each R^ is semisimple artinian, 
however, it may be 0 or 1. A similar result holds for weak global 
dimension.
Pf Consider any submodule M of a free module ; by theorem 2.2 it is an 
induced module. Moreover, by theorem 2.1, if M - 0  M^®« R, each
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is a submodule, as R^ -module, of a basic module. So each is 
a submodule of a free module, too. We deduce from theorem2.9 that 
the global dimension of R is the supremum of the global dimensions 
of the provided that at least one of these is greater than 0. If 
each of the R^ is semisimple artinian, it follows by the same argument 
that the global dimension is at most 1.
We leave it to the reader to show that if R^  is a skew field and 
each Ry^ is semisimple artinian then the ring coproduct has global 
dimension 1. We present an example to show that the global dimension
can remain 0 for suitable semisimple R^  and R^ .
Let R^ = kxk k, R^ = M2(k)xk and R^ = kxM^C^), where
k xkxk— k by (a,b,c)— ^ ,c) and
kx kxk —  ^kxM^Ck) by (a,b,c)— >(a, j^).
It is clear that R-, u R = M„(k).
Ro ^
Exactly the same proof as before holds for the weak global 
dimension. It also show that the coproduct of right semihereditary 
or-right X^-hereditary rings is respectively right semihereditary or 
right X^ “hereditary.
Before passing from the study of the category of modules over the 
coproduct to the more particular study of the category of finitely 
generated projective modules over the coproduct, we leave as an exercise 
for the reader the details of our next example, which answers a 
question of Bergman.
Example 2.11 We wish to find an extension of induced modules over 
a coproduct that is not itself an induced module.
Consider the free ring R = k<x,y> = kCx]U kCyJ . The module
k
xyR\R is an extension of the induced module yR\R by the induced 
module xR\^ , but is not itself aii induced module.
We already know all the objects in the category of finitely 
generated projective modules over a ring coproduct. Specifically;
Theorem 2.12 Let R = U R)^, where R^  is a semisimple artinian ring and
{Ry^ :Xe /\} is a family of faithful R^ -rings. Then a projective module
over R has the form 0 where each is a projective module
ytH V  •
over By, The monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely generated 
projective modules over R is isomorphic to the commutative monoid 
coproduct of the monoids of isomorphism classes of finitely generated 
projective modules over R , amalgamating the monoid of isomorphism 
classes of finitely generated projective modules over R^ . Consequently, 
K^ (r) is the commutative group coproduct of K^ (R^ ), amalgamating K^ (R^ ). 
Pf Every projective module, P, lies in a free module and so must be 
an induced module by theorem 2.2. Moreover, by theorem 2.9, we know 
that if P = 0  Mw^n R each Mi. must be projective.
Theorem 2.3 tells us that any isomorphism between two finitely 
generated induced modules is the composite of a finite sequence of 
basic transfers and transvections followed by an induced map. 
Transvections do not affect the form of an induced module ; basic 
transfers correspond to relations in the monoid of isomorphism 
classes of induced modules that identify the basic modules over Ry^, 
induced up to R, with the basic modules over R\^ induced up to R.
In particular, this applies inside the monoid of isomorphism classes 
of finitely generated projectives, I^ (R). So
where *u* is used here for the commutative monoid coproduct.
The corresponding result for K^ (R) holds since K^ (-) is just 
the universal abelian group functor applied 'to ^ (-).
We should also like to have 3h^ ormation about the maps between
finitely generated projective modules; that is, we should like to be 
able to explain all isomorphisms and all zero-divisors. We already 
know how to explain all isomorphisms, since theorem 2.3 actually 
explains all surjections. So that leaves the zero-divisors.
Theorem 2.13 Let R = U R^ , where R is a semisimple artinian ring
R© °
and each R is a faithful R^ -ring. Let :P— >P* and p:P*— >P** 
be maps between finitely generated projectives over R such that o(p = 0, 
Then there exists a commutative diagram
p ______ ^ -__ y p* ________________  ^P' •
e > ^ ( ^ ^ R ■ > e i ^ ® ^ R — ^ 0 P ^ ® ^ R
where each direct sum in this diagram is a finite direct sum of 
finitely generated projective modules and P^ -ÏL^  pj^-EL^p^• 
are homomorphisms of finitely generated projective Rj^ -modules that 
compose to zero.
Pf First, the image of jS is an induced module by theorem 2.2; so
P* >im^ is a sur jection of induced modules and, by theorem 2.3,
there exists a commutative diagram
p -----------  ^ p*  2------^p"
®  ker^ ;^ ®o H > @  ^ ^  % imJS
So the problem is to replace ker^ )^  , imjS^  by suitable finitely 
generated projective modules, imol^ is a finitely generated sulmodule 
of ©  kexp^<^^R and so lies in an R-submodule generated by finitely 
many elements from ker^y Thus there is an induced map from 
©  Py®^^ to ©  kerp^C^^, where each P^  is a finitely generated 
free Ry^ -module, such that the image of this induced map contains the 
image of «i! • Since P is a projective module, we find a commutative
4-Z
P ------- — -------^ P» -------^ ^  P**
u  ^  Î
© ) e P^  ®(^ R^ — > ©im^X^Rx^
We miss out the bottom right-hand comer of this diagram
( 0  im^x^g^ R); dualize the remainder of the digram and then we
X
fill in the hole in the bottom left-hand comer as we did before.
The diagram we obtain is the dual of the one we wish to find.
These results on the coproduct construction allow us to study
a number of interesting constructions on the category of finitely
generated projectives of a ring. Given a k-algebra S, the ring
coproduct S U k[)^  may be regarded as the S-ring with a universal 
k
map on the free module of rank 1 that centralises the k-algebra 
structure. Suppose that P^  and P^  are finitely generated projective 
modules over S; we are also interested in finding and studying an 
S-ring T, with a universal map from Pg®gT to P^^gT centralising 
the k-structure. In the language of functors, we are trying to find 
the S-ring in the category of k-algebras that represents the functor 
which associates to each S-ring, S', the set Homg, (P^^gS* ,P^gS' ).
An object ^  in a cagegory G represents a covariant functor 
FiC —^ Sets if F(-) is naturally equivalent to Homg^ (jQ.,-). We should 
like to investigate other-universal constructions ; thus, we wish to 
find an S-ring, T^iin the category of k-algebras with a universal 
isomorphism between P^^gT^ and P^^gT^. That is, T^ represents the 
functor on the category of S-rings that are k-algebras which 
associates to each object, S*, in the category the set of isomorphisms 
between Pq^gS* and P^SgS*. Again, we should like to find an S-ring, 
Tg, that is a k-algebra with a universal idempotent endomorphism of 
P<8^ gT2Î that is, T^ represents the functor-on the category of S-rings 
that are k-algebras which associates to each object S* the set of 
idempotent endomorphisms of P®gS-
43
One construction of a slightly different nature that we wish to 
study is the k-aJgehra, T*, with a universal homomorphism from S to 
Mn(T*)« Here T* represents the functor on the categroy of k-al^ ehras
%e constructions on the category of finitely generated projective 
modules are all approached in a similar way. For suitably large n, 
there are orthogonal idempotents such that e^(^) =
under the Morita equivalence of S and M^ (s), e^ (^ S) becomes e^ M^ (s), 
so it is enough to find an M^ (s)-ring with a universal homomorphism 
from eiMa(s)8k^ g^)- to '
Let e^  be the idempotent such that e^  + e^  + = 1 in M^ (S); we
have a map kxkxk— ^M^(S) given by (a,b,c)— > e^a + e b^ + e^ c 
which makes M^ (s) into a faithful kxkxk-ring. The projective 
module induced by the first summand of kxkxk is and that
induced by the second summand is e2M^ (S). It is easily seen that the 
kXk-ring with a universal map from the projective module kXO to the 
projective module Oxk is just the lower triangular matrix ring 
Tgfk) ^ (k k)* kx k — T^g(k) by (a,b)->^Q and the
universal map is induced by the element e^ ^^ . So, if we take the ring 
coproduct T«(k)xk iJ M (s ) ,  we see that we have adjoined a 
universal map from to G2^ (^S).. T2(k)xk^U^M^(S) = M^(T),
where T is the centraliser of the copy of M^ (k) in the second factor 
of the coproduct; by Morita equivalence, this S-ring, T, represents 
the functor which associates to each S-ring S* in the category of 
k-algebras the set Honig, (P^®gS* ,P20gS* ). We shall use the symbol 
T = 8 ^  :  ^ for this construction.
Theorem 2,14 Let S be a k-algebra and let P^ , P^ be finitely 
generated projective modules over S. Let T =  ^ be
the k-algebra with a universal map from P^0gT to Pg<8>gT; then T
4 - Y
has the same global (or weak) dimension as S except when the global 
(or weak) dimension of S is 0; in this case, T has dimension 1. All 
finitely generated projective modules are induced from S; in fact,
= y s ) .
Pf We retain the notation of the preceding discussion.
We see that M (T) - M (s) U  T_(k) x k; TL(k) has global (or weak) 
^ “ kxkxk  ^ ^
dimension 1, so M^ (T) has global (or weak) dimension equal to that 
of S or equal to 1 is S has global dimension (or weak dimension) 0 
by theorem 2.10. "Die monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely 
generated projective modules over T2(k)xk is isomorphic to the 
monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective 
modules over kxkxk; so from theorem 2.12 we deduce that
TgCk)* = W ® ) ) -  Hence P^ (M^ (T)) = P®(M^ (S)).
from which , by Morita equivalence, we deduce that ^ (T) = P^ (S).
The kxk-ring with a universal isomorphism between the projective
module kxO and the projective module Oxk is easily seen to be
M2(k), where kx k— >M2(k) by (a,b)— ; the elements e^-j^ and
6^ 2 are the universal isomorphism and its inverse. Therefore, if
and e^  are orthogonal idempotents in M^ (S) such that e^(^) = P^ ,
the M^ (s)-ring with a universal isomorphism between and
8o(M (S)) is just M (S) U  M«(k)Xk, where kxkxk— »M (s) via 
 ^ “ kxkxk  ^ “
(a,b,c)— > e a^ + e^ b + e^ c (e^  = 1 - e^ - eg) and kx kx k— ^M2(k)x k 
via (a,b,c)“>(^Q c) . By Morita equivalence, we have an S-ring 
T which has a universal isomorphism between P,^„T and P^ (S>cjT byJ. O 2 b
taking the centraliser of the copy of M^ (k) in the first factor of
this coproduct. We shall use the symbol for this
ring.
CrS
Theorem 2.15 Let S be a k-algebra and let 2^ ^  finitely-
generated projective modules over k. Then T =  ^Pg^
has the same global (or weak) dimension as S, except possibly when 
S has global (or weak) dimension 0. Here T may have dimension 0 or 1. 
P^ (T) is isomorphic to the quotient of ^ (S) by the one relation
[P;? = [pp.
Pf We use the notation of the preceding discussion.
The global (or weak) dimension of M^ (T) must equal the global 
(or weak) dimension of M^(s), if this is not 0, by theorem 2.10. If 
it equals 0, however, the global dimension is at most 1; we see that 
it may be 1 ty adjoining a universal isomorphism of the free module of 
rank 1 with itself over k, obtaining the Laurent polynomial ring k[t,f‘J. 
On the other hand, it may be 0, as we find for the ring kXMg(k), 
where we adjoin a universal isomorphism between kXO and OX^  ^QjMg(k), 
obtaining M^ (k).
For the last statement of the theorem, we note that
I^(Ng(k)X k) - (L^x 0 X 0] = [p X k X 0] \p^[k x k x iQ ;
since ^M^(T)) is the commutative monoid coproduct of P^(Mg(k)xk) 
and ^ (Mj^ (s)) amalgamating P^(kxkxk), we find that
W ^ ) )  -
By Morita equivalence we deduce that ^ (T) is the quotient of ^ (S) 
by the relation [pg] = [Pg].
Next we deal with "ttie adjunction of a universal idempotent map on 
a finitely generated projective module P. If we adjoin a universal • 
idempotent map to the free module of rank 1 over k. We obtain kXk. 
Therefore, if the idempotent eeM^(s) satisfies e(^ S) = P, the S-ring 
and k-algebra with a universal idempotent on P, Sj^ e^ieiP— >P, e^ = e^
4 ^
is obtained by taking the centraliser of M^ (k) in the ring coproduct 
M (s) U (kXk)x k, where kXk embeds in M (S) by (a,b)— > ea + (l-e)b 
and kx k embeds in kxkxk by (a,b)— >(a,a,b).
Once again, we may deduce homological information:
Theorem 2.16 The global (or weak) dimesion of T = S^e: e:P— >P, e^  = e^  
is equal to that of S except, possibly, when the dimension of S is 
0, where it may be 0 or 1. I^ (S) embeds in !^ (T) and there are two
more generators and [Qg] subject to the relation
[qJ + [0^ 1 = [P®gT].
Pf %is may be left to the reader; it in no way differs from the 
proofs of the last two theorems.
It is clear that these constructions may be put together in a 
number of interesting ways. One construction of some interest is 
the adjunction to a ring S of a pair of matrices such
that (^A^)(^^) = I^  (the identity of mxm matrices). This may be 
obtained ty adjoining universally an idempotent n x n-matrix, E, to 
S, obtaining the ring T and then adjoining to this ring T a universal 
isomorphism between S(^) and So we are able to deduce in this 
case that the global dimension remains the same and that the monoid 
of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective modules has 
exactly one new generator, [o], subject only to the relation 
[Oj + m = n.
Our final construction is a k-algebra that represents the functor 
Homk-aig(S,M^ (-)); following Bergman, we denote this ring by k^ S-— .
Ttieorem 2.17 Consider the ring T which is the centraliser of the 
first factor in the ring coproduct M^(k)uS. Then k ^ — » ^ Î
The global dimension of T is equal to maxfl,gl.dim.s} •
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Pf Given a homomorphism ^  : T— A^, we have homomorphisms
S_^M^(k)US £ M^(T)!^H^(A)
which determines a homomorphism (p xS— M^^ (A). Conversely, given 
a homomorphism g:S— >M^(A), we have a map g' :M^(k)u 8— >M^ (A), 
which maps the matrix units to the matrix units and acts as g on 
S. Restricting to the centraliser of the matrix units determines a 
map g;T— A^. These processes are mutually inverse; so they demonstrate 
the natural equivalence of Hom^ _gj^ (T,-) and Hom^_g^^(S,-)). So 
T = k(S— . By theorem 2.10, we see that the global dimension 
of M (k)u S is equal to that of S except when S is of dimension 0; 
here it always goes up to 1.
This construction has some interesting properties ;
Theorem 2.18 k(S— a domain and the group of units is just k^ . 
Pf If a,bék<S— and ab = 0, we may regard a and b as endo­
morphisme of the induced projective module P(2>^  (k)^^n^^^V * where
P is the simple M (k)-module. We write R for M (k)uS in the n n k
following.
By theorem 2.13, we obtain a commutative diagram
^ ^ ^®M^(k)H
where are defined over and compose to zero.
We know that the middle term of the bottom row is P^^ 
since this is the unique representation of this module as an 
induced module. ‘
However, the only way that a paSir of map oven >P,
o(;P— >Qg can compose to zero is for one of the two maps to be
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zero itself, which , in turn, implies that either a or b must be 
zero.
The results on units are a consequence of theorem 2.3. For if 
we have a unit in k^S— , it defines an automorphism of
(k)R; since P is indecomposable over M^ (k), all basic transfers 
and transvections must be the identity map on P<5^ (k)^ ’ by
theorem 2.3 the group of automorphisms of P®^ /^ \R must simply be 
the group of automorphisms of P over M^ (k), which is just as 
stated.
It is interesting to examine some of these constructions in the 
category of commutative algebras. We shall not provide detailed 
proofs since this last section is meant only to be illustrative.
We begin with a commutative ring C and a couple of finitely 
generated projective modules P^  and Pg over G. We wish to find a 
commutative C-algebra with a universal map between P^  and Pg.
Alternatively, we wish to find a commutative C-algebra C[*:P^— ^Pgl 
that represents the functor on the category of C-algebras 
AV— >Hom^_^^^(P^®|^A,Pg®gA). The functor Hom_(P^®^-,P^®^-)) is 
naturally equivalent to Hom _((Pg^^gP^)^g-,-), where P^ is the 
dual of Pg: but it is clear that the C-algebra representing this 
functor is just the symmetric algebra over C on the module P^^^P^.
It is an immediate consequence that this algebra is geometrically 
regular over C ; that is, for each prime ideal p of C, 
cQcP^— >Pg3<S>QQ(c/p) is a regular ring (where Q(C/p) is the algebraic 
closure of the ring of quotients of C/p.
We shall find that this holds for each construction examined and 
we shall be able to obtain each construction in a sufficiently 
explicit form to be able to determine the glpbal dimension of each 
geometric fibre over C. For example, in the above example, the fibre
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of p is isomorphic to Q(C/p)[x^ :^i = 1—»m^ , j = 1— ^m^] where m^
is the local rank of at p.
We examine next the construction of adjoining a universal
isomorphism from P^ to Pg. This is only possible when the local
rank of P^ is equal to the local rank of Pg. If such is the case,
P^ becomes isomorphic to Pg on a suitable Zariski cover and Ty
further refinement we may assume that on each connected component
P^ is a free module. Consequently, on each connected component of
the Zariski cover the set of isomorphisms from P^ to Pg is a principal
homogeneous space for GL^(-), where n is the local rank of P^  on that
component. We can see at once ihat the fibre at any point,p, of
spec C of the spectrum of the C-algebra representing isomorphisms
from P^ to Pg is isomorphic to the affine space GL^ (Q(C/p)), where
Q(c/p) is the algebraic closure of C/p. It follows that C&,«("':P^ —^ ÿPg]
is geometrically regular over C and the dimension of the fibre at 
2
any point p is n , where n is the local rank of P^ at p.
If we wish to adjoin an idempotent map e:P^  >P^ to C, it is
reasonable to specify its local rank also, which must be constant
on connected components and dominated by the local rank of P^ . We
may as well restrict to a situation where the local rank of P^  ^is
constant at n and the local rank of the idempotent is constant at a.
So we wish to represent idempotents of rank m in End^(P^^gA).
For a given C-algebra A there is a Zariski cover of spec A on which
P becomes a free module of rank n, and, for a particular idempotent
e 4End^(P^g)gA), e(P^®^A) becomes free with f±ee complement; so,
with respect to coverings in the Zariske topology, all such elements
are conjugate. Moreover, the centraliser of such an idempotent
becomes in the Zariski topology a form of M (A)x M^  (A); them n-m '
consequence of this is that the set of idempotents of rank m in 
End^(P^gA) becomes, on a Zariski cover, GI^% GL^_^GL^, Since
Sû
this last functor is geometrically regular, so is any twisted form 
of it; in particular, our commutative C-algehra with a universal 
idempotent of rank m acting on the projective module of rank n 
is geometrically regular and it is a quick check that the dimension 
of a fibre is 2mn.
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Chapter 2
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate how rank functions
and partial rank functions behave under the coproduct construction.
On the way, we shall give an application of this theory to the problem
of accessibility for finitely generated groups. However, the main
application of the results of this chapter will be to hereditary
rings in the following chapters.
When investigating partial rank functions on à ring coproduct,
R = R, U R , where R is a semisimple artinian ring, it is sensible J- 2 oRo
M€
this situation, we have the following lemma:
to assume that it is defined on the image of K^ (Rq) in K^ (R). In
Lemma 3.1 The partial rank functions on a ring coproduct, R = R, U  R ,
Re 2
that are defined on the image of K (R ) in K (R) are in 1-1o o*^ o
correspondence with pairs of rank functions (f]_»p2) dsfiued on R^ 
and Rg respectively, and defined on the image of K^ (R^ ) in K^(R^), 
that agree on K^ (R^ ),
Pf This is clear, since by theorem 2.12, we have a pushout diagram:
We shall often describe a partial rank function like those in 
lemma 3.1 as a pair (Pi*p2) partial rank functions on R^ and Rg 
respectively.
We wish to show that the inner projective rank of a map of :P—  
over R^  with, respect to a rank function is just the same as the 
inner projective rank of ^  R; P ^  R— ^  R over R - R- U  R^«I «4 K» 1 2
with respect to the rank fuhction (fjL»p2)* ^  order to do this, we
need to investigate how the generating number with respect to a rank
F 2
function of a module over one of the factors behaves. Before we 
do this, we present a similar result that is independent of rank 
functions.
In chapter 1, we have already encountered the notion of a ring 
with unbounded generating number; that is, no equation of the form 
”*R* = 0 P holds. If, however, such an equation holds, it is
clearly true that 0 (P®^,S) for all R*-rings S. In
particular, if R = R. U R*, all finitely generated modules over R
require at most m generators, whatever structure R^  may have. Our 
next result shows that this is the only way things go wrong.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that R^  is a skew field and Rg has unbounded 
generating number, where R^  and Rg are R^ -rings. Then the minimal 
number of generators over R^  of the finitely generated module M 
over R, is equal to the minimal number of generators of RJ.
over R, where R = R. U R„.
Ro ^
Pf Suppose that M®^R may be generated by m elements over R; then 
there is a sur jection of induced modules p R— R.
By theorem 2.3, there is an isomorphism
which is a composite of free transfers and transvections such that 
the composite cip is an induced map; that is, it maps P^ onto M and 
Pg to 0. We shall show that P^  is a direct summand of and so 
M is an m-generator module.
We recall from theorem I.3 that if Rg has unbounded generating 
number, we have a well-defined partial rank function Pg on stably 
free Rg-modules given by pg(P) = n ? n", where P 0  ^  Rg ^  °Rg. 
Moreover, since this number must always be non-negative, any free 
summand of P has rank at most pg(P).
If, after a sequence of free transfers and transvections we have
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passed from to P^ ®j^ R © Pg®^^, we claim that
P^  ® = ^ 1* assume that this is true at the stage;
if our next step is a transvection, it alters nothing; if it is a 
free transfer from P^  to Pg it is still true ; if it is a free 
transfer from P^  to Pg we can only transfer at most (:^ (Pg) factors, 
so it is still true. Our claim holds by induction.
We see that if M®),^ R^ is an m-generator R-module, it must be an 
m-generator R-|^ -module. The converse is clearly true, which completes 
our proof.
We pass to the more technical versions we need for partial rank 
functions in general.
Theorem 3.3 Let R = R^ l^ Rg, where R^  is a semisimple artinian ring
and each R^  is a faithful R^ -ring; let p^ ,Pg be partial rank functions
for R^ and Rg respectively, defined and agreeing on the image of
K (R ) in K (R. ). Let and be finitely generated R,- and R«-0 0 0 1  1 ^
modules respectively, with generating numbers m^  and mg with respect 
to p2 and pg respectively. Then,the generating number with respect to 
(Pl* Pg) of M^ Og^ R © Mg®j^ R^ is equal to m^  + mg.
Pf Certainly, it is at most m^ +mg.
Conversely, suppose that we have a sur jection over R
( e) ® (M^ ®^  R )
where p^ (Pj^ ) is defined. By theorem 2.3, after a sequence of basic 
transfers and transvections on ® ^ obtain an induced
surjection
Hi V  ® ® " 2 V -
Since p. is defined on the ikage of K^ (R^ ) in and agree
there, the basic transfers produce modules on which p^ is defined and
Pl(Pl) + “ Pl(Hl) + (^(Pp. But Pj^ (P^ ) >y m^ , since
maps onto M^ ; so + (:^ (Pg) m^  + m^  as we wished to show.
At this point it is of some interest to show how this may be
applied to provide a fairly simple proof of a result of P. Linnell
on accessibility for finitely generated groups.
We begin with a summary of the background to the problem and
refer the reader to Dicks (2-4f ) for the details of the subject.
Let X be a finite connected graph with edge set E and vertex set
V; we allow the beginning ie and the end re of an edge e to be the
same vertex. We label the edges and vertices of X with groups, and
for each edge e ^ E  we have embeddings > ^ie* if ie = Te,
these embeddings may well be different. This is known as a graph of
groups I we associate to this a group, the fundamental group of a
graph of groups in the following way.
Let T be a maximal sub-tree of X, which we regard as a subtree of
groups ; let v be a vertex with only one edge, e, incident with it
in T, so V = ie without any loss of generality. We pass to the tree
T* with one fewer vertex, obtained by omitting ie and e, which we
label ty the same groups as before except for re, which we label
with the group coproduct of G. and G amalgamating G , G. ^  G •16 •& e le . Te
By induction, we eventually reach a single point with a group, G^ ,
associated to it with a specified homomorphism G^— >G^ for each
vertex v of T such that G. A  G^ = G for each edge e ^ T; clearlyle Te e
G^ is universal with respect to this property.
For each edge e eX - T, we have two embeddings of G in G-,
Q —  ^G.-— .^G„ and G.—  ^G —— ) G^ j so we form the multiple HNN“ i© X 6 X
extension of G^ over all edges of X - T with respect to these pairs 
of embeddings. The resulting group, G^ , is the fundamental group of 
our gra^ h of groins; it can be ^own that it is independent of the
S'S-
maximal sub-tree chosen. Also if X* is a full connected subgraph 
of X, we may express as the fundamental group of a grajh of 
groups on X, where X is the graÿi obtained from X by shrinking X* 
to a point. The groups associated to edges and vertices are the 
same as in X for edges and vertices that lie in X; the group 
associated to the new point is G^,, the fundamental group of the 
subgraph of groups on X*.
In the following, we shall assume that edge groups are finite 
and also that if there is an edge e such that G^  = G^  ^or G^ = ^ Te* 
then ie = re.
Given a finitely generated group, G, we are interested in the 
various ways of expressing G as the fundamental group of a graph of 
groups with finite edge group. It is possible to show that if G is 
the fundamental group of a graph of groups on X^  and on X^ , then these 
two representations have a common refinement; that is, the is a 
representation of G as the fundamental group of a graph of groups on 
a graph, X^ , such that the representations on X^  and X^  arise by 
collapsing suitable subgraphs of X^  to points. So the question 
arises whether there is a representation from which all others are 
obtained by collapsing subgra^s to points. If there is the group is 
said to be accessible. Of course, this is equivalent to finding a 
representation where all the vertex groups are neither H M  extensions 
over some finite subgroup nor non-trivial coproducts over some 
finite subgroup. Since it is also easy to see that the number of 
generators of the fundamental group of a graph of groups on a graph,
X, is at least 1e(x)| - |v(X)| + 1 (consider the homomon^ iism to the 
fundamental group of the graph of groups on X such that G^  « * 1
for all e,v in X, which is "Wie free group on lE(X)l - |V(X)| + 1 
generators), we need in general only consider the possibility that 
a vertex group G.^ in some representation is a group coproduct of
two groups, amalgamating a finite subgroup such that one of the 
factors (say G^ ) in turn is a group coproduct of two groups amalgam­
ating a finite subgroup and so on ad infinitum. It is clear that 
this cannot happen for finitely generated torsion-free groups since 
the number of generators of is the sum of the number of
generators of and the number of generators of by the Grus‘k.ko- 
Neumann theorem. In order to prove a general theorem, we need to 
find some substitute for the number of generators that grows in a
satisfactory way for coproduct with amalgamation H-, ^  H«, where F
J- F ^
is a finite group. Linnell( ) was able to do this for those
groups whose subgroups are of bounded order; here we shall present 
his theorem, using partial rank functions to give us a suitable 
substitute.
We noted in the first chapter that on every group ring* in 
characteristic 0 there is a faithful rank function on the finitely 
generated projective modules induced by the trace function. We are 
interested in the subgroup K^ (IE) of K^ (Ml) which is generated by 
the finitely generated projective modules induced from finite sub­
groups (K a field of characteristic O). We shall denote by the 
partial rank function induced by the trace on K^ (KG). If G = G^ ,
then KG = KG^  U  KG«; if lF|<oo and K has characteristic 0 then 
-"-KF ^
KF is semisimple artinian and we should like to show that is 
just the partial rank function ((^  »Pg
Lemma 3.4 Let G = G^^G^ where IFl<oo ; then K^ (KG) is just the 
subgroup of K^ (KG) generated by the Images of K^ (KG^ ) and K^ (KG^ ). 
Consequently, is the partial rank function induced by and
Pgj"
Pf If P is a projective module induced up from some finite subgroup 
H of 6, we know -Ujat H is a conjugate of stme subgroup H* of either
or G^ ; consequently P is isomorphic to a projective module induced 
up from H* and must lie in the image of K^ (KG^ ) or K^(KGg). So 
K^ (KG) is generated by the images of K^ (KG^ ) and K^ (KG2).
Since and agree on the image of K^ (KF) and agrees 
with all three, lemma 3*1 shows that = (p^  ,p^  ).
This allows us to show Linnell*s theorem; we shall consider 
g.pg(u»G), the generating number with respect to p^ of the augmentation 
ideal of G in HG.
Theorem 3.5 Let G be a finitely generated group such that if H is 
a finite subgroup of G, lHl<m ; then G is accessible.
Pf We recall that it is sufficient to show that we cannot keep on 
decomposing such groups as a group coproduct amalgamating a finite 
subgroup in a non-trivial way.
Since the order of finite subgroups is bounded by m, takes 
values in “,2- and we already know that it is a faithful partial 
rank function.
If G = IHi <DO , we know that
wG =(wGjG ® (wHG^ wGg)G
where wG is the augmentation ideal of KG. HG = KG. U HG_;
1 kw 2
u-G^ G and (wHG^ \ wG^ )G = (wHG^ Therefore
by theorem 3.3 and lemma 3*4,
g.p^ (wG) = g.P(f^ ( Q^ ) + (wHGgXkGg)
and ^ ij.
Consequently, if g.p^^G) - q, there is no decomposition of 
G as the group of a tree of groups with finite edge groups having 
(mlq) vertices, which proves Linnell*s theorem.
We return to the general theory. Consider a ring homomorphism 
c(:R— S^; suppose that we have a rank function on R and a rank 
function pg on S and that pg(P®^S) = p^ (P) for any finitely generated 
projective module P over R. We shall say that the mapoC:R—  ^S is 
honest with respect to the rank functions and pg if for any map
y:Pj- in the category of finitely generated projective modules
over R, pg(2(^ S^) = p^(^). This clearly reduces to the usual notion 
of honesty for semifirs.
Theorem 3.6 Let R = R, U R , where R is a semi simple artinian ring
J. 2 O
and let be rank functions on R^  that agree on the image of K^ (R^ ) 
in K^ (R^ ). Let p= (p2*p2) ^  the rank function they define on R.
Then the embedding R^  > R is honest with respect to and p.
Pf Let otiP^  be a map between finitely generated projective
modules over R^ . It is clear that p^ C^*^) ^  R).
So let M be some finitely generated R-module such that
o((Pi)(S)r R^ C M S  Qi®j^ R.
By lemma 3.4, we need to show that g.f,(^ ) ^ Pq(®^ )*
By remark 2.8, the decomposition of M given by theorem 2.7 and
the following remarks takes the form
where <(P,) S By theorem 3-3 the generating nnmher of M with
respect to p is at least the generating number of M^ with respect to
Pi"
By theorem 2.1, the embedding of R^ -modules ® splits;
so consider the image of M^ in under the splitting map. It 
contains oC(Pj^) so its generating number with respect to at
least We have shown that g.p(M) > g*pi(M^)^
which is at least so >/ and our theorem is
proven.
This result will be of great use to us later; for the present we 
give a couple of interesting consequences.
Theorem 3.7 Let R = R-, U R«, where R is semisimple artinian. Let ------- 1 2  o
be a rank function on R^  such that and agree on the image 
of K^ (R^ ) in K^ (R^ ). Let p be the corresponding rank function on R. 
Then R satisfies the law of nullity with respect top if and only if 
R^ satisfies the law of nullity with respect to for i = 1,2.
Pf Suppose that R^  satisfies the law of nullity with respect to 
for i = 1,2. Consider a couple of maps of :P— 5P', p:P*—  ^P* *, 
defined over R, such that 0. Then by theorem 2.13, we have a 
commutative diagram:
P ----
è  P.® R y e Pî^ p.R > ep:*®„.R
where are maps defined over R^ such that = 0.
By the law of nullity, ^ Pi^^O» summing, we
find that p(«() + p(^) ^ Z 6 p(R*)» so R must
satisfy the law of nullity with respect to p .
Conversely, suppose that R satisfies the law of nullity with 
respect to p. Leto(%P— >P*, ^ ;P*—  ^P** be maps between projective 
modules over R^ such that c<j^ = o. By the law of nullity for R with 
respect to p,
R) + p(p<g^  R)« p(P'®g R);
but, by the last theorem, R) = for any map defined
over R^ , so
P i W  + Pi(P)^Pi(P’).
Dlls shows idiat R^ (and similarly Eg) must satis^ the law of nullity
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with respect to p, in the first case and in the second.
Theorem 3.8 In particular, we note that if is a skew field, then 
R is a Sylvester domain if and only if R^  and R^ are Sylvester domains. 
Pf This is an immediate consequence of the last theorem, when we
notice that all finitely generated projectives over R are free of
unique rank if and only if this holds in each factor.
We have seen in theorem 5 .G that if R^  and R^ are a couple of
R^ -rings with rank functions p, and respectively, agreeing on the 
images of K^ (R^ ), that full maps with respect to p, over R^ remain 
full with respect to p over R = R^ l^ R^  when they are induced up to R. 
We should like to say more accurately that factorisations of a full
map over R^ as a product of full maps over R essentially comes from
R ^ "  •
Theorem 3.9 Let R = R.u R,., where R is a semisimple artinian ring
-"-R* ^  o
and each R^  is a faithful R^ -ring. Assume that each R^ satisfies
the law of nullity with respect to a faithful rank function and 
that p, agrees with on the images of K^ (R^ ) in K^ (R^ ). Then if 
R = is a factorisation of a full map as a product of full
1^
maps over R, there is an invertible map, £ , such that and
are defined over R^ .
Pf Suppose that we have the factorisation over R* 
P® R —  R
1 V jr 1
P
where are full maps with respect to the rank function p = (pi ,p%) 
on R. So p(P) = p,(P) = PiCq). 'y(P) is a sutmodule of QOg R 
isomorphic to P, since *((P)^ Y(P). is a full map, so
g.p(X(P)) ^  Ç,(P) “ ç(P)î
(.1
but if there were a kernel of the map X:P— R, g.p(Tf(P)) < p(P), 
since p is a faithful rank function.
Since "^ (P) 2 'X(P^ ), we know by remark 2.8 that the decomposition 
of 'ÿ(P) given by theorem 2.7 takes the form:
7S(P) = R) © R) e R)
o 1 2
where «((P) G
If one of or is non-zero, its rank with respect to is 
non-zero; consequently, p, (M^ ) < p,(P) and so R:P<2)^  R— R
would not be full since o((P<2)^  R) ç therefore y(P) = R,
Now all we need to do is to show that ^ Q, for then we take 
e to be the identification of P with b(P) and we see that is the
induced map. ^ R ,  where P is the map P— ><x(P) G and is
the induced map X R, where X is the inclusion of in' Q.
We already know p iP— is a full map; we consider the map 8 
over R^ , 8 :M^ — ^ R  and note that ^ 6 = 0; hence 
(since the rank function is faithful) 6 = 0, which shows that G. Q 
as we wished to show.
6%.
Chapter 4
In this chapter, we shall investigate a rather different 
universal construction from those studied in the previous two 
chapters* Given a ring R and a collection % of maps between
finitely generated projective modules over R, we should like to
find a ring R^ , universal with respect to the property that every 
element of Z has an inverse.
Since we shall be working at some stage in this chapter with 
matrices of maps between finitely generated projective modules, we 
shall work with finitely generated projective left modules, and 
write our maps on the right. Of course, all results have a suitable 
dual formulation.
We begin with a new and possibly clearer approach to the 
construction of the ring R^ . We use the observation that an additive 
category is a full subcategory of the category of finitely generated 
projective modules over a ring if ; ' there is some object,
M, such that every object is a direct summand of some direct sum of
copies of M.
Let P(R) be the category of finitely generated projective left 
modules over R. Given a subset Z of maps in this category, we 
define a new additive category, P(R)^ , whose objects are the same 
as those of P(R) ; further, it is generated as an additive category 
by P(R) together with maps 5:Q^— for each map  ^ in Z,
subject only to the relations = I^  , «*<•< = I_ . Since its objects 
are just those of P(R), every object is a direct summand of. 
for some n, so this additive category, PCR)^ , is a full subcategory 
of the category of finitely generated projective modules over the 
endomorjhism ring of the object we call this endomorphism
ring R£ . There is a map R— >Ry, #icK by construction has "the right
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universal property. Our category P(R)£ is just the category of 
finitely generated left projective modules over that are induced 
from R. Of course, we apparently have no way of knowing that this 
ring is not ihe trivial ring, but we shall develop criteria which 
prevent this from happening.
We have two main theorems for studying such a ring; the first 
theorem, for historical reasons, is known as Cramer's rule, so in 
order to get the style correct, the second theorem will be called 
Malcolmson's criterion. They are both way of representing maps in 
the category of induced projective modules, but they are dual both 
in form and use.
Theorem 4.1 (Cramer's rule) Let R be a ring and % a collection of 
maps between finitely generated projective left modules. Then in 
the category P(R)£ every map *<:R£®^ P— >R^®^Q satisfies an equation 
of the form;
 ^(I : ) ■
where p,B^ axe both maps defined over R, and B - I '  \ , where
; I is an identity map on a projective module of suitable size
and of I is some map over R .
Pf We use the generator and relation construction of the category
P(R)£ given in the preceding discussion.
Certainly, for Z, the element p satisfies
•= I.
which is of the required form; for a defined over H, œ P— > Q,
%p(<) = oC
is an equation of the required form.
Next, given ®f(*P— >Q (i = 1,2) satisfying equations:
6 4
we find that for of^  ” have the equation
VO pv p j  ^ 4 - 0 - ^ j  p , p j  fi J
Finally, suppose that we have equations
(Pc pc) ( K ' V  = (pC p") (i = 1.2)
Vo < /
for maps o(^ :P^ — > P^ , c(^ :Pg— then we construct the equation
/p.p.o|2Wi: :i] - ° | A
Vo-p,'P.P./ _____ j A ]  Vo-f/^.lo/
Vo
Since every map in the category P(R)^ may be obtained by 
successively taking differences of maps previously found, or 
composing maps previously found (where possible) we see that our 
theorem is true.
Of course, in the last theorem there are no apparent reasons 
why the representation of o( in the equation ^ ^ should be
in any sense unique, We hope to show, however, that we often have 
very good control over such representations.
In Malcolmson {‘\'l ), Malcolmson presents a construction of
the ring where Z is a collection of matrices over R. The version 
of Cramer's rule presented above was obtained from known versions 
simply by replacing matrices with maps between finitely generated 
projective modules in the statement and proof. Exactly the same can 
be done with Malcolmson*s result.
We give an outline of his construction in our present ccmtext 
and state the main theorem, the proof of whic^ the reader may either 
omit,or else, by supplying maps for matrices thoi%hout Malcolmson*s
paper(T7 ),find.
The first point is that every map in the category P(R)£ , where 
Z is a collection of maps between finitely generated projective 
modules, may be represented in the form fï”'g, where f ,g,V are maps 
defined over R and V= f where each This is clearly
true for elements of P(R) and for maps X:Q.— (<:P 
If 2^ ^2'^ 2 maps from R^ €>^ P to R^®^Q, then we
find that
1^^1 Si -  2^^1 *®2 (^1 2^) (0 \ )
If f^ i^ Gq: ^2^1 ^ 2*^I®R^2  ^^ I®R^3
are a couple of maps then
is given by
"'L1^ 1 2^ (^ 1 ( q' I g ^
As in the proof of Cramer's rule, this shows that all maps in 
the category P(R)^  take the form f ^'g; the main use of this new 
representation is that we have a criterion for when two of these 
expressions are equal. We state the result:
Theorem 4.2 (Malcolmson* s criterion) Let R be a ring and Z a 
collection of maps between finitely generated projective modules over 
R. Then every map in P(R)g takes the form fîTg for maps f,g,y defined 
over R and for further, f^ y,'' g^  = ^ 2^ 1 *®2 ^
only if there is an equation wheire all maps are in R :
y, o o o -9,’
0 o  o  \ _  / p \ l Q  v) 
0 o  ïj o  o  
0 0 0  Xw 9„
Si jijj o  o
- i l )
where ^ 3,^ . ,P,Q aU have the form for suitable Ri^ï.
. \ 0 ’/' and neN.
We refer the reader to Malcolmson( 77 ) » where he will find
the proof in the case of elements of and matrices; the trans- • 
lation to this present form is mechanical.
In general, one needs to be dealing with a specific situation 
in order to apply these results with any power; however, Cramer's 
rule has a corollary which is quite surprising and holds for any 
uni\*ersal localisation.
Theorem 4.3 Let R be a ring and Z a collection of maps between 
finitely generated projecgive modules over R; then every finitely 
presented module over Rj- is an induced^odule.
Pf Let M be a finitely presented module over R^ ; then it is the 
cokemel of some map between free modules of finite rank over R^ ; 
by Cramer's rule we know that any such map is stably associated to 
an induced map. However, two maps that are stably associated have 
isomorphic cokemels ; but since is right exact, the cokemel
of an induced map is an induced module.
In particular, this result applies to finitely generated projective 
modules over R^ ; however, although every projective module is an 
induced module, it need not be induced from a projective module over 
R. We give a simple example, using results we shall prove later, to 
show it need not be a stably induced projective module.
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Let kcK be an inseparable extension of fields such that
[K*k] = p = char k. The ring coproduct K U kCxl is a fir by the
k
coproduct theorems; it has a universal skew field of fractions (see
chapters’ or Oohn( Qk 7 )), which we write as Kok(x). Cohn
k
( CkZT ) or chapter 5" shows that this has centre k; consequently,
K®,(Kok(x)) = M (F) for some skew field F. However, K® (Kok(x)) k  ^ n K
is the universal localisation of K®^(KukCx]) at the set of matrices
over KukCx] that are full; K®, (K uk[x] ) - (K®, K) U k[x] . All 
k ^ k ^ k
projectives over are free, since K^k is purely inseparable;
so all projectives over K®, (KukDC ) are free, although not all
projectives over K®, (Kok(x)) are stably free.
^ k
Recently, the author has found another general result about 
universal localisation that generalises an exact sequence in K-theory 
due to Bass and Murthy on central localisation and recent results of 
Revesz and Cohn on firs. We shall not give a proof, since it is 
long and calculational and will not be applied in this dissertation; 
however, we state the result.
First of all, we need to define a certain category. Let R be a 
ring and Z a collection of maps between finitely generated projective 
modules such that R embeds in R^ . Let Z be the collection of maps 
between finitely generated projective modules over R that have 
inverses in R^ ; clearly R^ sr r^ . Further, all elements of Z are 
injective maps. Let I be the full subcategory of the category of 
finitely generated modules over R, whose objects are those modules 
with presentations
0— 4P— ^ Q — ÿ — » 0.
We have already considered a category of this form in chapter 1, 
where we showed that the category of modules with full presentation 
with respect to a rank function p on a two-sided %^ -hereditary ring
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was a noetherian and artinian abelian category.
In general, the category is closed under extensions in the 
category of R-modules.
Theorem 4.4 Let R be a ring and 2. a collection of maps between 
finitely generated projective modules over R such that R embeds in 
Rjj let Z and I be defined as above. Then there is an exact seq^ uence;
It is clear how to define JS is defined using Cramer's rule;
specifically, if aeGL^(R ), Cramer's rule gives us an equation*
(A Aj^)  ^I *\ = (A A')
where (A A.) and (A A') are in
We attempt to define j?(a) s where
is the cokernel of (A A') and ^ ^  is the cokernel of (A A^ ).
The difficulty lies in showing that p is well-defined and induces
a map on K^ (R^ ) ; once this has been done, it is a simple exercise to
show that our sequence is exact. It produces the Bass-Murthy 
sequence, when we note that central localisation (indeed, Ore local­
isation) is just a special case of universal localisation.
Finally, there is some reason to suppose that this should extend
to a long exact sequence of Quillen K-theory generalising Gersten's 
extension of the Bass-Murthy result.
Chapter ^
The purpose of* this chapter is to study epimorphisms from weakly 
semihereditary rings to simple artinian ring. As one would suspect, 
this theory is intimately related to the possible rank functions 
taking values in for suitable n. If R is a weakly semihereditary 
ring with a rank function p, it satisfies the law of nullity with 
respect to p; in fact, for a particular rank function p, the most 
important fact is just the law of nullity and so much of'the theory 
goes through in this generality. In order to save the reader's eyes 
and the author's hand, therefore, we make the following definition: 
let p be a rank function on a ring R, taking values in fR ; it is said 
to be excellent if R satisfies the law of nullity with respect to p.
The case of an excellent rank function p on a ring R taking values 
in 2^  has already been considered by Bergman; he shows that the ring 
obtained by adjoining universal inverses to all maps between finitely 
generated projective modules that are full with respect top is a 
skew field. He also considered the case of an excellent rank function 
p, taking values in --Z, on a k-algebra R; here, he showed that 
the rank function arose from a homomorphism to a simple artinian 
ring. However, the simple artinian ring in question was not closely 
related to the original ring R. Ihe author considers the universal 
localisation of R at the set of full maps with respect to p, which he 
shows is always a perfect ring (in the sense of Bass( ^  )) with an
excellent rank function extending that on R. Ihere are examples to 
show that this is almost as much as one can hope for; however, this 
is sufficiently good to be able to deduce in many cases that the 
resulting ring is, in fact, simple artinian. This allows us to 
construct^  for example, the simple artinian coproduct of two simple 
artinian rings, amalgamating a common simple artinian ring; this
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construction is the natural extension of Cohn's skew field coproduct 
with amalgamation. In a later chapter we shall consider the inter­
action of this theory with the representation theory of finite 
dimensional hereditary algebras.
Given a ring R with an excellent rank function p, we shall often 
wish to consider the ring obtained by adjoining universal inverses 
to all maps which are full with respect to p ; we shall use the symbol 
Rp for this ring, and refer to it as the universal localisation of R 
at p.
We begin by summarising Cohn's theory of homomorphisms to skew 
fields for arbitrary rings; we refer the reader to Cohn ( CL.7 ) or 
to Malcolmson ( ) for the presentation of part of it.
The epimorphisms from a ring R to skew fields are in 1-1 correspond­
ence with the prime matrix ideals of the ring R; a prime matrix ideal 
is a set of square matrices, P, over R satisfying the following four 
properties;
(i). The 1X1 identity matrix is not in P
(ii) For square matrices A,’B, and only if one
of A or B is in P.
(iii) If (A|b) and (a |c ) lie in P, then (A|b-c) lies in P; and 
the analogous condition for rows.
(iv) Every non-full matrix lies in P; an nXn-matrix is said to
be non-full if it factors as a product of an nx(n-l) and an (n-l) x n
matrix.
The 1-1 correspondence is given by taking for an epi-
morphism o(:R— >F* to be the collection of matrices over R that are 
singular over F.
It is clear that given a descending chain of prime matrix ideals,
2^ 3» P- :> ... , A  PL is also a prime matrix ideal and is non-zero
(since it contains the non-full matrices) ; so there are minimal prime
1 1
matrix ideals inside any given one. Our aim is to classify the 
minimal prime matrix ideals, which we are able to do for weakly 
semihereditary rings; this theory is due to Bergman, who showed that 
they were in 1-1 correspondence with the rank functions taking values 
in Z. Here, the skew field corresponding to a particular minimal 
prime matrix ideal arises in a particularly interesting way; it is 
the universal localisation at the rank function associated to it.
We present this theory, following the proofs given in Dicks( 7,7 )
for most of the time.
Theorem 5«1 Let H be a ring with an excellent rank function, p, 
taking values in Z; then the set of matrices^ Pp^ non-full with respect 
to the rank function p is a minimal prime matrix ideal; in fact, the 
universal localisation of R at p is the skew field associated to 
this prime matrix ideal. The homomorphism R— > Rp induces tlrie rank
function p on R and is an honest map.
Pf First we show that Pp is a prime matrix ideal. Next, we show that 
the skew field, F, associated to Pp induces the rank function p on R 
and that the homomorphism R — >F is an honest map with respect to the 
rank function p and the usual rank on a skew field. A final 
argument shows that Rp is a skew field and so Pp is shown to be a 
prime matrix ideal.
We prove conditions (i)-(iv) for Pp to be a prime matrix ideal.
Certainly (i) holds. Next we show that g) = p(A) + f(B)f
from which condition (ii) follows.
Let Q be a projective module of minimal rank through which
factors; we partition our factorisation as 
BO XÏ' = 0. Hence, by the law of nullity,
(S Î)
~?z
p(o b ) “ p(«)^ p(X) + p(ï‘) ^ p(XY) + p(x'ï-) = p(A) + e(B)>p(o °)
from which equality holds throughout.
We come to condition (iii); we shall prove only the column version, 
since the row version follows by duality as the law of nullity is a 
left-right invariant condition on a ring with a rank function.
If (a I b) and (A | c) are n x n-matrices that are non-full with 
respect to p, we have two cases; if A has rank less than (n-l) with
respect to p, all matrices (A|*) are non-full with respect to p,
including (A | b-c), so we consider the second case where A has inner 
projective rank (n-l) with respect to p and so do (A | b) and (A 1 c).
We generalise slightly to consider the case where A, (a 1 B) and 
(a I C) all have the same rank; we wish to show that this is the rank 
of (A IB I C). We take minimal factorisations (A j B) = D(E I E*)
and (a I C) = F(G ) G*); then A = IE, A = FG are both minimal factor­
isations of A. The rank of the codomain of (D I F) is 2p(A) and 
(D I F)^^^ = 0, so by the law of nullity we have the equations:
2p(A) ) p(Dl F) + p(^) ) p(D) .+ p(G) = 2p(A),
hence equality holds everywhere. So (D I F) = H( J | K), where the 
rank of the codomain of H is p(D I P) = p(A). Therefore we construct 
the following factorisation;
(Al B I G) = (EE IDE* 1 FG*) = (HJE | HJE* | HKG*) = H(JE 1 JE* | HG*)
and so p(A 1 B I C)^ p(H) = p(A) $ p (Al B I C), from which equality
follows.
Returning to our problem, we find that p(A) = p (A I b) = p(A| c)
(= n-l), so p (A I b 1 c) = n-l and therefore
p(Al l5-o) = p[(A b o)|l oV]< Ç (Al bl c) = n-l
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SO (a 1 b-c) must also lie in Pp, which proves condition (iii).
Finally, for condition (iv), it is clear that non-full matrices 
are non-full with respect to p. Sc we have shown that Pp is a prime 
matrix ideal.
Next we shall show that the homomorphism to a skew field F 
induced by the prime matrix ideal Pp preserves the inner projective 
rank of matrices; consequently it induces the rank function p on the 
projective modules, and it is an honest map.
Over a skew field, the rank of a matrix is the maximal rank of 
square invertible submatrices; under the homomorphism from E to F, 
those matrices that become inverted are exactly those not in Pp, so 
we wish to show that the inner projective rank of a matrix is the 
maximal rank of a squre submatrix that is full with respect to p.
Suppose, for a given matrix M,' that this maximal rank is q; then 
every (q+1) X (g+l) - submatrix of M that contains a square matrix of 
rank q that is full with respect to p must itself have inner projective 
rank q. By induction, and the earlier result that if p(A), p(A| B) 
and p(Al C) are all equal, then .they are equal to ç (A\ B \ C), we see 
that the rank of any (q+l) ^ .n-submatrix of K with respect to p, that 
contains a square qxq-matrix, full with respect to p, must be q.
By induction, and the dual result, we see that the inner projective
rank of M must be q, as we wished to show.
This shows that the map from R to F must induce p on projective 
modules ; for, given any projective module Q over R, there is an 
idempotent nx n-matrix E such that R^ is isomorphic to Q, and so 
p”e - F<S>j^Q; moreover, the inner projective rank of E is just p(Q), 
so p(Q) is equal to the rank of E over F, idiich is just tF<X>j^ Q:Fj
as we wished to show. Finally, given any map  ^Qg over R
between finitely generated projectives,let p;R — ^ ^ ^  
be a split surjection and a split injection respectively; then
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p(c<) = p(poCi); P®o. is represented, by some matrix and the rank of 
over F is just the rank of this matrix over F, but this is just 
p(p^ i) = p(®<) which shows that R— >F is an honest map with respect 
to p on R and the usual rank on F.
An immediate consequence of this is that all maps between projective 
modules over R that are full with respect to p become invertible in P.
Let ^  be the collection of matrices full with respect to f>; then, 
ly Cohn(/i^  Clv7 ), we know that Rg^, the universal localisation of R 
at the set of matrices is a local ring with residue class skew
field F. Since every map ot:Q^  >0^ ' that is full with respect to p
becomes invertible over F, it is already invertible over R^  ^: so
Let xeRp, and suppose that the image of x in F is 0; then, by 
Cramer's rule, there is an equation
(Ala)  ^I = (a 1 b),
where (A | a) is a full matrix with respect to p from some projective 
module P, p(P) = n, to a projective of rank n; (A j b) is a map defined 
over R.
Since x has image 0 in F, (A | b) cannot be full with respect to p. 
Hence there is a factorisation (A | b) = B(C | c) where the codomain 
of B is a projective module Q, p(Q) = n-l.
We use this to re-write our first equation over R ;
“ “ >(s î)(; ;)■ '” *>(5 s)
Since (B j a) is a map from P, where p(P) = m to Q #  R, where 
p(Q) = n-l, and since it is a left factor of iÆie full map (Aj a), it 
must be full and so invertible in Rp; we cancel it and deduce that 
X = 0 already in Rp. So Rp = F as we wished to show.
7S-
Now suppose that P is a prime matrix ideal contained in Pp; 
all maps in lEp become invertible in the skew field associated to P, 
so there is an epimorphism from the skew field to the skew field
associated to P. But the only possible such epimorphism is an 
isomorphism between them , so P = Pp , which shows that Pp is a 
minimal prime matrix ideal.
This applies equally well to the case of weakly semihereditary 
rings, for any rank function on such a ring must be excellent.
Theorem 5.2 Let R be a weakly semihereditary ring; then the minimal 
prime matrix ideals are in 1-1 correspondence with the rank functions 
taking values in Z.
Pf Given a rank function p on R, we know that is is excellent, so, 
by theorem the set of matrices non-full with respect to p is a
minimal prime matrix ideal. Moreover, the rank function is recoverable 
from the prime matrix ideal, since p is the rank function induced 
by the map to the associated skew field.
Conversely, if P is a minimal prime matrix ideal, the epimorphism 
from R to the associated skew field induces some rank function p on 
R and the set of matrices non-full with respect to p, Pp , must lie in 
P; since p is excellent, Pp is a minimal prime matrix ideal and hence 
since P is minimal, P = Pp.
The last two theorems give a fairly clear picture of the inter­
action between rank functions to Z  and epimorphisms to skew fields 
for weakly semihereditary rings. One of the most interesting points 
is that the universal localisation of a weaMy semihereditary ring 
at a rank function taking values in Z  is always a skew field. As 
soon as we pass to rank functions taking values in “ Z, we find 
quite quickly that the universal localisation at the rank function
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need not be simple artinian; we give a few examples.
We begin with a fairly trivial example. Consider the ring k ©  k 
and the rank function that assigns the rank 4 to each direct summand. 
Clearly, all full maps with respect to this rank function are 
already invertible, so it is its own universal localisation at the 
rank function.. Next, consider the ring R ^  C M^(k); there is
a rank function assigning the value to^^ and to(g ^  . The
element defines a full map from the second to the first
projective; moreover, the ring with a universal inverse to this map 
, is just M^ Ck). However, if we assign the rank 2/3 to and the
value 1/3 to ^  , we see that all full maps with respect to this
rank function are already invertible; so ^  is its own universal
localisation at this rank function. In a later chapter, we shall 
examine more general finite-dimensional hereditary algebras in greater 
detail.
Given a k-algebra R with an excellent rank function p taking 
values in we show that this rank function is induced by a
homomorphism to a simple artinian ring. This was first shown by 
Bergman for weakly semihereditary rings.
Theorem 5.3 Let R be a ring with an excellent rank function p
taking values in --2 ; then there is a homomorphism from R to a
simple artinian ring, inducing the rank function p on R.
Pf Consider the ring M (k) U  R = M (T); since the unique rankn 1^ n ^
function on M (k) is excellent, taking values in — Z, the rank n n
function p' defined on M^(k) U R the unique one on M^ (k) and p 
bn R must also bé excellent ly theorem 3*7» azid it takes values in 
^Z. By Morita equivalence, there is a rank function p on T, 
corresponding to pi taking values in Z  ,and it must be excellent. 
Consequently, the universal localisation of T atp , Tp*, is a skew
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field by theorem S’.l and the homomorphism
R— t MflCR) U R  = M^ (T)--»M^ (T-)
induces o on R.
Although this result is interesting, we should prefer to have 
information on epimorphisms rather than just homomorphisms, and the 
simple artinian ring we've constructed is rather a long way from R. 
However, it will be of great use to use, mainly because it is an 
honest map;
Theorem 5«4 Let R be a k-algebra with an excellent rank function
taking values in “ Z; then the homomorphism from R to a simple
artinian ring constructed in theorem 5*3 is an honest map.
Pf In theorem 3.6, we showed that the map R— J’M (k) U R - M (T)
' ^ k ^
is an honest map; in theorem 5*1» we showed that the map T T^j-
is an honest map, so the map M^(T) M^^ (T^ ) is honest. Since the
composition of honest maps is honest, this completes our proof.
In order to develop the theory of universal localisations of 
rings at excellent rank functions taking values in ^ Z, we need to 
examine the case where the rank function takes values in Z  in 
greater detail; in fact, we need to examine the localisations 
intermediate between R and Rp. The next theorem first appeared in 
joint work with Cohn (Cohn, Schofield 2_3 ). We define a set of
maps Z between finitely generated pro jectives to be lower multiplicat­
ive ly closed if Z  ^2 .
Theorem 5.5 Let R be a ring with an excellent rank function p taking 
values in Z. Let Z  be a collection of full maps with respect to p 
that is lower multiplicatively closed, and such that every left 
factor in R, that is full with respect to p , of an element of Z
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is invertible in R^ ; then R^- embeds in the universal localisation 
of R at p, Rp e
^  By Cramer's rule, for any element x of R^ , we have an equation;
i m
where (o( N|):P— (</*jS):P— ^R^  are maps defined over R and 
(o(kj)éZ. If the image in R^ of x is 0, (x I p) is singular in Rp 
and so («< IJB) = ^ («^ '1^ 0 in R, where Ï:P— >Q is a map from P to a 
projective of rank (n-l). Using this equation, we may re-write our 
first equation;
Since ( Y I (Y|) is a map from a projective of rank n to a projective 
of rank n, and since it is a left factor of (<Y|cf^, we deduce first 
that it must be full, and then by assumption it must be invertible 
in R^ ; cancelling it from our second equation shows that x = 0 in R^ ; 
which proves that R^ embeds in Rp.
This theorem allows us to give another necessary and sufficient 
condition for a universal localisation Rg- of a ring R at a set of 
maps between finitely generated projective modules full with respect 
to an excellent rank function, to embed in the universal local­
isation Rp of R.
Since Rp is a skew field, the map R^— >Rp induces a rank function 
on the ring R^ taking values in Z. We use this rank function; 
clearly p'(Rg®^ P) = p(P).
Theorem 5.6 Let R be a ring with an excellent rank function p taking 
values in Z  ; let Z  be a collection of full'maps with respect to p . 
Then R^ embeds in Rp if and only if the rank function p' induced by 
the map R^— yRp is faithful.
1 ?
Pf If there is a projective Q over such that p*(Q) = 0, then the 
trace ideal of Q must he in the kernel of the map R^—  ^R .
P
Conversely, if Rj.— >R^  is not faithful, then, hy the last 
theorem, there is a map Y = in the lower multiplicative
closure of Z  and a factorisation ^  where ct are full maps with 
respect to p such that is not invertible in R^ ; let oijp— >P*, 
where p(P) = p(P') = n; then in Rj, « has a right inverse so
% ® rP* e  Q
for some non-zero Q. But then
p'(Q) = p'(Rz® k^ ')  -  = p(R’ ) -  p(P) = 0.
We wish to have slightly more precise information about a ring 
of the form, R^-, when R^ embeds in Rp in the situation of the preceding 
theorem; it turns out that we can relate much of the theory of such 
a ring to that of R.
Theorem 5.7 Let R be a ring with an excellent rank function 
taking values in TL ; let Z  be a collection of full maps with respect 
to p such that R ^  embeds in R^ ; then all finitely generated projective 
modules over Rj are stably induced from R, that is, Q 0 R^ - R^®^P. 
Further the rank function induced by R^— > Rp on R^ is excellent.
Pf Let P be a finitely generated projective module over R^ , the image 
of an idempotent eeM^(R^); by Cramer's rule, e is stably associated 
to a map jB defined over R. This gives the following diagram, which 
we explain below;
?0
Here the maps Y,S are isomorphisms defined over R^ ; ^  is a map
defined over R; and are defined over R and is a
factorisation of/3 as a right full followed hy a left full map, so
(^Qg) i-s the inner projective rank of/Ô. p is the projection from
R^^ onto the image ? 0  R^ of e 0 i is the injection of this 
^m+nimage in R^ .
Since ^  and e + 1^ are associated over R^ , they have the same 
rank over R^ ; so p(Qg) = m + p(P), where hy p(P) we mean [Rp®j^ P^;Rj 
The map is sur jective, so over R^;,
Rj;® jjQg “ R") ® R' ,
where P* = ker(p2.^ p). However, over Rp,
which implies that Rp®^ P* - 0; since R^ embeds in Rp, P* must 
be zero, so P 0 R^ = ^  ts defined over R, which is
what we wished to show.
We ^ve the information available to us now to prove our main
result on universal localisations of a k-algebra R at an excellent
rank function taking values in First we set up the terminology
of our next theorem.
Let R be a k-algebra with an excellent rank function,, p, taking
values in — 2 ; let T be the ring such that M (k) U R = M (T). Then n u u
T is a ring with excellent rank function, p, as we saw in theorems 
5*3 and 5.4, so T- is a skew field and we saw that the homomorphism
R— >M^ (k) U R  =
induces the rank function p on R and is an honest map. Consequently
the full maps with respect to p over R become invertible over »
so We have a homomorphism R-—  ^ and, in fact, a homomorphism
from the ring M (k) U R_ to M (T_). By Morita equivalence, 
n V- \
M^ (k) U Rp = where Tp is a universal localisation of T at
a collection of maps between finitely generated pro jectives, full 
with respect to p.
Theorem 5.8 Let R be a k-algebra with an excellent rank function 
taking values in 'jZ. Then Rp, the universal localisation of R at 
p^ is a perfect ring with nilpotent radical ; all its finitely generated 
projective modules are stably induced from R and the rank function p 
extends to an excellent faithful rank function p^  on Rp.
Pf We use the terminology of the preceding discussion.
Mn(k)uR-^ Jk)U Rp «VV-^VV
induces a rank function p'on Rp extending that on R.
Tp is a universal localisation of T and we wish to show that 
and hence Rp embeds in M^ (T-); by theorem ,^6 it embeds provided 
there are no projective modules of rank 0 over Tp with respect to the 
homomorphism to M^ (T-). But if there is a projective of rank 0 over
Tp, there is a projective of rank 0 over M^ (k) U R^  with respect to
the rank function induced by the* homomorphism to • Since this
projective module decomposes as
h®M^ (k)«n(Tp) ® ^2®Rp W  '
we see that must be zero and P^  a projective module over Rp such 
that p'(P^ ) = 0. Let E be an idempotent nx n-matrix over Rp such 
that E(\p) = P^ î then I - E becomes invertible over M^(T-).
By Cramer’s rule, we have an equations
(cl o(j) fl » \ =  [cl
Vo I-E/
Where «<,«,, and are defined over R and (d W,) is full with respect 
to p •
Since I-E becomes invertible and (<<«(,) becomes invertible over
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MrCT^ )» so does (d therefore(fx' is a full map with respect
to p , so it is invertible over Rp and I-E must also be invertible
over Rp. Hence E = 0 and, following the argument back, we find that
all projective modules over are of rank greater than 0 with respect
to the homomorphism Tp— ■> . We deduce that all projective modules
over Tp are stably induced from T and that the rank function induced
on Tp by Tp ^T^ is a faithful excellent rank function.
By Morita equivalence, all projective modules over M^ (Tp)
( = M (k) U R ) are stably induced from M (k) U R and the rank
function induced by M^(Tp)— ^M^(T^) on M^ (Tp) is a faithful excellent
rank function. We deduce that all projective modules over Rp are
.
stably induced from R and that the rank function p on Rp is a 
faithful excellent rank function with values in
We need to show that perfection of our ring and the nilpotence 
of the radical. A ring is said to be left perfect if it has the 
descending chain condition on principal right ideals. We shall show 
the descending chain condition on right ideals of bounded generating 
number with respect to the rank function p' in the ring R .
First, however, we note that all full maps with respect to p' in
Rp are invertible. For, if <x:P— is a map in Rp^  the pro jectives
P,Q are stably induced from R, so d® :P 0   ^Q 0  is a
map between induced projective modules. By Cramer’s rule, 0 I 
is stably associated to a map, /3€)^ Rp, induced from R. Since o< is 
full with respect to p', it becomes invertible in M^ (T^ ), so p must 
also become invertible there ; so P is invertible in Rp already and 
so d must be also.
Suppose that we have an infinite descending chain of right ideals 
of bounded generating number with respect to p ; then we may find an 
infinite descending chain where all right ideals have the same 
geneiating number, q, and this humber is minimal for such a chain to
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exist; let ^ J ^ . be such a chain. We construct a
diagram
 ?1 • • • - - - ^ +1
P. ' 4  .
i^+1 * * •
PC
where is a minimal presentation of I^ , so p(Oj_) = q. Since
each î-s projective, we may construct m a p s c # - : w h i c h
make the diagram commute. This map cannot be sur jective since
so it cannot be full by our preceding argument; suppose 
it factors as
where p (Q^ ) < p(<^) = q.
Let be the image of in I^ ; then the generating number of 
is less than q and
SO that .... is a strictly descending chain of right ideals
of generating number less than q, which contradicts our earlier 
assumption about q.
So Rp must be left perfect; it is right perfect by symmetry. Since 
Rp is perfect, its radical is nil and, modulo the radical, it is 
semisimple artinian; however, Rp embeds in the simple artinian ring 
M^ (T^ ) and all nil subrings of an artinian ring are nilpotent, so the 
radical of R is nilpotent as claimed.
First, we shall use this theorem to construct the simple artinian 
coproduct of simple artinian rings amalgamating a common simple 
artinian subring. At the end of the chapter, there will be a 
discussion of how near to the total truth theorem 5*8 approaches.
Sc
Our next theorem gives one set of circumstances under which we 
can conclude that the universal localisation of a ring R at an 
excellent rank function p taking values in is a simple artinian 
ring; we remark that theorem t-l of the next chapter shows that 
this is also true, provided R has enough full maps (see next chapter 
for the definition of this).
Theorem 6.9 Let R he a ring with an excellent rank function p onto 
^2 and assume that p is unique; then the universal localisation of 
R at p , Rp, is a simple artinian ring.
Pf We use the notation and results of theorem 5*8 • We have shown 
that Rp is a perfect ring; therefore it is a semisimple artinian 
ring modulo its radical. It is clear that a semisimple artinian 
ring has a unique rank function if and only if it is simple artinian. 
But R has a unique rank function, and all projective modules over Rp 
are stably induced from R, which implies that any rank function on 
Rp is determined by its values on R; therefore R is a simple artinian 
ring modulo its radical. Since we may lift idempotents modulo the 
radical in this case, Rp = M^ (s) for some ring S.
In the course of theorem 5*8, we showed that Rp is a ring with 
an excellent rank function p*, taking values in and that all full 
maps with respect to p* between finitely generated pro jectives are 
invertible. By Morita equivalence, S is a ring with an excellent 
rank function pg, taking values in 2L, such that all full maps with 
respect to pg are invertible; consequently S - Sp^  . But by theorem 
5*If Spj is a skew field, so we find that Rp = M^(S) is a simple 
artinian ring.
Theorem 6.10 Let and be a couple of simple artinian rings
with common simple artinian subring S# Then S^u is an hereditary
ring with a unique rank function p. Therefore, (S^U is a
simple artinian ring, which we call the simple artinian coproduct 
of and S^ , amalgamating S . If = M^ (^D^ ) for skew fields D^ , 
(S^u = M^ (D), where n = l.c.m.fh^.n^}.
Pf From theorem 3.1 we know that U has a unique rank function
p ; if S. = M (D. ), where D. is a skew field, the image of p is — Z,V J- n^  1 1. * 71
where n = l.c.m.fn^ rng}.
By theorem 5*9, the universal localisation of Ü is a simple 
artinian ring, M^(d), for some skew field D.
Following Cohn’s notation for skew field coprodcuts, we shall 
denote the simple artinian coproduct of and S^ , amalgamating S^ , 
as S^o S^ » Of course, we can construct the simple artinian 
coproduct of finitely many simple artinian rings, S^ , amalgamating 
S in exactly the same way; for infinitely many simple artinian rings, 
we have to be slightly more careful. In this case, the last theorem 
is proved in exactly the same way, provided that if
a skew field, then l.c.m. {n^ exists; in the contrary case, our 
universal localisation at p does exist, but it is a von Neumann 
regular ring that is not simple artinian.
In theorem 5*8* we showed that the universal localisation of R at 
an excellent rank function, p , taking values in is a perfect ring. 
There is a certain amount of evidence to suggest that we should be 
able to prove artinian rather than perfect; however, at present, this 
seems hard to approach. We have already given examples of hereditary 
• artinian rings that are complete localisations at a rank function; 
we should like to show that not all such complete localisations need 
to be hereditary.
So let R be the quotient ring of the 3x3 upper triangular matrix 
ring over a field k modulo the square of its radical; so it is
If we assign the rank ^  to the pro jectives / ? ? ?
I U 0 0
(0 0 0
and to /q Q q\ and the rank % to 1  ^^ , we find that
\ 0  O k ]  \ 0  0 o j
this is an excellent rank function and that the only full maps are 
invertible, as we wished to show.
There is a related direction in which we should be able to 
better theorem 5*8. If R is a right hereditary ring, theorem 3.8 
shows that Rp is a right hereditary perfect ring, from which we can 
deduce that it is two-sided hereditary. We may investigate such 
rings using the classification of perfect hereditary rings due to 
Chase ( (| ) and Bergman ( ^ ). If R is weakly semihereditary,
we should like to deduce that Rp is actually two-sided hereditary; 
we would be able to deduce this if we knew that Rp is weakly semi­
hereditary. Bergman has conjectured that any localisation of a weakly 
semihereditary ring is still weakly semihereditary.
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Chapter _6
In the last chapter, we investigated the universal localisation 
of a ring R at an excellent rank function p, taking values in 
the resulting ring is always a perfect ring. Since the degree of 
nilpotence of the radical may grow with the integer n, it is likely 
that if the rank function takes values in the real numbers, we are 
not going to be able to say a great deal about the universal 
localisation at the rank function. This suggests that rather than 
investigating epimorphisms to von Neumann regular rings that induce 
the rank function, we should look for homomorphisms; and we shall be 
able to prove that every rank function on a two-sided %^-hereditary 
ring arises from a homomorphism to a von Neumann regular ring with a 
suitable rank function. Under suitable hypotheses, we are able to 
show that the universal localisation at the rank function is von 
Neumann regular; however, it is not a particularly easy matter to 
check this condition.
In the first chapter, we showed that if R is a two-sided X^- 
hereditary ring with a rank function p , then every map between 
finitely generated projective modules factors as a right full 
followed by a left full map; we described this condition as having 
enough right full and left full maps. We shall need a complementary 
condition. We shall say that R has enough full maps with respect to 
p if every left full map is a left factor of a full map and every 
right full map is a right factor of a full map.
Theorem 6.1 Let R be a ring with an excellent rank function p such 
that R has enough right full, left full and full maps with respect 
to p. Then the universal localisation of R at p, R^ , is a von 
Neumann regular ring. All projectiv© modules are stably induced from
S8
R and the rank function extends to R^ . The kernel of the homomorphism 
from R to Rp is the trace ideal of the pro jectives of rank 0.
Pf Consider the category of induced finitely generated projective
modules over R^ ; we know, hy Cramer's rule, that if ocRp^P ^R^^Q
is in this category, it is stahly associated to a map
Rp<Z^ o^' : % P ' -------- ,
induced from the category of finitely generated projective modules
over R. Over R, we may factor o(* as **' = (c(^ :P'--
*^ i*^ l-- Q^*)> where is right full and is left full. However,
since o(^  is a right factor of a full map with respect to p in R and 
all full maps over R are invertible in R^, has a left inverse over 
Rpj dually, lias a right inverse. Therefore, over R^ , R^ ®j^ P^  is 
isomorphic to the image of Rp®^ and the image is a direct summand of 
Rp®PjQ'. We conclude that the image of ot:P— must also be a direct 
summand of Q, since this property remains invariant under stable 
association. So Rp is von Neumann regular, since every finitely 
generated left ideal of Rp is the image of some map : R^— > R and
consequently, a direct summand of Rp.
Next, we show that all projective modules are stably induced from 
R. Let ecM^(Rp) be an idempotent presenting a finitely generated 
projective module P over R^ ; as before, e is stably associated to a 
map Rç^d*:Rç®j^P— induced from R. Moreover, the image of 
Rp®^' is isomorphic to where d' =
o(^ :P^  is a minimal factorisation of «(*. But the image of e 0
is just P ® r"î s o  P ®  r“ -  Sf®R^ l*
So far we have not used the law of nullity at all; however, if 
our rank function is not excellent, the kernel of the map from R to 
Rç will be large. We use Malcolmson's criterion together with the 
law of nullity to determine the kernel of the map R— >R^ ,
?<?
Before continuing, we recall that the nullity with respect to p
of a map c(:P between pro jectives such that p(P) = p(Q) is equal
to p(P) - p(c<)» We recall also that the nullity of a map ^ J
where is a full map with respect to an excellent rank function p
is equal to the nullity of fi; a similar statement holds for I ^
Suppose that reR has image 0 in Rp. Malcolmson*s criterion
states "that there is an equation of matrices of maps over R:
M =
fl 0 0 r]
0 d 0 0
0 0 A
a 0 OJI)
where c<,p,Y,S are full maps over R. This states that the nullity of 
M is 1. Since the row through and the column through jS both have 
only zeros apart from the named elements, we may conclude that Q  
has nullity 1. Again, we may conclude that r has nullity 1, which 
implies that right multiplication by r factors through a projective 
module of rank 0. So R lies in the trace ideal of the pro jectives of 
rank 0. Conversely, if P is a projective of rank 0 with respect to p 
over R, the image of a matrix eeM^(R), then (l-e) is a full matrix 
so e becomes zero in R , and Rp®^P = 0. So the trace ideal of the 
pro jectives of rank zero with respect to p is exactly the kernel of 
R— R^p.
Finally, we wish to show that the rank function p extends to R^ ; 
we know that every projective module is stably induced from R, so we 
wish to define a rank function p*, by pf (P) = p(P' ) - n, where 
P 0 R^ = R^^P', where P* is a projective module over R. There are 
two problems to deal with; p* may take negative values with this 
definition; and there may be two different equations P © R^ - 
(i = 1,2), giving different values for p*(P)* We shall show that 
neither problem arises under the assumption that there can be no 
isomorphism over Rp.
to
show that this last statement is true.
First, p* must he well-defined given the assumption; for if 
P © Rp‘ - R^^P^ and P 0 = R^®^P^, we may assume that n^ = n^ ,
hy changing the first equation to P © R^  ^= Rp<8^ (P^ ©  ^if
(or the corresponding change if n^^n^). Then R^®^P^ and 
^P^R^ 2 isomorphic over R^ ; so p(P]^ ) = p(P^ ) and p* (P) is well- 
defined.
Next, if p*(P)^0, we find that P © R^  = R^®^P',where p(P')<:n,
so over Rp there is a surjection o(;R^^P'-- R^^ ; hy Cramer's rule,
this is stahly associated to a map Rp®j^oc* :Rç>®j^ Q— )Rp®^ Q' defined over 
R such that p(Q)$ p(Q*) and is sur jective with kernel P over
Rp.
el'Let Q----- Q^' be a factorisation ofoC' as right full
by left full; the firjtargument of this theorem shows that over Rp, 
Rp€^ induces an isomorphism between R^ O^ Q' ' and the image of Rp®^ ol', 
which is Rp®^Q'. Consequently, our assumption tells us that 
ç W  = P(Q**) = p(Q*)î since f(Q)^ f(Q*)» p(Q) = p(Q') and d' is 
full; so it becomes invertible over Rp and its kernel P is zero, 
which completes our proof, given the assumption that the only 
isomorphisms between induced projective modules are between those of 
the same rank with respect to p.
So let ®^ *Rç®fjRq ^^®R^2 ^  ^  isomorphism over Rp; we wish to
show that p(P^ ) = 0(^ 2^ * Ry Cramer's rule,
where ^  is full ^ :P— >R^ ©  P^ , ^ ':P— >R^  ©  P^ . So becomes an 
isomorphism over Rp and pCR^ .) ~ pCRg) 4^  p(P) = p(R^ ® 
factor p' Î
'K
where Q, is right full, ^ ^:Q,— © P^ is left full, and
recall that the first argument of this theorem shows that jS^  induces 
an isomorphism of Q with the image of p*, which is R^ ©  P^ ; so 
p^:P >Q is also an isomorphism.
We have a left full map -- R^^  ©  P^ ; it is a left factor of a
full map = & :Q— >Q*. So, a right inverse of over R^ is
however, is an isomorphism over Rp, so YS
is the identity map on R^^P^. We apply Malcolmson's criterion, which 
gives us the following matrix of maps equation over R:
!s 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 -I
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 p
I 0 0
where <<, are full maps over R with respect to p.
This equation shows that the nullity of M is equal to p(R^ ©  P^ ) ; 
since oC,p are full maps and the row through ^  and the column through 
P contain only Os (other than c( and p), we deduce that the nullity of
/s 0 pA nI 0 I -I I is p(R ©  Pg). Adding the second column to the last, we
Vy  I 0/ ' ^
deduce that the nullity j q I 0 j p(R^ 0 P2), so, since the
I I / . ^  .
middle row of this is (O I O), we deduce that the nullity of f ^
is equal to g(R^ ©  P^ ). However, is a map from
Q ©  R^ ©  P^ to Q* ©  R^ © P^ and restricted to R^ ©  P^ induces the 
identity isomorphism to R^ ©  P^ ; since the nullity plus the inner 
rank with respect to p must equal p(Q© R^ ®  ^ 2  ^“ p(Q' ©R^ ©  P^ ) »
We deduce that ç(q) *= p(Q* )^ p(R^ ^  ^ 2^  * However , ^  (Q) ^  p(R^ ©) P2) 
since — ^R^ ©  P^ is left full; therefore ç(q) = p(R^ ©  P^ ).
An entirely similar argument shows that the right full map
induces an isomorphism if anionly if
ç(P) = p(Q); so p(P) = p(R^ ©  P^ ) <^^(P^) = pCPg)* which shows that 
there can be an isomorphism between induced projective modules only 
when p(P^) = pCPg,).
Of course, it may be rather hard to check the condition that there 
should be enough full maps; however, we have already seen that over a 
two-sided X^-hereditary ring there are enough right full and left full 
maps with respect to a rank function. We should like to be able to 
embed any k-algebra with an excellent rank function p honestly in 
another k-algebra with an excellent rank function p* such that the 
second k-algebra has enough full maps. It turns out that we can do
this simply by adjoining a large number of generic maps between finitely
generated projectives.
Theorem 6.2 Let R be a k-algebra with an excellent rank function p,
taking values in IK ; then the embedding of R in R u kOc^ , where X is
an infinite set is an honest map with respect to the pair of rank
functions p on R and (p,r) o n  R u k<jC^  (where r is the unique rank
function on k^^). Further, R U k(^ has enough full maps with respect
k
to (p,r)
Pf Since all pro jectives over RUk^JC^ are induced from R, we write
k
P for (R u k<X>)®„P. The idea is fairly simple; leto(:P— 4Q be a 
k
left full map with respect to p over R u k(jX^  defined over R u k^ X^ .
f k k
Then it is actually defined over a finite subset Y of X; that is, it
is induced from a map <<*sP* over R U k<Y^ . We may use the
k
elements of X - Y to define a generic map from Q to P over R U k^X^
k*
and the composition of this with should be full with respect to the
rank function. An entirely dual argument should show that right full
maps are right factors of full maps.
There is some integer n for which P and Q are n-generator
projective modules, and neither is of rank n with respect to p; that
is, there are idempotents e^ , e^ in M (^r) such that R^e^ = P,
R^ e = Q, so our map o(:P defined over R u k4Y^ may he represented
by a matrix a eM (R u k<Y>) such that e^ a = a - ae^ . Under the 
“ r y
Mori ta equivalence of M^ (R) and R, \(R)ep is the module corresponding 
to P and M^(R)e^ is that corresponding to Q.
There is a unique extension of p on R to a rank function py on 
R u k<Y), and, by Morita equivalence, this induces a rank function p, 
on Rp = M^(R u k<.Y^ ). We see that p,(Rpep)< 1, since it equals p(?)/n 
and similarly ^ Further, since the left full map
e(:P— is represented by the element ae R^ , which is the map from 
RpSp to R^e^ Morita equivalent to o(, and since the embedding 'of R^e^ 
in Rp is left full, the map from Rp©p to R^ , defined by right 
multiplication by a is left full because it is a composition of left 
full maps; so, for all left ideals I of R containing a, Ç,(l) p,(Rep) 
by
Over the ring S = R-, u kQ^ we have the map defined by right
multiplicationl^e^xep is, in a suitable sense, a generic map from
RpS^ to RpSp. However, we note that
S - R-, U k[x3 = M (R U k<Y>) U k[x\ = M (R U k<,Y> LJ k<?c. .>)
k ^ L L " a  h -LJ
where i,j = 1—  ^n; the map sends x to the matrix (x. .)• So, if we
can show that ae_xe_ is a full map with respect to the rank function Q r
on S extending p, Morita equivalence shows that o(;P— => Q is the left
factor of a full map over the ring R U k<y> U k<x. .> ; since \ YI < oo
t- K.
and |Xl = we may choose x. . (i,j = 1-^n) to be elements ofij
X - Y and “ty theorem 3.6 we know that this full map remains full over 
R u k<X>;so we need to show that axOp = ae^xep is a full map over S 
with respect to p', the rank function extending p, on Ep. In order
to prove this, we need some of the details on the coproduct theorems.
What we need to show is that any left module inside 
Sep = S (S)p^ RpGp containing axsp has generating number at least 
p (Sep) with respect to the rank function p* on S extending p, on R^ . 
Let M be such a submodule of Se^ ; then, if p*(M)^ p*(S0p)< 1, we 
find that in the decomposition given by theorem 2.7,
and are zero, for if they are not p*(M) > 1. Therefore 
M = ML.Rl 1
2We choose the basis l,x,x ,.... for kCxJ and order it by 
2.
K x < x <  ....y We well-order some basis for Rp over k containing 
the element ep. Then, by theorem 2.7, Mp is the Rp-submodule of M 
consisting of those elements whose 1-support does not contain the 
1-leading term of some non-l-pure term; if axsp ^  M, its 1-support, 
fxspl must be the 1-leading term of some element and the nature of the 
ordering of k[x] forces this element to be of the form xOp + rp, 
where However, is empty, so we deduce that epC-M
implies that M = Sep and pP(M) = p*(Sep).
This leaves the case axep^ Mp; we recall from theorem 2.6 that 
the structure of Sep as an Rp-module has the form
RpCp €) RpXep ©  B,
where B is a basic Rp-module. We project Mp onto the direct summand 
RlXCp, which is a free module on the generator xopp its image contains 
ax6p. We have already noted that any left Rp-ideal containing a has 
generating number at least p,(Rpep), since a defines a left full map 
from RpSp to Rp; so the generating number of Mp is at least p (BqGp) 
and therefore M has generating number at least p,(Rep) with respect to 
ÿ , which shows that left multiplication by axep is a full map on Sep.
n s
Therefore, as we noted earlier, it follows that every left full map
with respect to the rank function extending non R uk(x} is a left
' h.
factor of a full map# By duality (or by a dual argument) every right 
full map is a right factor of a full map.
This calculation allows us to prove;
Theorem 6.3 Let R be a two-sided X^ -hereditary k-algebra with rank 
function p taking values in R; then R has an honest homomorphism to 
a von Neumann regular k-algebra with rank function.
Pf First, the homomorphism R— ^R u k<X> is honest. Next, by theorem
K
, R U k W  is two-sided JC -hereditary and so, by theorem f .^ ,
R U k(x^ has enough right full and left full maps; by theorem 6.2, 
k
it has enough full maps. By theorem 6.1, the universal localisation
of R U k<jC^  at the rank function is a von Neumann regular ring, V, 
k.
with rank function and the homomrphism R u k<X^ — is honest; so the
h.
homomorphism R — is honest.
It is possible to show that the monoid of finitely generated 
pro jectives over the ring V constructed in the last theorem is the 
positive cone of the subgroup of R  that is the image of p.
Part II
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Section 1
In this section, we shall develop the techniques we need to find 
the finite-dimensional k-algebras lying in skew field coproducts with 
amalgamation. Since the method can be applied in a much wider context, 
we shall work in this greater generality.
For the purposes of this section, the rings R,F,K,k will be 
assumed to satisfy the following assumptions:
Assumptions: R is a left semihereditary k-algebra, where k is a
commutative field, p is a rank function on the finitely generated 
projective modules over R taking values in — 2. such that the 
universal two-sided localisation of R at p, R^ , is a simple artinian 
ring M^(f), where F is a skew field with centre K, a regular commutative 
extension of k.
An extension K3k of commutative fields is said to be regular if 
is a domain for all field extensions L of k.
In future sections we shall specialise and adapt the results of 
this section to those cases we are interested in.
First of all, it is useful to reformulate our problem; we wish to 
find whether a finite-dimensional division algebra D over k embeds in 
a skew field F with centre K, a regular extension of k. We can broaden 
this question a little and ask; for what natural numbers, m, does 
D embed in M^(F)? This question has a useful reformulation.
Lemma 1.1 Under the previous assumptions, D^^j^F is a simple artinian 
ring with simple module S. Let n = [S:F], Then D embeds in M^(F) if 
and only if n divides m.
Pf Let C be the centre of then D°0^F is isomorphic to
so any non-zero ideal of intersects non-trivially
97
with C®j^ F.
In turn, C®^F = (C<Sj^ K)<S)j^  and so any non-zero ideal of 
C®jçF intersects non-trivially with C®^K, which is a field, since 
K is a regular extension of k and [C;k]<oc. Therefore, D^®j^F is 
simple. It must be artinian because [D°:k] is finite.
We are left with the last sentence of the lemma. If D embeds in 
M^ (F), D° embeds in Mj^ (F^ ), which is the endomorphism ring of the 
F-module F^ . Consequently, we can give F^ the structure of a left 
F®j^D°-module and so F^ is a direct sum of copies of S and n must 
divide m. The argument is reversible.
It is important to bear this lemma in mind, since most of the
embedding theorems of the early part of these sections will be stated
in the form of the dimension of a simple F^j^D°-module, as, by lemma
1.1, this is a succinct expression of all possible embeddings of D
in matrix rings over F. A further point to remember is that the same
information is conveyed by the rank as M^(F)-module of a simple
K^(F)®^D^-module, since the Morita equivalence of and
shows that the dimension of a simple F ®  ^D°-module over F is
m times the rank of a simple M (F)0, D°-module over M (f),m K m
Our next theorem reduces statements about the module theory of 
to statements about the modules of as usual, for
this type of result, we shall use a version of Cramer's rule* .
Theorem 1.2 Let R satisfy the assumptions stated earlier, and let 
D be a finite-dimensional division k-algebra; then the rank of a 
simple RpOj^D^-module as an Rp-module is equal to h.c.f.j^ fp(M)} as 
M runs over the finitely generated left R^^D^-submodules of free 
E®j_D°-modules.
Pf That the rank of a simple Rp® j^ D°-module as Rp-module must divide
uthis hipest common factor is easily seen by considering the
modules, RpS^ M, where M is an R ®^D°-module.
Our first point is that is the universal two-sided
localisation of R®^D^ at those maps between projective modules 
induced up from maps over R, that are full with respect to p. This 
t allows us to use Cramer's rule.
Let e € Rp®^D° be an idempotent such that (Rp®^ D°)e is isomorphic
to the unique simple module S over Rp^D°, 
f Then by rtcLc, T .A».I , there is an equation
w h e r e ... ^re maps from some projective module P to (R®j^ D°)
o
o
induced up from maps defined over R, ^  is defined over R®^D and is 
a map from P to R®^D°; and ^ q»«**»^ n-l elements of Rp^D^ 
Moreover, the map (®<i ,.. • ,«(n) is a full map with respect to the rank 
function p over R and consequently, invertible over Rp®j^ D^ .
We can rewrite this equation as;
(V|, •.. #«(n)  ^  ^  ^^  , • • • P) •
Since («Ci,... ,®^n) and^^ are invertible over R^^D^, the
images of the maps over defined by and (®Ci,•• • »P)
are isomorphic. The image of  ^j is (Rp®^ D°)^  ^  0  S, where S is 
the unique simple Rp®j^ D°-module. The second map is induced from a
map over B from P to (R ) .
Let M Ç: (R®^D°)^ be the image of this map over R®^D°. Olien 
the image of ( « C | , j S )  as a map over will be
MFurther, (Rp<X^ D*^ )M - RpM since centralises Rp and M is already 
a D^ -module.
The following lemma becomes useful at this point;
Lemma 1.3 Let N ^  R® be a finitely generated submodule of the free 
module R®; then the rank of R^ N, lying in Rp, is equal to the miniina.1 
rank of R-modules N’ such that N c N* c R^ .
Pf Let N be an n-generator module; then the rank of R^N lying in R^
is just the inner rank of a map o(:R^ -- )R^  where the image of < is
N. By lemma 1.1.4, this is equal to the infimum of the ranks of 
finitely generated projective modules, N*, such that N S N' S R^ .
Since the rank takes values in ^  we may change infimum to minimum.
In the case we are examining, we have an R®j^D°-module M Ç. (R®^D^)^ 
and we wish to find the rank as an Rp-module of RpM G (Rp®j^ D°)^ , 
since we know that RpM = ® S and we shall be able to
deduce the rank of S as an Rp-module. We know by lemma I.3 that the 
rank of RpM as Rp-module is the minimal rank of an R-module M* such
that M 6 M* G (R®^D°)^. Our final step is to show that there is an
R®j^D^-module having this minimal rank.
Let N be an R-module such that M ^  N G (R®^D°)^ and N has minimal
rank qe^M. We shall show that D°N, an R®^°-module, has this same
rank as R-module.
Let fl=d ,d-,,... ,d. be a basis of iP over k. Then D°N = %  d.No J- w ^
is a finitely generated R ®j^ D^ -submodule of containing M.
First, d^N is isomorphic to N as an R-module since d^  is invertible
and centralises R, Moreover, d^H 2 M since M is an R ®j_D°-module.
If Mt and M_ are both R-submodules of minimal rank containing M 
1 2
inside then from the exact sequence
0-- > Mg--» Mj^ © Mg *M^  + Mg > 0
(00
which is split as a sequence of R-modules, we deduce that 
p(M^O M )^ + p(M^ + M^ ) = 2q
But p (M^n M^ ) ^ q ^ p(M^ + M^ ), since both contain M. Therefore
p(M^ + M^) = q. By an easy induction, we see that
p(D°N) = p( Z  d N) = q,
' ' C=o ^
What we have shown so far is that the rank as an Rp-module of 
(Rp^^D°)^  ^© S, where S is the unique simple Rp®^D°-module, is equal 
to the rank as an R-module of the R ® j^ D°-module D^ N, which is a 
finitely generated R®^D°-submodule of a free module. Consequently, 
h . c . f a s  M runs over those finitely generated R®^D°- 
sutmodules of free modules must divide the rank of 3 as an Rp-module.
Conversely, let M be a finitely generated R®^D°-module, projective 
as an R-module. Then Rp®^M is an Rp®j^ D°-module, since the action of 
D° on M centralises the action of R on M. Moreover, the rank of M as 
an R-module equals the rank of as an Rp-module. So the rank of
S as an Rp-module must divide h.c.f.j^ fç(M)l as M runs over those 
finitely generated R®j^D°-modules projective as R-modules, which is 
just the class of finitely generated submodules of free R®j^D°- 
modules since R is left semihereditary. So the rank of S as an Rp- 
module must be equal to h,c,f as we wished to show.
to
Section 2
If we knew the centre of the simple artinian coproduct of two 
simple artinian rings and S^ » amalgamating a common simple artinian 
subring S, we would be able to apply theorem 1.3. Unfortunately, 
the results are incomplete. Below we state the conjectural result 
and we follow that with a summary of those cases where the result is 
known.
Conjecture 2.1 The centre of S,o lies in S except possibly when
-I- S 2
both and sxe of rank 2 over S. In this case, the centre lies in 
S or is the function field of a curve of genus 0 over its intersection 
with S.
The function field of a curve of genus 0 over a field K is a field 
F such that = L(t), where L is a finite-dimensional extension
of K and t is a transcendental.
This conjecture is know to be true when S is a common central 
subfield of and as we shall show in section 3» It is also true 
for skew field coproducts (Cohn (*) ), except, possibly, when
both factors are two-dimensional over the amalgamated skew subfield.
We shall prove a generalisation of this result is section 3» We shall 
also show in section 3 that all function fields of curves of genus 0 
may arise.
In this section, we shall find the dimension of a simple
(s o S_)®.D°-module over S.o S , where C is the intersection of the 
1S 2 Ç 15 2
centre of S-, o g with S, and D is a finite-dimensional G-algebra, 
j. S, 2
under the assumption that conjecture 2.1 holds for this coproduct.
Thus when we demonstrate that conjecture 2.1,holds for skew field 
coproducts (except for the one annoying case where conjecture 2.1 has 
not yet been proven), we shall bo able to describe the finite-
dimensional division G-algebras lying in our coproduct (vdiere G is 
the intersection of the centre of the coproduct with the amalgamated 
skew field). Finally, if k is a commutative subfield of G, there is 
an easy reduction from the problem of finite-dimensional division k- 
algebras in the coproduct to the problem of finite-dimensional G-
algebras in the coproduct, which we present at the end of this section.
There is a spurious generality in dealing with the amalgamation 
over a common simple artinian ring, since this can be reduced to 
amalgamation over a common skew subfield. Whilst performing this 
quite simple reduction, we shall set up the names of the rings used in 
this section.
Let S = M^ (E), (e) (i = 1,2), where S,S^ are simple
artinian k-algebras and S embeds in respecting the k-algebra 
structure. E and E^ are skew fields.
Since S embeds in S^ , n divides n^ ; let m^  = n^ /n; then on taking 
the centraliser of M^(k) in S^ » we see that
so we need only consider the ring M (E. )oM (EL) is just the nxn-
» Ê 2
matrix ring over it.
We shall call the rank function on (E. )-modules P- and the 
unique rank function on projective R-modules, where R = M (E,)UM (EL)
J ll| J- g  B l j  Cm
will be called ç> .
Let m = l.c.m. {"m^ jm^ "] ; then ^  takes values in ^  Z. and the
universal two-sided localisation of R at ç, Rp, was shown in theorem 
1.3.9 to be isomorphic to M^ (F) for some skew field F. We shall use 
^ for the rank function on M^(F)-modules. Let C be the intersection 
of the centre of M^ (F) with the amalgamated subfield E; then k S C.
We determine the finite-dimensional division G-algebras in F, which 
allows us to determine the finite-dimensional k-algebras in F.
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Theorem 2.2 We use the preceding names for our rings; further we 
assume that the coproduct M (E,)oM (E ) satisfies conjecture 2.1.mi j. g m«2, 2
Let D be a finite-dimensional C-algebra. Then the rank of a simple
F)-module as M^ (F)-module is given by the formula
h.c.f.. .fp. (a. .)} as A. . ranges over finitely generated M (E.
V I  x j  " x j  ' m^ 1  C
modules.
K  We have R = (E^ ) U  M^ (^Eg) and Rp = (E^ ) o ^ M^(F).
Moreover, our conditions are such as to fulfil the conditions of 
theorem 1.3 (where we must take the present *G‘ as the *k* of that 
theorem).
Therefore, by theorem I.3, the rank of a simple M^(F) ®^D°-module 
is h.c.f.^fp(M)] as M ranges over finitely generated 
submodules of free R(S)_D^ -modules.
We need to deal with a special case first.
Gase 1 E has centre G«
In this case, R®.D° ^  (M_ (E,) U (E,))®„D°
u iu| J. g Cm u
Since E has centre G, E®^D° is simple artinian, which allows us 
to use Bergman's coproduct theorems.
By theorem 1.2.2, any R ©^ D^ -submodtü-e of a free module is of the 
form;
m ^ J- w X-
where M. is a submodule of a free M (E. )®«D°-module. We see that 1 m ^ 1 u
p(M) = p^ (M^ ) + ^^ (M^ ) and so, since the rank of a'simple M^ (F)<S)^ D°-
module as M^(F)-module equals h.c.f.^ fp(M)] as M runs over the
finitely generated R®gD°-submodules of free modules, it is equal to
h.c.f.. ./*A. (B, .)] as B. . runs over finitely generated submodules of 
1, ij
free M (E. )®_D°-modules. m -V G
Finally, given any finitely generated M^ . (E^)^^D°-module, it has a
(04-
presentatiom
0_ B .  .--- — A^. .----------------- >0
and so ~ s[D:C] - from which we deduce that
h.c,f.^^j{p^(A^j)] as A^ j runs through the finitely generated 
M (E. )®pD°-modules is equal to h.c.f.. .fp. (B. .)"} as B. . runs1 u X , J X J  -* ij
through the finitely generated (E^  ) ®^D^-submodules of free
modules.
Before passing to the general case, we note the following 
corollary which we shall need for the more general case.
Corollary 2.3 Let S be a simple artinian C-algebra and let D be a
finite-dimensional division algebra over G; then the rank of a simple
(S oC(x))®gD°-module as S ® G(x)-module is equal to h.c.f .fpg(A^ )^
where pg is the rank function on S-modules and Aj runs over finitely
generated S®^D°-modules. In particular, if the centre of S is a
regular extension of C, the rank of a simple (SoC(x))® D°-moduleC. G
over SoC(x) equals the rank of a simple S^^D°-module as S-module. 
c L
Pf In section 3» we show that S®C(x) satisfies conjecture 2.1, so we 
can apply case 1 of this theorem to prove our corollary. The last 
sentence follows because is a simple artinian ring.
We are able to deal with the general case of our theorem using 
this corollary.
Case 2 The general case.
We assumed that the coproduct (E. ) o M (EL) satisfiedm| J- Ê m2 2
conjecture 2.1, so that its centre is either G or else the function 
field of a curve of genus 0. In either case, the conditions for the
last part of corollary 2.3 are satisfied and it follows that the rank
of a simple (M^  (E, )® M (E_ ) ) ®  _D°-module as M (E_ ) g M (E )-
II1| J. ^  HI2  ^ ^ fe 2L
module is equal to the rank of a simple (M^  ^^ 1  ^g^m ^^ 2^2 G^ *^
( 0 ^
module as (M (E.)* (E.)oc(x))-module.m, 1 '  g ui^ c
We shall show that M (E.,)o M (EL)oC(x) is isomorphic to
IU| X  g  Hi iC ^
(M^_(Ei)o C(x)^
c
We note that the two factors in this last coproduct and the
amalgamated common skew suhfield are all coproducts that satisfy
conjecture 2.1, since their centres are G (see section 3). Moreover,
since the centre of M (E. ) o M (E«)oc(x) is G, once we have shown
6- C
the isomorphism above, we shall know that the last coproduct satisfies
conjecture 2.1. To each factor, we can apply corollary 2.3 and to
the coproduct as a whole we can apply case 1 of our theorem in order
to find the rank of a simple M (F) » G(x)®^D°-module as M (F) o G(x)-m'^ '^ c G my
module, which equals the rank of a simple M^(F)^^D°-module as M^(F)- 
module, the, number we wish to find.
We begin by proving the stated isomorphism. M (E^)o M ’ (Eg) oQ())lUj -L g HI 2^ ^ c,
is the universal localisation of T = M (E_ ) U M (Eg) LI C Del at
the unique rank function on this ring.
Gonsider the ring M^ (E^ ) Li C*(xl . It is isomorphic to
M^^Ei) vJ (E u C (x]) which has the universal two-sided.localisation 
Mjj^. (^ i) U (E o C(x)). Since C[x] has a unique universal
localisation that is simple artinian, we have shown that 
\  jEi)o C(x) e M^^(E^)o (EoG(x)).
Let be the collection of full maps between projective modules 
with respect to the unique rank function of ^ C[x], and let
2, be the union of these maps induced up to T.
Gonsider the ring T^ and the ring T*, where
T' = (Ei)| C(>^ )) eVc(x)(\^(®2) I OW)'
We shall show that T* - Tg,
There is a homomorphism from T to T*, sending M _ (E. ) to M (E. )X X
by the identity and x to x. Under this homomorphism all elements of
lOG
Z are inverted, so this extends to a homomorphism from T^. to T*
which must be sur jective,  since its image contains M ( E .  ) o G ( x ) ,  v »• i >2^ .m ' 1' c  ^ ' I
G on verse ly, Tj is generated by a copy of (e )^ o C(x) and a
copy of M (Eg) oG(x), amalgamating the common skew subfield EoG(x), 
c c C
therefore there is a homomorphism from T* to which is clearly 
inverse to the homomorphism of the previous paragraph.
T* has the universal two-sided localisation
(M^^(Ei)oC(x))^^^o^^^^(M^^(E2)oC(x))
which must be the universal two-sided localisation of T that is
simple artinian. We know this to be (E. ) o M (EL)oG(x) and so
1^ 1 E %   ^c .
our isomorphism is proven.
Since Eo C(x) has centre G, we may apply case 1 to conclude that 
a simple ((M^  (E^ )^o G(x))^  ))^ ^^  (E^ ) o G(x) ) (gl^ D^ -module has
rank as (M_ (E-,)o G(x)) o (M^  (Eg) o C(x))-module equal to
1 t (EoC(x)) "2 2 c
h.c.f.[^^(A^), where is the unique simple
(M_.(E.)oG(x))^_D^-module and p. is the rank function on M (E.)o G(x)- m*, ' 1 c G m^ ' 1 c
modules. We know that there is a unique simple (M^^^ (E^ ) oC(x))(&gD^- 
module, since (Ej_) o has centre G.
In turn, by corollary 2.3, 9^ (A^ ) is equal to h.c.f.^ ff^ (A^ )^} 
as A. . runs over finitely generated M (E. )®pD°-modules.
Xj X U
Putting all this together, we find that the rank of a simple 
° G(x))®gD°-module as M^ (F) o C(x)-module is equal to
h.c.f.^ f^ç^ (A^ j)} as A^ j runs over finitely generated (E^)^^D^ 
modules. We have.already remarked that this number is equal to 
the rank of à simple M^(F)®gD°-module when conjecture 2.1 holds.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
As we saw in lemma 1.1, this theorem allows us to decide whether
(07
or not a particular finite-dimensional division C-algebra embeds 
in F, where M^ (^F) = (E^ ) o (E^). However, our original question
was whether a particular finite dimensional k-algebra embeds in F, 
where E and M (E. ) are k-algebras and the embedding of E in M (E. )1 jn^ 1
irespects this k-algebra structure. The next lemma settles our 
problem.
Lemma 2,4 Let F be a skew field with central subfield C containing 
k. Let D be a finite-dimensional division k-algebra and let 
{d^;1 = 1 to n} be the (possibly empty) set of division C-algebras 
that are images of D®j^ C. Then D embeds in F if and only if some 
embeds in F.
Pf Obvious.
(OS
Section 2
The purpose of this section is to verify conjecture 2.1 in a 
number of interesting cases. The theorem that we shall need to do 
this is the following due to Cohn ( ^
Theorem 3.1 Let T be a non-Ore fir with universal skew field of 
fractions U. Then the centre of U is the centre of T.
We refer the reader to Cohn (j‘\) for a proof of this result. Our 
first case is a fairly direct application of this theorem.
Theorem 3.2 The centre of ° ^ m^ 2^^  lies in E, provided that CE^ ;E3 
or [M^ (E^ ):E] is greater than 2.
Pf E^o M^Ce )^ is the universal simple artinian ring of fractions of 
E-, u  M (Eg) - M (r), where R is a fir, since, by Bergman's coproduct
J- ^  iil C  ill
theorems ((4-) sJid see sectionT-Z) and the Morita equivalence of M^ (R)
and R, every submodule of a free R-module is free. Further, the
assumptions on dimensions imply that R is not an Ore domain and so,
by theorem 3.1, the centre of its skew field of fractions is its own
centre; in particular, it consists of units in R.
R° is the ring of endomorphisms of the module \M^(R),
m'. 2'
where S is the unique simple M^(E2)-module, and the units of R°
induce the automorphisms of \M^ (R). However, by Bergman's
m' 2
coproduct theorem (theorem 1.2.1%), the group of automorphisms of
this module are induced by the automorphisms of S as M^(E2)-module;
so ihe units of R° lie in the copy of Eg^ inside it. Therefore the
centre of R is contained in the copy of Eg inside it, and the centre
of M (r) = E. u M (E.) must also lie in E„. However, if e is an element m' 1 E m 2 2
of Mjjj(Eg) - E and f&E^ - E, ef f fe, so cannot be central.
Therefore, the centre of M^(R), which must lie in E^ , must lie in E.
(01
The centre of U, the universal skew field of fractions of R, is equal
to the centre of R; so the centre of M (U) = E. o M (E^ ) is equal tom' ' 1c m' 2* ^E
the centre of M (R) and so lies in E, as we wished to show
Since this is all that will he used in the sections that follow 
immediately, the reader would he well-advised to pass the remainder 
of this section, except for theorems 3*5 and 3.6, on the first 
reading. These two theorems present examples to show that all the 
possibilities envisaged in conjecture 2.1 do occur.
We wish to find the centre of the simple artinian coproduct of 
two simple artinian ring over a common central subfield. The next 
two theorems deal first with the non-Noetherian, and then the 
Noetherian, case. The proof of the next theorem is dependent on 
section I3, the results of which that we use do not depend on the 
remainder of this section.
Theorem 3 = 3 The centre of M (E-,)o M (Eg) is equal to k, provided
■ HI I -L ^ Cm
that one of [M (E. ) : k] or [M (Eg);k] is greater than 2. iU| i in 2, ^
Pf The idea of the proof is to 'reduct this theorem to the previous 
one, by replacing (E^ )^ by a skew field closely related to it; the 
skew field wiH be a twisted form (see Waterhouse (4-G)) of it.
We begin with an important special case.
Special case There exists a central division k-algebra D such that 
[D:k] = m^ and is a skew field.
In this case, our idea is to show that
V ® 2 » ® k L  ^
where L is a. Galois splitting field of D. From theorem 3=2 we know
that (J3<&tEt) o M (E«) has centre k. If C is the centre of ' 1' ^  m^ ^
(Et) oM (Eg), = li, so G must be k.mj ' m^ ' 2' k
Let G be the Galois group of L over k; the isomorihism
no
D®j^L - (L) gives two different actions of G on (L) extending
the action of G on L, one of which has fixed ring E, the other fixed 
ring M (k). This determines an element of H^(G,PGL (L)), sincelUj ' m
B3L^ (L) is the automorphism group of (L) over L.
Since (D® EjoM (E ) has centre k, L® ((D®.EyoM„ (E.)) 
is simple artinian: it is also a -universal two-sided localisation of 
L®^( (D®^E^) U  S (L®j^ D®^E^) U
Since L is a Galois extension of k, (E^Oj^L) is a semisimple
artinian ring for i = 1 and 2, and so M (E,<S>, L) U  M (E_®,L) is
m| ' X ^ L ^ k
an hereditary ring. Therefore, by theorem 1.5.8, the simple artinian
universal two-sided localisation L^((D^^E^) o (E^ )) is a universal
two-sided localisation at a rank function. The action of PGL (L) on
zi,
M (E-,®,L) u  M (Eg®,L) defined by making it fix (Eg®,L) and act
I i l |  J - J \, ^  lu ^  ^  ^  5L
as the group of inner automorphisms of M (L) on M (E,^,L) sends anym ^ m ^ X k
projective module of M (E-,®,L) U M (EgG>, L) to an isomorphicm^  X K  ^ m^  ^ 2 K
projective module, and so must preserve the rank function. Therefore
this action extends to the universal two-sided localisation at this
rank function, which is L®, ((D®,E, ) o M (E )).k k X m^ 2
Therefore, o<^  H^(G,PGL^ (L)) defines an element of
H^ (G,Autj^ (L®j^ ((D®j^ E^ ) o H^ (^E^ ))). We have an action of G on 
L® j^ ((D®j^ E^ ) o (Eg)) with fixed ring (D®^E^) o^g^^Fg). We use 
the derivation <<* to define a different action of G on this ring with 
fixed ring S such that - ((D®^^) o (Eg))®j^ L. We wish to
show that S is (E.) oM (Eg).
Certainly, it contains a copy of M (Eg) and M (E.,) for the action^ m j X
of ÎGL (L) was extended so as to fix M (E ) and therefore G fixesnij m^ 2
M (Eg), whilst the action of PGL (l) restricts to the inner auto- 
m^  ^ 2 _
morphisms of M (L) on (En®.L), and so Ihe twisted action of G m> m, X K
Ill
is our original twisted action giving as fixed ring (E^ ).
As often happens, in order to show that M (E-,) u M  (E^ )—
IQ,'  ^ IQ2. 2 '
induces an isomorphism of S and M (E-,)o M (E ), we do well toro, X  ^m^ 2
linearise; that is, we look at the induced map
where H^(A) is the universal himodule of derivations of a k-algebra 
A over k (see section 12).
Since (D®^ E^ )^ o M^ (^Eg) is a universal two-sided localisation of 
(D®^Ei) U M^ (^Eg), the map
induces an isomorphism
( % C ® k ^ l ) ®  ) ® ) - -^k((^®k^l)
by theorem 12.6
Tensoring with L, we obtain an isomorphism
(®n.L(l>®fcEi®k^)® ) ®  j^2®k^)® ) =
Using the twisted action of G on the rings (E^^ ^ L) and 
L®, ((D®,E, ) oM (Eg)) (having fixed points k (EL) and S respectively)
K  K  X ^  C lUj X
and on this last isomorphism, we obtain the isomorphism of fixed, points 
(%k("m (^ 1))®) ® (%k(«mj^2))®) ^  -^k(S).
where the isomorphism is induced by the ring homomorphism
'S'
First of all, we deduce that must be an epimorphism since the 
induced map d^ is sur jective. Next, we see that
• -ak(s)^ ® U ^ ( \ ( E i)lJH^JE2)))
so by theorem 13./^ , S ^
We have shown the isomorphism;
tiz
L®^((D®^E,) ^ L® j^ (M^ (^E,) oM^jE,))
Therefore the centre of M (E, ) o M (EL) can only be k by ourm, ± mj 2
earlier reasoning.
General case We use this special case to solve the general problem.
Our method is to extend k in order to reduce to the previous case.
Let K be the commutative field k(x_,...,x ), where x ,...,xJ. m, X m^
is a set of commuting indeterminate s. There is an automorphism cr 
of this field of order m^ , given by the cyclic permutation of the 
indices. We form the skew field D = K(y;a’); let C be the cental of D.
It is easy to see that D<Sp,E is a Noetherian domain for any skew
field E and so has a skew field of fractions.
Let E^ be the skew field of fractions of for i = 1,2 and
let F* be the skew field of fractions of F®^C, where
Then M (F*) = M, (E!) oM (Eg). If L is the centre ofm' ' m, 1' ^  m^ 2'
N (E. ) o N (Eg), then L®,C is central in (E')oM (E*). So m, 1  ^^  m^ , 2' K m, 1' ^  m^ 2
once we know that the centre of M (E! ) o M (E*) is just C, we shallm, 1' Q 2'
know that M (E,)o M (EL) has centre k.
However, [D:C] = m^ and D®^E^ is the skew field of fractions of
D®g(C®^Eg^) - D0j^ E^ , a noetherian domain. So, by case 1, the centre
of M (Et ) o M (Eg) is C and by the previous paragraph, the centre of m, X Q m^ 2
M (EL) oM (Eg) is k which completes the proof of our theorem, 
k
We wish to deal with the remaining case of the coproduct of two 
simple artinian rings S^ and Sg such that £s^:k] = 2. Clearly, S^ 
and Sg are commutative fields.
Theorem 3.4 Let E^ , Eg be a pair of quadratic extensions of k. Then 
the centre of E. 0 Eg is purely transcendental of transcendence degree 
1 over k.
(?
Rf This was first shown hy Cohn (unpublished) by a different method.
By Bergman (^ ), the centre of U  Eg is of the form k[t] for 
some traascendental t in E^  u E„ and E, IJ E^  is a free module of rank1 ^ 2  1 k 2
4 over k[t]. E, o E_ must be the central localisation of E^  u  and 
J- k  ^ 1 k 2
must be four-dimensional over the central subfield k(t). Since it 
is non-commutative, this must be the whole centre. :
Now that we have these results, we are able to apply the results 
of the previous sections and the following sections are devoted to 
such applications. We complete this section by showing that the 
function field of a curve of genus 0 over k occurs as the centre of a 
simple artinian coproduct with amalgamation of suitable division k- 
algebras and simple artinian k-algebras. We shall need the next 
theorem in the course of this demonstration.
Theorem 3»5 M„(L) LJ Mg(L) - Mg(L[t,t"^) for a commuting indeterminate 
t.
Pf We note that all embeddings of L © L in Mg(L) are conjugate to the 
embedding along the diagonal. So we may assume that the first factor 
has matrix units 12'^ 21*^22 the second factor has matrix units
Since lies in 1—1 Mgfi)), it takes the form
when written as a matrix over the centraliser of the elements
[e^j:i,j = 1,2}, and similarly fg^ must take the form
Since the centraliser of the first factor is generated by the entries
of these two matrices, the centraliser takes the form L[t,t and
as we wished to show, Mg(L) LJ Mg(L) = Mg(Ltb,t“^3 ) where t is an
 ^ LBL  ^ ^
indeterminate, since [Mg(L) Li Mg(l,):lJ is clearly infinite.
Suppose that F is the function field of a curve of genus 0 over 
k. That is, FCB^F - K(x) for some finite Galois extension K of k
\iù.
with Galois group G«
Then F corresponds to a suitable elementof H^(G,PGLg(K)) since 
PGLg(K) is the automorphism group of K(x) over K (see Waterhouse(4A)). 
Since PGLg(K) is also the automorphism group of Mg(K) over K, this 
element o(p of H^ (G,PGLg(K)) corresponds to some central quartemion
algebra Dp over k; moreover, Roquette (4) ) shows that F is the
universal splitting field of I^ . Let L be a maximal separable 
commutative subfield of Dpj [L:k] = 2.
Theorem 3.6 Name everything as in the last paragraph; then 
Mg(k) o Dp = Mg(F). In particular, F arises as the centre of 
M2(k)oDp.
Pf (MgCk) u Dy)®^L S MgCL) U  Mg(L) ^ MgCLCb.t'h) by the last 
theorem*
So (Mg(k) o Dp)®j^L = Mg(L(t)), since both sides are obtained by 
central localisation of the prime Pl-rings in the previous isomorphism.
Let F* be the centre of Mg(k) o Dp. Then F'® ^L is isomorphic to 
L(t) so F* is either purely transcendental or, by the same argument
that we used for F before the statement of the theorem, F* is the
universal splitting field of some central quartemion algebra Dp,.
However, Mg(k) o Dp - F'®^Dp; so F* cannot be purely transcendental 
since it splits Dp. Roquette (4^ ) shows that the universal splitting 
field of a central quartemion algebra can split no other central 
simple algebra, so F* must be isomorphic to F. That is,
Mg(k) o Dp - Mg(F), as we wished to show.
II?
Section 4
Our main goal in this section is to demonstrate some of the 
consequences of theorem 2.2. As well as proving a number of general 
results, we shall also try to find conditions under which a finite­
dimensional division subalgebra of a skew field coproduct must be 
conjugate to a division subalgebra of one of the factors.
We begin with a few general results;
Theorem 4.1 Let E be a skew field and k-algebra and let {E^;i< l] be
a collection skew fields and k-algebras having the k-algebra E as a
skew subfield. Assume that ibe centre of F = ©E^ is a regular
extension of k; then if D is a finite-dimensional division k-algebra,
the dimension of a simple F-module over F is h.c.f.. .TfÂ. .:E.l)k 1, J ij r*J
where A. . runs over the finitely generated D°®,E.-modules.IJ K 1
Pf The techniques of sections 1 and 2 apply in entirely the same way 
for an arbitrary indexing set rather than just a two-element indexing 
set, and this result is the consequence.
Corollary 4.2 With assumptions as in theorem 4.1, D embeds in F if
and only if it embeds in o.E..
fe ^
Pf The dimension of a simple D^^F-module is given by the same number
as the dimension of a simple (o E. )-module over ©E.. So D
^ k 1 fe ^
embeds in F if and only if D embeds in o E..
fe ^
A consequence of this corollary is that we need only consider
. coproducts of the form o E.. In this section, we shall in general
fe ^
limit ourselves further to the case where each E^ is finite-dimensional
over k or else a rational function field in one variable over k.
From section 3, we recall that the centre of © E. is k except
fe ^
when i =; 1,2 and |Ej^ :k] is also 2, in which case the centre is purely 
transcendental in one variable over k. So theorem 4.1 applies
\U
without need to state the hypothesis.
Theorem 4.3 Let {E^;i = 1 to nj be finite-dimensional division
algebras and let t = l.c.m.[[e. :k]} . If D embeds in oE. and
 ^ k ^
fD;k3<0^ >, [D:k] divides t.
Pf CD:I0 divides as A^^ runs through D°€yi^ -modules.
[A. .;k] = [A. ^ :E.] [E. :k] , which divides [A. .:Elt. If D embeds in
XJ XJ X X  • X j X
oE., h.c.f.{[a. .:E.]} = 1 and so [D:k] divides t.
fe X X J X
The next result has slightly more general hypotheses, but clearly 
applies to the cases we are considering at the moment.
Theorem 4.4 Let fE^ ;i = 1 ton] be skew fields satisfying a
polynomial identity and let D be a finite-dimensional division
k-algebra lying in © E^ ; then the polynomial identity degree of D
divides l.c.m.{PI degree E^ } .
Pf Let p = l.c.m. {pi degree eJ  .
Let A. . be a D%), E. -module and let m. . = [A. .;E.l .ij k 1 ij ij 1
Then the centraliser of the action of E. on A., is M . (E.°) and1 ij mtj ' 1 '
D° embeds in it, so ty Bergman, Small( ^  ), PI degreeD=PI degree
divides PI degree (M^  , (E^ °)) which is m^ .(PI degree E^ )
l£j 1 ij
= 1 and l.c.m.{pi de,
PI degree D divides p, as-we wished to show.
Since h.c.f.{m. -1 1 gree E.} = p, we find that1J X
Our next theorem is more in the nature of an example to show that 
the bounds in theorems 4.3 and 4.4 axe best possible; also it shows 
that the hope that finite-dimensional division subalgabras of © E^ 
are conjugate to a division subalgebra of one of the factors is ill- 
founded.
Theorem 4.5 Let and Dg be finite-dimensional division algebras 
over k such that [D^ :k] is coprime to [Dg:k] ; then ^
U7
Pf We have a simple ( D^^ -moiule of dimension [D^ ;k] over 
and a simple ^^ S^ D^^ -module of dimension
theorem 4.1, we have a simple D2)-module of
dimension 1 over D^ ; so embeds in D^o D^ .
We wish to investigate the special cases where division sub­
algebras of a coproduct are con jugate to a division subalgebra of 
one of the factors. The next theorem is one of a number of such 
theorems.
Theorem 4.6 Let E be a finite-dimensional (possibly non-commutative) 
Galois extension of k. Ihen any finite-dimensional division sub­
algebra of E o k(x), for X transcendental over k, is conjugate to a 
h.
division subalgebra of E.
Pf Let G be the centre of E; then C is a Galois extension of k with
Galois group G where G is the group of automorphisms of E over k.
H^ €)lG - 0  S ., where fs. : i = 1 to n} are simple algebras over C
and the Galois group of C over k acts transitively on this set.
D°®j^ = (D°«^C)®qE = (# S^ ) ®gE = g,(Si®QE), and the outer
automorphisms of E again, by their action on C permute the simple
algebras S^<SqE transitively.
Therefore, |A^ :E] = [Aj:Ej where is the simple Sj^ ^^ QE-module.
So h.c.f ,^ {[A^ :E]] = (A^ :E] which implies that D embeds in E ok(x)
if and only if it embeds in E.
Since the Noether-Skolem theorem states that all’ possible embeddings
of a finite-dimensional division k-algebra in a central simple
artinian k-algebra are conjugate, and since E ok(x) has centre k,
k
any embedding of D in Eok(x) is conjugate to its embedding in E.
k
We shall restrict our attention for the time being to the 
coproduct of commutative finite-dimensional extensions of k and of 
rational function fields in one variable over k. We note that theorem
4.4 tells us that any finite-dimensional suhfield of such a 
coproduct is commutative. In this case, we can extend theorem 4.6 
a little o
Theorem 4.7 Let E be a normal extension of k; then any finite
extension of k lying in Eok(x) is conjugate to a subfield of E.
h
Pf Let G be a commutative extension of k lying in E %k(x) such that
k
[C:k]< 00.
Then h.c.f. {.[A^ :E]} = 1 as A^ runs over field joins of G and E 
inside the algebraic closure of k. But since E is a normal extension
of k, there is a unique such field join up to k-isomorphism and so
[A^:E] = [Aj:E]. Therefore h.c.f, {[A^;E]] = 1 implies that C embeds 
in E. The conjugacy follows from the Noether-Skolem theorem as before.
We can put these results together to obtain a useful restriction
on the finite-dimensional extensions of k lying in the coproduct of 
finite-dimensional commutative extensions.
Theorem 4.8 Let {E^ ;i = 1 to n} be a finite collection of finite­
dimensional commutative extensions of k and let D be a finite­
dimensional division subalgebra of o E.. Then D is commutative, its 
dimension over k divides l.c.m. {[E^ :k]} and it lies in the normal 
closure E of a join of the fields E^ in the algebraic closure of k.
Pf The first two conditions, have already been shown in theorems 4.3 
and 4.4, which leaves us with the third restriction. We shall show
that oE. embeds in E ok(x) and then apply theorem 4.7,
k  ^ k
Sublemma 4.9 oE. embeds in E ?k(x).----------- z. k
Pf E ok(x) is the universal skew field of fractions of the fir 
k
E u k[x,x~^ ] which is isomorphic to the skew polynomial ring 
k
R(x,x“ ;^ff] where R is the fir UE, the coproduct over k of copies of
j^z.
E indexed by Zt and cr is the shift automorphism. <r extends to a
shift automorphism on » E, the skew field of fractions of U E, and
so the universal skew field of fractions of E u k(x,x” ], E ok(x),
k k
which is isomorphic to ( Ç E)(x,x ;cr).
So ® E embeds in E ok(x).
The fir uE. embeds in uE, where the second coproduct is on the
k  ^ k
same indexing set as the first. The universal two-sided localisation
of u E at the full matrices over the subring uE. is the tree product 
K k i
of rings shown below:
E
E
and this is a fir, since it is an iterated coproduct of firs amalgamating
skew subfields. So it has a universal skew field of fractions which
must be o E. So o E. embeds in oE, which embeds in f E, which lies k k 1 k . t
in E ok(x). 
k
We return to the proof of theorem 4.8. We have shown that o E.
k ^
can be embedded in Eok(x) where E is the normal closure of a join
k
of the fields E.. So any subfield of © E. lies in E ©k(x), and so,
1 k 1 k
by theorem 4.7, is isomorphic to a subfield of E.
We present an example to show that these conditions are not 
sufficient.
Example Consider Q(J2) o Q(>/3) ; the normal closure of %(V2, J3) is
CL
Q(72,73) and contains a square root of 6. But 
Q(/6)®qQ(>^2) = Q(/6)®QQ(/3) = Q(\/2,V3) 
which is a field, and so Q(/6) oajmot lie in Q(V2)o Q(/3) hy theorem
4.1.
As has become clear, the coproduct of separable extensions does
(2.0
not behave particularly well and so it comes as a pleasant surprise 
that purely inseparable extensions behave extremely well in our 
present study. We can work in full generality for our next theorem.
Theorem 4,10 Let o be the skew field coproduct of the skew fields
£E^ :i = 1 to n|. If G is a finite purely inseparable extension of k
lying in o E. , it is conjugate to* a subfield of one of the factors, 
k
Pf Let p be the characteristic of k; we shall show that the dimension 
over E^ of a simple C® j^ E^ -module is a power of p and so the highest 
common factor of these dimensions is 1 if and only if C embeds in E^ 
for some i.
Let be the centre of E^ j then the centre of C®^E^ is 
which is a local artinian ring with residue class ring the unique 
field join of G and G^ . G is a purely inseparable extension of C^ , 
so [G:Gj] is a power of p.
G^®qE^ is the simple artinian image of G modulo its radical 
and so the dimension of a simple G ®j^ E^ -module divides [G^ :G^ 3 and 
must be a power of p. We conclude the proof as previously indicated, 
followed by the Noether-Skolem theorem.
We can put this together with earlier results in order to prove;
Theorem 4.11 Let o E. be a coproduct of finitely many purely
k ^
inseparable extensions of k. Then any finite-dimensional subfield
of oE. is conjugate to a subfield of one of the factors, 
k ^
Pf By theorem 4.1, any subfield must lie in the normal closure of a
field join of the fields E^ . But the fields E^ have a unique purely
inseparable field join which is therefore normal. Hence any such
subfield of o E. is purely inseparable and, by theorem 4.10, is 
k ^
conjugate to a subfield of one of the factors.
I Z i
There is a further situation where one could hope that a finite- 
dimensional subfield of a coproduct of commutative fields had to 
embed in one of the factors. This is when each factor is an 
extension of k of dimension p, a prime, over k. This turns out to 
be false in general; however, it is true for many primes and the exact 
condition is of some interest. '
The following theorem depends on the classification of finite 
simple groups.
Theorem 4.12 Let p be a prime not equal to 11 or (q^ -l)/(q-l) where 
q is a prime power. Then if {E^ : i = 1 to n} are finitely many 
extensions of k of dimension p over k, any finite-dimensional 
subfield of o E. is isomorphic to one of the factors. For the 
proscribed primes, there are counterexamples.
Pf Suppose that E embeds in © E., [E:k] < oo and that E ^ E. for any
i. By theorem 4.8, [E:k] ^ p, and E cannot be purely inseparable by
theorem 4.10. So it is a separable extension of k.
Since E embeds in o E., there is some i for which E®,E. - ©  F. .K 1 K 1 ij
(n^2). Since E f E^ , ^ 1 for any j.
Because %  [F. .:E.] = p, which is prime, h.c.f.-f[F. .:E.]^  = 1
X j  X J X j  X
and so E lies in E. © E. and must lie in the normal closure of E. over
X k  1 2.
k by theorem 4.8. Therefore E^ is separable and its normal closure N 
is actually a Galois extension with Galois group G. Since G acts 
faithfully on the roots of an irreducible polynomial of an element of 
E^ over k, p divides |G| but p^  does not. Since [E^ :k] = [E:k] = p 
and E^N, we see that the subgroups H* and H that fix E^ and E 
respectively are inconjugate p-complements in G (since E 9^ E^ ). 
Therefore, by Hall's theorem, G must be insoluble.
The actions of G on the right cosets of H and on the right cosets 
of H* define non-isomorphic faithful transitive actions of G on a p-
U 2
element set. By 0 ), both actions are doubly transitive.
Cameron(\ 3 ), shows that this can happen only when p = 11 or is of the 
form (q -l)/(q-l) for a prime power q. For p = 11, there are two 
distinct actions of PSL(2,U) on 11 points. For p = (q^-l)/(q-l), 
the actions are given by the action of PGL(q,t) on the points, and 
dually on the hyper planes of projective space over the finite field 
GF(q).
We have reached a contradiction if p = 11 or (q^-l)/(q-l), so we
need to examine what happens in this case.
Given a group G having two such faithful actions on a p-e lament
set, we have two inconjugate p-complements in G.
If N =»k is a Galois extension of k with Galois group G, the fixed
fields E and E* of the inconjugate p-complements are non-isomorphic
extensions of k, both of dimension p, and E must embed in E* o E*,
h,2
because E®j^ E' is not a field (p does not divide IGl ).
Our first example occurs when p = 7 = (2^ -l)/(2-l).
Cameron's work( () ) uses the classification of finite simple groupsT. 
hence the remark before the statement of the theorem.
(ZZ
Section ^
One question that arises naturally is whether the coproduct of 
skew fields having no elements algebraic over k also has no elements 
algebraic over k. We shall present a counter-example to this in 
the course of this section, but we begin with a positive result.
We say that the skew field E is transcendental over a central 
subfield k if it contains no elements algebraic over k.
Theorem 5.1 Let 0 be a commutative subfield of oE. such that   —   ^ 1
[C;k] = p^ for some prime p. Then one of the skew fields E^ is 
not transcendental over k.
Pf We lose nothing by assuming that G is a primitive extension of 
k, C - k(ot).
Let L^ be the centre of E^ . If G(%>^ L^  is not a field, the 
irreducible polynomial of over k splits over L^ , and the coefficients 
of the factors in L^  generated an algebraic extension of k in L^ .
If C®j^L^ is a field for each L^ , then
V i '
idiich is simple artinian, and so the dimension of a simple G®jE^- 
module divides [G;k] = p^ , and must itself be a power of p. Since 
the highest common factor of these dimensions is 1 when G embeds in 
oE., there is an i for which G^,E. has a simple module of
k  ^ ^ ^
dimension 1 over E^ , which implies that G embeds in E^ .
So in both cases, one of the skew fields E^ cannot be 
transcendental over k.
Of course, we cannot conclude that C must embed in one of the 
Ej^ even when [G:k] is a prime, as we saw at the end of the last 
section.
We can turn the statement of this last theorem round;
Corollary 3.2 An algebraic extension of k lying in the skew field 
coproduct of transcendental skew fields over k has dimension over k 
divisible by at least two primes.
We shall find an example of such a subfield of dimension 6 over
k.
Example 5»3 First of all, it is possible to find an extension of
fields E 3 k, [E;k] = 6, having no intermediate fields. This occurs,
for example, when the Galois group of the Galois closure of E over
k is isomorphic to A^ or S^ .
We construct a couple of transcendental skew fields E, and E«
1 ' ^
such that E embeds in E^ o E^.
Let E^ be the skew field such that is isomorphic to
MgCk) o E, and let E2 be the skew field such that M^(E2) is isomorphic
to N_(k) o E. 
k
Certainly, E embeds in E-, oE«, since by construction a simple
k ^
E®j^Ei-module of dimension 2 over E^ and a simple E ^j^ E2~module of 
dimension 3 over E2 exist; since h.c.f.{2,3} = 1, by theorem 4.1,
E embeds in E-, o E«.
It remains to show that both E^ and E2 are transcendental over 
k. Let C be a commutative finite-dimensional extension of k lying 
in E^ . Let [C:k] = n. Since C lies in E^ and M2(Ej^ ) - MgCk) o E, 
by theoremt.2, A = h.c.f [Oj:E]^  as Cj runs through simple 
C^j^E-modules. ^ is the rank of a simple M2(C)-module as MgCk)- 
module. So n must be odd, and the equation 1 = h.c.f .fn,[G^ ;E[l] 
holds.
Since fC®j^:E] = n, n is a sum of the numbers [Cj:E] and so 
1 = h.c.f .{[Cj:E]^  , which is equivalent to the hypothesis that C
embeds in E o E.
k
By theorem 4.3, [G;k]|[E;k] and since [C:k] is odd, [C;k] = 1 or 
3» since h.c.f.{[G^ tE^ 'J = 1, [GyEj = 1 for some j, which implies 
that G embeds in E, and since E contains no intermediate extension 
of k, G must be k. Therefore E^ is transcendental.
An entirely similar argument shows that E^ is also transcendental 
over k.
Thus E-, o Eg is a coproduct of transcendental skew fields that is 
k ^
not transcendental, itself, since it contains a copy of E. It is not
hard to see that all algebraic subfields of E, o Eg are conjugate to E,
 ^k ^
We give some variants of the definition of transcendence that do 
behave well with respect to the coproduct construction. Further, 
we discuss that connections with related concepts in Gohn,Dicks (2_Z,) 
and present a counter-example to a conjecture in that paper.
We define a skew field E to be n-transcendental over the central 
subfield k if, for all finite dimensional division algebras D over 
k of PI degree dividing n, D®^E is a skew field. We define a skew 
field E to be totally transcendental over the central subfield k 
if it is n-transcendental for all natural numbers n.
It is clear that n-transcendental implies transcendental, for if 
E contains an algebraic element e over k, then k(e)®j^E has zero- 
divisors, but k(e) has PI degree 1, which divides n. The skew 
fields E^ , Eg of example 5*3 are transcendental skew fields, but 
are clearly not even 1-transcendental.
Theorem 5.4 The coproduct of n-transcendental skew fields is 
n-transcendental. Therefore the coproduct of totally transcendental 
skew fields in totally transcendental.
Pf Let {E^ti = 1 to m*J be n-transcendental skew fields and let D
be a finite-dimensional division k-algebra of PI degree dividing n.
By definition, is a skew field and so the dimension of
a simple D 0j^ E^ -module over E^  is [D: k],
By theorem 4.1, the dimension of a simple D ®,( o E. )-module isK  ^1
h . c . f = [D:k]. So D®j^(oE^) is a skew field.
The last sentence is an immediate corollary.
We come to the connections with the ideas in Cohn, Dicks 
A skew field is said to be regular over k, if E®^K is a domain for 
all commutative field extensions K of k. In Cohn, Dicks ( 'tL), it 
is shown that E is regular over k if E(^^k is a skew field, where IE
is the algebraic closure of k. So 'regular* is equivalent to 
'1-transcendental'•
Cohn and Dicks define k to be totally algebraically closed in E
if E®j^L is a skew field for all simple algebraic extensions L of k.
Further, they ask whether this condition and the hypothesis that 
E<S>j^k is a skew field (where p is the characteristic of k) imply 
that E is a regular extension of k. We demonstrate counter-examples 
to this as corollaries of a perhaps more natural positive result.
Theorem 5.5 Let F 3 k be a normal extension of commutative fields
such that [F:k] = p^ , a prime power. Let D be the skew field such
that N (d) - N (k) oF, where q = p^” .^ Then, for any algebraic 
0. Q. K
extension E 3 k, D®^E has zero-divisors if and only if E 2 F.
Pf Let [E:k] = e. As usual we use theorem 2.2. The rank of a 
simple M^(E)-module as Mg^ (^k)-module is e/q. The simple modules 
for E®^F correspond to field joins of E and F, and there is a 
unique such field join up to isomorphism since F is a normal 
extension, and their dimensions are all equal to [EF;F].
12.7
EF
p
» We see that [EF;F] = e/p^ and so the rank of a simple M (d)®-E-
q k
module is equal to h,c.f.|~, DS>j^ E has zero-divisors if artd
only if the rank of a simple Mq^(D)^^E-module is less than e/q, but 
since either (e/q)|(e/p^ ) or (e/p^ )j(e/q), this rank is less than 
e/q if and only if (e/p^ )j (e/q). Since m$n, this can happen if 
and only if m = n (for q = p^”^ ). If p^ = p^ ,
[EF;k] = (e/p^)p^ = e,
so EF = E or F c E, as we wished to show.
Corollary 5.6 Let F 3 k be a normal extension of k that is not a
simple extension not a purely inseparable extension of k, and assume
that[F;Kj = p^ . Let D be the skew field such that M (D) - M (k) oF 
2 I l k
where q = p . Then k is totally algebraically closed in D and
p-O* p-W
DG)jgk^  is a skew field, where k is the maximal purely 
inseparable extension of k. However, is not a skew field,
that is D is not 1-transcendental or regular over k.
Pf In theorem 5*5, we showed: that E^^D has zero-divisors, where 
E is a finite-dimensional commutative extension of k, if and only if 
E 2 F; however, if E 3 F, E cannot be a simple extension of k, nor 
can E be purely inseparable. Therefore, k is totally algebraically 
closed in D and D®j^k^ ** is a skew field.
(1%
Section 6
Amitsur( ( ) and Roquette(45>) developed the notion of the
universal splitting field of an central simple algebra. In
 ^this is generalised to the notion of a fte./vercc m-splitting
field (explained below) for a central simple algebra. Ibis
construction has a natural and interesting non-commutative analogue
which we shall develop and explain in the course of this section.
We shall investigate its finite-dimensional division subalgebras
using our techniques from section 2.
Let D be a central division k-algebra, [D:k] = n , and let m be 
2a number dividing n •
A skew field E is said to be an m-splitting skew field of D if 
DS)j^ E = M^ (S) for some simple artinian ring S, A commutative field 
E can only be an m-splitting field for D if m divides n, and when it 
is an m-splitting field, S in the above formula is a centrai simple 
E-algebra.
Our method of construction in part TJ£ is to consider certain 
functors that we showed were representable. We use this same idea 
here.
We call a covariant functor from the category of kr-algebras to 
the category of sets, F;k-alg— > Sets, representable if there is a 
k-algebra R such that F(-) is naturally equivalent to Hom(R,-).
Theorem 6.1 The functor Hom(M^(k),D®^-) is representable by the
k-algebra R, where D Ü M (k) is isomorphic to D^,R. In particular,
k ^  ^
E is an m-splitting skew field for D if and only if Hom(R,E) is not 
empty,
Pf Let o( t Hom(Mjj^ (k) ,D(Sjj.A) for some k-algebra A. Then
luocsD U M (k)— ) A is a homomorphism and must take the
k ^ ^
centraliser of D in the first ring to A, giving a homomorphism
( Z<]
5:R— >A by restriction.
Conversely, given ^ :R— >A, we have a homomorphism 
lg)p:D®j^R ^D®^A, giving a homomorphism
where J}’ is the composite of these maps.
The passage from of to ^  and from p to p* are clearly mutually 
inverse, so R does represent the functor Hom(N^(k) .
The last sentence is a triviality.
We look at R a little more closely, but first we make our notation 
a little more precise ; the ring representing Hom(M^(k) ,D^^-) is 
denoted by R(D,m).
Theorem 6.2 R(D,m) is an hereditary domain, whose monoid of
pro jectives is generated by the free module of rank 1 and a
projective P satisfying R^ - P^ , and no other relations. Therefore,
it has a unique rank function on its projective modules and so has
a universal skew field of fractions.
Pf D<2).R ^  D u  M„(k), so 
^ k ^
where in this isomorphism R is the centraliser of the first factor.
By Bergman's coproduct theorems (theorem I.Z..U ), R is a domain 
and all projective modules are induced up from the factors in the 
coproduct representation M^ g^ (k) u M^ (D°). Using the Mori ta 
equivalence of M^^(R) and R, the monoid of pro jectives must be as 
stated. Moreover,* by Bergman's coproduct theorems, R must be 
hereditary.
We have shown all but the last sentence. Since p"^ - R^ , its 
rank can only be n^/m so there is a unique rank function and R must 
have a universal skew field of fractions by Dicks, Sontag( 2.7),
1 1 0
Before passing to an investigation of the universal skew field 
of fractions of R(D,m), we note that the skew field spectrum of 
R(D,m) (Cohn ) is the non-commutative analogue of the twisted 
homogeneous spaces for PGL^ (k) considered in ptrtr tTT . Also this 
space is irreducible since R(D,m) has a universal skew field of 
fractions•
Let U(D,m) be the universal skew field of fractions of R(D,m), 
which we shall call the universal m-splitting skew field of D.
Theorem 6.3 Let U(D,m) be the universal m-splitting skew field of 
D. Then the finite-dimensional division k-algebra E embeds in U(D,m) 
if and only if it embeds in and h.Cif.{[E;k*J, n^/m] = 1. In 
particular, if pin pl(n^ /m) for all primes p, U(D,m) is 
transcendental over k.
Pf We recall from the proof of theorem 6,2 that U = U(D,m) is the 
universal skew field of fractions of R where M^ (^R) is isomorphic 
to M^^(k) U M^ (D°). Hence
We can apply theorem 2.2 to conclude that the rank of a simple 
-module over M^2.(U) is given by h.c.f. { 
where S is the unique simple 0 ^E°-module. Hence [S;D°] divides 
[E:k].
If E embeds in U, we know that this highest common factor is 
l/n^ , which happens if and only if [S:D^ ] = 1 and h.c.f. 
is l/n , which is equivalent to the statements;
(i) E embeds in D°, and
(ii) h.o.f. n^ /m) = 1,
which proves all but the last statement, which is an easy corollary. 
It occurs, for example, when n = m.
Ill
Section 2
As a different type of application of the preceding theory we 
shall show that the analogue of the Grushko-Neumann theorem( 4,7) 
cannot hold for skew field coproducts. The Grushko, Neumann theorem 
states that if {g^ii^ Ï) is a generating set for the group coproduct 
A then by Neilsen transformations we obtain another generating 
set fh.; such that h. lies in A or in B. A corollary of this
is that if A and B are finitely generated and require m and n 
generators respectively, then A%B requires m+n generators. We give 
a counter-example to the analogue of this corollary.
Example 7.1 Let and be central division k-algebras of
dimension 4 and 9 respectively over k. Then embeds in
by theorem 4.5; we can find an embedding that extends the
embedding of in 0^° as the first factor, since all copies of
D, in Dt © D- are conjugate because o has centre k.
1 1 k 2 1K
The embedding of in given by the embedding of
is conjugate to the embedding of as the second factor. Therefore
is generated by this copy of and an element y that
conjugates the two different embeddings of in above.
Every central division k-algebra finite-dimensional over k may 
be generated by two elements as a ring over k. Hence can be
generated by 3 elements, two of which generate
the third element is y. But and both require two generators 
since they are non-commutative.
lia
Section 8
The purpose, of this section is to extend our results on the
finite-dimensional division subalgebras of skew field coproducts
to a related construction.
The tensor E-ring on the free E-E-bimodule over k on the set X
is isomorphic to E u k<X). Thus the tensor E-ring satisfies the
k
weak algorithm (Gohn/4 Ck.L) with respect to the filtration given 
by E^ -»0, Xv—^1, so it is natural to consider the universal skew 
field of fractions of a ring satisfying the weak algorithm with 
respect to an W-filtration.
We recall that if R satisfies the weak algorithm with respect 
to an W-filtration, R is a fir whose universal skew field of 
fractions we call U. R^ , the set of elements whose filtration is 0, 
is a skew field and R is a two-sided Ore domain only when it takes 
the form R^ [x;c(,S] where o( is an automorphism and S a (l,«() 
derivation on R^ . When R is not a two-sided Ore domain, the centre 
of U lies in R^ by theorem 3.1, since R^ is the group of units of R; 
when R is a two-sided Ore domain we shall have to use different 
techniques so we shall deal with this case at the end of the section.
In the case where R is not a two-sided Ore domain, let K ^  R^ be
the centre (both of R and of U).
Theorem 8.1 Let D be a finite-dimensional division K-algebra. Tben
the dimension over Ü of a simple D^ (Sj^ ü-module is equal to 
h.c.f .{[N^ îRjll as runs through the finitely generated 
modules.
Pf By theorem 1.2, the dimension of a simple D°®gU-module is given 
by h.c.f. {[MyR]] as Mj runs through finitely generated 
submodules of free modules. For ease of notation, we shall consider
left D, right R himodules on K-centralising generators which are 
the objects of an equivalent category to the category of 
modules.
We recall that R is filtered by
Ro S  Ri e  Rg S  . . . .  ^  R, U R ^  = R.
Let F be a free left D, right R bimodule on the set X which we 
filter by
DXR^ S  DXR^ e  . . . .  S  DXR = F
For f 6 F, we define v(f) = minfr:f tDXR^ . Let M be a finitely 
generated left D right R submodule of F. We construct a basis for 
N as an R-module, using the weak algorithm, from which it will be 
clear that the dimension of M as R-module is a sum of the numbers 
[NitR^ *] for left D, right R^ modules
We choose our basis by an induction. Let = 0. Suppose that 
at the i^^  stage, we have a left D, right R submodule of M generated 
as R-module by elements - DXR^ such that i-s a
basis of this submodule, and no element of M - M^.q lies in
DXRn .
Let = fa;afeM - Mq.qi v(a) is minimal}. Since M are
invariant under D, A^  must be a left D-set, that is, if a^A^, then 
so is da for all d€D - £o}.
Therefore M^_g^\(A^R^ + Is a left D, right R^ module; more­
over, it is a consequence of the weak algorithm that if
Mf = A^R 4- * then a basis for M^.q\ (A^R^ + ^ i-l) Rq
together with a basis for R gives a basis for over R.
The module together with such an extended basis [aj]^  satisfy
the induction hypothesis.
Since M is finitely generated over R, M * for some n and
[M^:R]< oo for each i,
However, by construction is equal to
[m^\ (A^ 2^.Ro *RJ where (Mj^ \ is a left D, right
R module. o
n
So [M:R] = [N. ;R ] for suitable left D, right R modules N..
i» I O  O 1
Referring back to the first paragraph, we see that the dimension of 
a simple j^ U-module over U is given by h.c.f. {[Mj:R]^  as Mj 
runs over the left D, right R sub-bimodules of free left D, right 
R bimodules, and so must be divisible by h.c.f .{[N^ zR^ ]} as runs 
over finitely generated left D, right R^  bimodules. However, given 
a left D, right R^ bimodule N, we construct the left D, right U 
bimodule N U and [N;RJ = CN®j^ U:U] , so equality must hold.
We are left with the two-sided Ore case; we recall that if R is 
a fir with weak algorithm that is a two-sided Ore domain, it takes 
the form R^ [x:«(,6] where R^ is a skew field,« is an automorphism of 
R^ , 6 is a (1,«) derivation and for all r t R^ , rx - xr®* = r^ .
Theorem 8.2 Let U be the universal skew field of fractions of 
R^ [x:o(,S] . Let K be the intersection of the centre of U with R^ . 
Then any finite-dimensional K-algebra lying in Ü is isomorphic to a 
skew subfield of R^
Pf We shall show that there is a valuation on U with residue class
skew field R . This valuation will be trivial on R and so on K, o o
and if D is a finite-dimensional division K-algebra lying in U, 
the valuation must be trivial on D and so there is an embedding of 
D as a K-algebra in R^ .
The construction of the valuation essentially occurs on p. 18 
of (Cohn If ). We summarise it briefly here.
Set y = and write out our commutation formula;
rx = xr^ + r^ as yr = r®^ y + yr^ y.
The set of power series over in y with coefficients on
the left and the commutation rule given above is a principal
valuation domain, and R ^ Q c e m b e d s  in its skew field of
fractions by x— b y“ .^
The residue class field of the skew field of power series is
just R and the valuation is trivial on R • o o
This completes the proof of the theorem.
( S t
Section £
Given a commutative field k and a skew field E such that k lies 
in the centre of E, it is interesting to investigate the transcendence 
degree over k of maximal commutative subfields of E. If these 
numbers are bounded, we call the maximal such number the transcendence 
degree of E over k.
The work of Resco(3?) shows that there is a close connection 
between the transcendence degree of E over k and the global dimension 
of the rings E^j^kCx^i... ,x^ ) for varying n. We show that given 
a collection {D^:i = 1 to n] of skew fields containing the central 
subfield k, and a common finite-dimensional division k-algebra D, 
theniJ’Cdch global dimension ^ 1, ( ©
has global dimension 1 and therefore, by Resco('Sf), the transcendence 
degree of © D. over k is 1. Similar techniques may be use to showD 1
that, in characteristic 0, if Rq® has global dimension 1, where 
W^ is the skew field of fractions, of the Weyl algebra, then so does 
(©D. )(&,W, and consequently W, cannot embed in oD.. Both of these
0 X K J. X 0  X
results apply to the free skew field and to the skew field coproduct 
of finite-dimensional division k-algebras.
Theorem 9.1 Let {D^ jife l] be a collection of skew fields with
common central subfield k, and let D be a common finite-dimensional
division k-algebra. Suppose that E is a skew field with central
subfield k, such that D®jE is semisimple artinian, and that
D. ®tE has global dimension at most 1, then ( © D. ,E has global 
X K  D
dimension 1,
Pf ( lj D.\€),S = W  Since D<g),E is semisimple artinian
and D.®,E has global dimension at most 1, Bergman's coproduct
X K
theorems imply that (UD.)®,E has global dimension 1.
0.
fiT
( OD. )®,E is the universal two-sided localisation of ( U D. ED X K ' o i k
at the full matrices of u B y  theorem 12.7, this universal 
two-sided localisation of a ring of global dimension 1 must itself 
have global dimension 1; so ( op )® E'.has global dimension 1.
D 1 K
Our next two results are immediate corollaries of this theorem.
Corollary 9*2 Let l] be a set of skew fields with central
subfield k and common finite-dimensional division k-algebra D. If 
Di®kK^l>^2  ^has global dimension 1, where x^ and x^ are commuting 
indeterminates, then the transcendence degree of oD. is 1.
p 1
Pf By theorem 9.1, the global dimension of ( op2)(g)^ k(x2,x^ ) is 1; 
so the result follows from Resco(^ 5)*
Corollary 9*3 Let {D^:it l} be a collection of skew fields with
central subfield k of characteristic 0, and common finite-dimensional
division k-algebra D. If has global dimension 1 for each i,
where is the skew field of fractions of the Weyl algebra
k[x,yi3iy - yx = l} there is no embedding of W^ in o
Pf Suppose that W^  embeds in ©D. ; then ( 6 D. Wn is a faithfully
J. D 1 ^ 1 K J-
flat Noetherian ring extension of which is a ring of
global dimension 2 and so ( o D. ) ® Jf., must have global dimension at
0  1  K  i .
least 2. That has global dimension 2 is proven in Stafford(^5) *
However, we assumed that has global dimension 1 from
which, by theorem 9.1, it follows that (oD. has globalp i  K 1
dimension 1.
Corollary 9*4 The transcendence degree of the free skew field is !•
In characteristic 0, the Weyl skew field cannot embed in the free 
skew field.
Pf The free sk^w field can be written as the skew field coproduct
ok(x.)* Certainly, k(x. )®vE is hereditary for any skew field E 
k  ^ ^
(Xf
and so corollary 9.2 and corollary 9.3 apply.
Corollary 9*5 Let fD^;ie l} be a collection of finite-dimensional
division k-algebras with common division subalgebra D. The
transcendence degree of o D. is 1. In characteristic 0, the Weyl
D X
skew field cannot embed in o D. ,
Pf is a skew field where E is either kCx^ .x^ ) or the Weyl
skew field in characteristic 0. Once again, corollaries 9.2 and 
9,3 apply.
Tile natural generalisation of the result on transcendence degree
is;
Conjecture 9.6 Let fD^:i€l} be a set of skew fields with central
subfield k and let D be a common skew subfield. Suppose that the
supremum of the global dimensions of D®^k(x2#... ,x^ ) is (n-l) for
varying m and that the supremum of the global dimensions of
Df® k^ (^ l» • • ' i-s n for varying i and m. Then the transcendence
degree of c D. is at most n.
0 ^
If we knew that the universal two-sided localisation of a ring 
R of global dimension n was either bounded by n or infinite, we 
could prove this conjecture by similar reasoning to what has gone 
before. We give an outline;
D.®,k(xi,...,x ) = (Rq^k^^^l*"**^ m^ ^
D®^k(x2#... ,x^ ) has global dimension at most (n-l) and
Dj®  jj.k(xi,... ,x^ ) has global dimension at most n. So, by Dicks (%s),
the global dimension of (u D. )®. k(x^,... ,x ) is at most n.0 1 iv X m
( o D^ )(2)jçk(x2».*«»x^ ) is a universal two-sided localisation of
(u D. )®T,k(x,,... ,x ) and has finite global dimension. Given the p X K X m
previously mentioned conjecture on the global dimension of
universal two-sided localisations, we could conclude that 
( o D^ )(^ k^(xg^ ,... ,x^ ) has global dimension at most n for all values 
of m, and so, by Resco (3?), the transcendence degree of o D. is at
î> ^
most n.
Conjecture 9.6 has now been proven essentially by adapting the 
above program.
I in
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Section 10
There have been a number of interesting results on centralisers 
in rings and skew fields. The most interesting of these is due to 
Bergman, who showed that the centraliser of a non-central element of 
k<X> is a polynomial ring in one variable (Cohn ); another result, 
due to Cohn (tJta), is that the centraliser of a non-central element 
in the free skew field is commutative; together with the results of 
the last section we know that a centraliser in the free skew field 
is commutative of transcendence degree 1 over the centre. We prove 
further that it is a finitely generated extension, as a special case 
of results on centralisers in skew subfields of M^ (k{X}) which we 
show are finitely generated of PI degree dividing n and -transcendence 
degree 1 over k. We show that a number of interesting skew fields 
may be embedded in an n x n-matrix ring over a free skew field; our 
main examples are the skew field coproduct of finitely many finite­
dimensional division k-algebras over k, and again, the skew field 
Dok<X:^ , where D is a finite-dimensional division k-algebra. In 
turn, these results imply that centralisers in the ring coproduct of 
finite-dimensional division k-algebras also satisfy polynomial 
identities.
Theorem 10.1 Let C be an arbitrary commutative field extension of k; 
then C^)j^^(k^>) is an hereditary noetherian prime ring.
Pf Theorem 12.10 shows that k{X) is the skew subfield of COC^ 
generated by the set X over k.
Since k<X> has centre k, C®^k(X> is a simple ring and so it is 
a domin because it must embed in G<X>. It must be an Ore domain 
because 0 is commutative (Cohn, Dicks 2^)*
G ®jçk<X> is a universal two-sided localisation of the free algebra
over C, C<X>, and since C<X) is hereditary, must be
hereditary by Bergman, Dicks (& ). However, an hereditary Ore domain 
must be noetherian by Robson (49 •
Mn(C®k^^^n must be an hereditary, noetherian prime ring and
It is this result that allows us to prove our next result.
Theorem 10.2 Any commutative subfield of M^ (k<X>) is finitely generated 
of transcendence degree 1 over k.
Pf Let G be a commutative subfield of M^ (k(X)); by our last theorem, 
C®j^^(k<X>) is an hereditary, noetherian ring. So C®^G must be 
noetherian, since C®j^ M^(kiX>) is faithfully flat over G®^G (Resco, 
Small, Wadsworth (%,5)). Therefore, C must be finitely generated.
Because k(x^, ^k^^^ hereditary, where x^fX^ are commuting 
indeterminates, C must be of transcendence degree 1 by Resco (*3.g).
■ _We have already shown that centralisers of non-central elements 
in k{X) are finitely geneirated and so finite-dimensional over the 
field generated by the element they centralise. We extend this a 
little.
Theorem 10.3 Let E be a skew subfield of M^(k{x}) whose centre contains 
an element y transcendental over k; then [E:k(y)]< o© .
Pf Let M be a maximal commutative subfield of E. M2k(y) and so is 
finitely generated of transcendence degree 1 over k. Therefore, M is 
a finitely generated sJgebraic extension of k(y) and [M:k(y)] < oo.
If C is the centre of E, [M;C] ^  [M:k(y)] and so must be finite. 
Therefore, if M* is the centraliser of M in E, [E;M*J < oo.
Since M is a maximal commutative subfield of E, M* = M and 
[Eik(y)] = [E:M][M:k(y)] < 0 0 .
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We have shown that skew subfields of M^ (k<X>) whose centres are 
transcendental over k are finite-dimensional over their centre. It 
turns out that we can get a good bound on the polynomial identity 
degree of such skew subfields.
Theorem 10.4 Let E be a skew subfield of M^ (k(X>); then the polynomial 
identity degree of E divides n, when it is finite.
Pf Let k be the algebraic closure of k; E embeds in M^ (k(x}) and so 
E®j^k embeds in M^(ktX))®^k = M^ (k<xJ).
If E has finite PI degree, E is finite-dimensional over its centre, 
which is finitely generated over k by theorem 10.2, and so E(g>^ k is 
an artinian ring.
If E®, k/rad(E®>, k) = 0 8., where each S. is simple artinian,K K. I 1 1
each is a central extension of E and so has the same PI degree.
Further, the centre of is of transcendence degree at most 1
over k; therefore, by Tsen*s theorem, is isomorphic to * where
m is the PI degree of E.
So E®. î^rad(E®T = M ( 0  0.), and since matrix units lift overk ^ ' k  ^ m' î«i i'
nilpotent ideals, E®^k = M^ (A) for some artinian ring A.
Therefore there is a unit-preserving embedding of M^(k) in M^ (k), 
where m is the PI degree of E. So m divides n, as we wished to show.
It remains to give some interesting examples to which these 
results may be applied.
Theorem 10.5 Let y be a transcendental element over k in o D., where 
------------------------------ k ^
i = 1,... ,n} is a finite set of finite-dimensional division
k-algebras. Let m be the l.c.m. of [D^ :k] (i * 1 to n). Then the
centraliser of y in o D. is finite-dimensional over k(y) and its PI
k ^
degree divides m.
Pf We shall embed o in M^ (k<X)) for some set X.
embeds in U M^ (k), since each embeds in M^(k). This
embedding is easily seen to induce an embedding of o D. in o M (k),
k  ^ k ^
since the universal two-sided localisation of U M (k) at the full
k
matrices over U D. is the tree coproduct of rings 
k
o D.
‘ X '
v «
which is an hereditary ring with a rank function on its pro jectives
taking values in . So it has a universal two-sided localisation
that is simple artinian. Since this is a universal two-sided
localisation of UM (k), it can only be oM (k).k ^ k ^
UM„(k) embeds in UM^(k) which has as universal two-sided u m' ' K m ' '
 ^ i€2L
localisation oM„(k). Both U M^ (k) and oM (k) have a shiftK m'' k m ' '  X m' 'jtg. jtg jfeX
automorphism <T; further, ( oM (k))fx,x ;o-j is a universal two-
ifz _n .
sided localisation of ( U M^ (k)) Cx,x î«î = M^ (k) u k[x,x ].
The only univesal two-sided localisation of this is M^ (k) ok(x).
Finally, the ring M^ (k) o kCx] is isomorphic to M^ (k(X>), where
X is the set of entries when x is written as a matrix over the
centraliser of M^(k) in M_(k) U kDd , and it is clear that there can 
m' m K
be no relations between the elements if X. M^ (k) o k(x) is a universal
two-sided localisation of M^(k)u k[x] - M^ (kOC^ ), som ' ^  m
M^(k)ok(x) ^M^(k<X)).
We have embedded o D. in M (kCx))» so our result follows fromk ^ m
the previous theorem.
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Section 11
It is interesting to illustrate the results of the last section 
by finding skew subfields of Eok(x) for a finite-dimensional field 
extension E of k, whose centres have transcendence degree 1 over k 
and whose PI degree does not equai 1. These constructions are quite 
simple and presumably do not exhaust the possibilities for such skew 
subfields; however, they do help to understand these skew field 
coproducts.
On the way we develop the theory of the D-D-bimodule structure of 
a skew field F with centre D .and finite-dimensional division sub­
algebra D; F must always be a free D-D-bimodule, and this allows us 
to give an explicit method for finding the centraliser in F of D. We 
begin with these results.
Theorem 11.1 Let k be a commutative field, F a skew field with centre 
k and let D be a finite-dimensional division subalgebra of F. Then 
as a D-D-bimodule, F is free.
Pf Let [D:k] = n; the right action of D on itself induces an embedding
of D in M_(k) and it is well-known that M (k) as a D-D-bimodule via n' n
this embedding is a free bimodule.
Therefore, M^(F) considered as a D-D-bimodule via the embedding of 
D in N^(k) is a free D-D-bimodule on a basis of F as a vector space 
over k.
Since any two embeddings of D in M^(f) are conjugate by the Noether- 
Skolem theorem, the structure of M^ (F) as a D-D-bimodule via the 
embedding of D in F must also be a free D-D-bimodule.
However, M^(F) as a D-D-bimodule via this embedding is just 
®  e. P, where e. . are the matrix units of M (k) and e. P is 
isomorphic to F as D-D-bimodule, since e^ j centralises the D-D-
biiriodule structure. Since D°<& is an artinian ring, any right
j^ D-inodule M such that ^  M is a free module must itself be free; 
so, by the equivalence of the category of right D°^^D-modules and 
D-D-bimodules, we deduce that F is free as a D-D-bimodule.
From this theorem we deduce an algorithm for calculating the 
centraliser of D in F.
Algorithm 11.2 Given a skew field F with centre k, we wish to find 
the centraliser of a finite-dimensional division subalgebra D in F.
We consider the following chains of subfields of D,
k «Ë'S e  C S  D,
where C is the centre of D and S the separable closure of k in C.
Since S ^  k is a separable extension, the centraliser of- S in F 
is the image of the separability idempotent of S over k, acting on S 
considered a,s an S-S-bimodule.
The .centraliser of S in F is a skew field F* with centre S and 
the centraliser of D must lie in F*.
The extension C O S is purely inseparable, and in order to find 
the centraliser of G in F*, we need only find an algorithm for 
finding the centraliser of S(x) over S in F where x^^ S, x^ èS.
F* has centre S and so is a free S(x)-S(x)-bimodule by theorem 
11.1. Moreover, the centraliser of G in the free S(x)-S(x)-bimodule
of rank 1 is the image of d^^ where d^ (t) = xt - tx for t an element
of the free G-G-bimodule. That the bimodule is free on 1 generator 
is unimportant since the result clearly extends to free on an 
arbitrary generating set. Therefore, the centraliser of S(x) in F* . 
is just the image of d^^. Further, the centraliser of S(x) in F* 
must have centre S(x), so induction applies.
Since we can climb up the purely inseparable extension G D S by
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induction, we are left with finding the centraliser of D in F* *, 
the centraliser of G. F'* has centre C and D is a central division 
C-subalgehra of F * * • In ibis case, the centraliser of D is just the 
image of the separability idempotent of D over C.
From the information built up in the previous pages of this section,
we can construct our example.
Example 11.3 Let E k be a fini te-dimensional separable extension
and let cf be an automorphism of E over k. There is a submodule of
the free E-E- bimodule generated by an element t such that et = te**".
Since. Eok(x) has centre k, it is a free E-E-bimodule and there 
k
are many such elements t 0. The skew subfield of Eo k(x)
k
generated by E and t is generated by an image of the skew Laurent ring
E[y,y ;^a] and so has PI degree equal to the order of o’ as an
automorphism of E. If the skew field is not isomorphic to E(y,y” ;^cj)
the kernel of E[y,y""^ ;o].—  ^Eo k(x) given by y I— > t is non-zero as
k
the image must be finite-dimensional over k. However, all finite­
dimensional division subalgebras of Eok(x) are commutative by
k
theorem 4.7« So we have found a large number of embeddings of E(y;o) 
in E o k(x).
Example 11.4 Suppose that E D k is a purely inseparable extension of
dimension p over k.
Recall from the course of the algorithm 11.2 that the centraliser
of E in E o k(x) is the image of d^^ for some element e ç E - k.
Therefore, there is some element t such that et - te = 1. Indeed,
there are clearly many such elements.
The skew subfield of E o k(x) generated by E and such an element t
k
is generated by the image of the differential operator ring E[y;l,SJ 
where 6 is the derivation of E sending e to 1 and k to 0. Any image
of E[y;l,S] has PI degree p, and if the kernel is non-zero, the image
is fini te-dimensional over k, which cannot happen in Eok(x), since
K
by theorem 4.7 &11 finite-dimensional division subalgebras of
Eok(x) are commutative. So we have many embeddings of E(y;l,S) in k
Eok(x).k
1 4 1
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Section 12
In the study of commutative rings we frequently find that in order
to study a homomorphism of rings, it is useful to look at the
associated map on the tangent spaces. Surprisingly, the non-
commutative analogue turns out to he a powerful tool as we shall see
in this and future sections.
In the commutative case, we look at derivations from a commutative
ring to modules over this ring. The natural non-commutative analogue
is to look at derivations to himodules over the ring; thus if R is an
R^-ring for some ring R^ , we are interested in those derivations
that vanish on R^ . On general principles, thezre is a universal
derivation to a himodule 6:R— (r); that is, the functor that
o
associates to a bimodule the set of derivations from R to it that
vanish on R^ , Der^ (R,M) is naturally isomorphic to
o
(r) ,M) , Tdiere the derivation associated to a particular
o
bimodule homomorphism is its composite with 5, We construct this
bimodule (r) as follows: for -each element r t R, we associate a 
o
bimodule generator Sr and impose the relations
Ss - 0 for all se R^ and &(r^ r^ ) = r^(Gr^) + (6r^ )r^ .
It is clear that the map'G:R— >11^  (R) has the correct universal
o
properties; however the nature of this bimodule is quite opaque 
from such a description, so we look for another description. It is 
easy to see from this, however, that if R has a presentation over R^
R = <R^, x^ (iGrl): fj (j 4 J))
then (r)’ is generated by dx^  subject to the relations obtained 
o
by taking the differential of the elements f j (see theorem 12.3)
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Theorem 12.1 There is an exact sequence of himodules
0------ (E)---)R®„ R - ^ R  )0
%  %
where m is the multiplication map and with respect to this
representation takes the form S(r) = r®l - l®r.
Pf Certainly the map d;R >ker m given hy d(r) == r®l - l®r is
a derivation vanishing on R^ . So the composite of this derivation
with any himodule homomorphism Hom^_^^^^(ker m, -) defines a natural
transformation from Hom^_^^^^(ker m, -) to Der^ (R,-), which must
o
be injective since ker m is generated as bimodule by the elements
r®l - l^r. Given any derivation vanishing on R^ , d* :R where
M is an R-bimodule, we define a bimodule homomorphism from ker m to
M by ot^,(Xx^®y^) = Zd*(x^)y^ = - Zx^d*(y^) (since d* is a
derivation and Z  x^y^ = oi. From these formulas, it is clear that 
this map oc^ , is a bimodule homomorphism and that d* = do(^ , ; so the
pair d;Ri >ker m has the right universal property and by the
uniqueness of an object representing a functor, we see that our exact 
sequence holds.
It is useful to have various change of rings theorems. We begin 
by changing the ring over which derivations occur.
Theorem 12.2 Let R^ > R^ > R be ring homomorphisms. We have
an exact sequence;
-HJÏg^(R)— ^ 0.
—  ,'®®r/^R,^^2^®E ®
Ic"'' i
(R)--------- R® r R ----------- R--- 0
l"- •
0 Jl._ (R)--------- E®„ R -----------  R --- 0
2 ^2
0
U O
In the above commutative diagram, all rows and columns are exact, 
since they come from those of theorem 1; a simple diagram chase shows 
that the image of lies in (r) and that the resulting
sequence
is exact.
The majority of our change of rings theorems involve the ring R 
rather than R^ . We shall be interested in how the universal 
bimodule of derivations varies under the universal constructions 
considered earlier and in most cases we shall fix our base ring to be 
semisimple artinian.
Theorem 12.3 Let K be a feemisimple artinian ring. Let R be a K-ring 
and let I be an ideal of R. There is an exact sequence
0-->1/1^------- jj(R)® — >Ag(E/l )-->0
where the map l/l^ is given by ii— »£(i)
Pf From the sequence
0----------- >R<^gR— ^R—
which must be split exact as a sequence of right modules (since R 
is a free module), we obtain the exact sequence;
0--?Jl^ (R)«>j^ R/l->R®gR/l— )R/I— f 0
From the long exact sequence of Tor?(R/l,-) we extract the sequence:
Tor®(R/l .R®jjE/l) — ) Tor®(R/l ,R/I)--^Ag(R)®---
• >R/I ® jB/I — » R/I-- ) 0
Since K is semisimple artinian, R/I is a projective K-moduIe, 
so R®|^R/I is projective and the first term is zero. The second
U i
term is l/l^ , so we obtain the sequence;
0 - ^ I/I^ ?®iix(R)® )R/I®I(R/I^ R/I— ^ 0.
The map R/I®j^ /I— )R/l is still the multiplication map and 
the map — )R/l®^/l is just the map S(r)— >r^l - l®r;
by theorem 12.1 we pull out the exact sequence;
0 — y l/l ^ R  R/l )--) 0
To check that the map l/l^ ^®JIj^ (R)^Us as stated, we consider
the map of exact sequences:
) I ------- > R  >R/I---7 0
1
0— >Ajj(R)®jjR/l— ?R®j^/l  p R/I --- ?0
Applying Tor?(R/l,-) to top and bottom we obtain the commutative 
square:
Tor^(R/l ,R/I )--------- » C.4 »(,%
II j,
l/f = Tor^(R/l,R/l)   >®Jljj(R)®
^ is the map we are interested in and we see that it is as we 
stated.
Next we consider the coproduct construction;
Theorem 12.4 Let fR^:io l] be a family of R^ -rings; then
"^R ( V  i^) ” - R^ (^ i) ^
O ici Oua
pf This is best seen by recalling our original construction of the 
universal bimodule of derivations as the bimodule on elements ds 
subject to the relations d(s) = 0 for all s^R ando
d(s^s^) = Sg^ d(s^ ) + d(s^)s2. We see that Sl^ ( l^R^) is generated 
by copies of (R.) anj there are no further relations imposed, so
o
the theorem follows.
Theorem 12.5 Let M he an R-R-himodule,• then J%^ (R<M^ ) = ,
where the derivation restricted to M induces the isomorphism.
-Pf Again this is best looked at in terms of the original construction, 
Since the bimodule M generates R<M> as R-ring, d(M) generates J1^ (R(M>) 
and the only relations on this are given by d(rm) = rd(m) and 
d(mr) = d(m)r for r e R,m t M, so i^he theorem follows.
There is one further construction where it is important to know 
the universal bimodule of derivations.
Theorem 12.6 Let Z be a collection of majs between finitely generated 
por jective modules over an R -ring R; then (R^ ) - Pxi (r)^
O ^ ItO
Pf Given a bimodule M over a ring T we can form a ring on T 0 M by 
(t,m)(t*,m*) = (tt* ,tm* + mt*). We write this ring as (T,M).
We wish to construct a derivation from R^ to that
extends the universal derivation.
Consider the ring homomorphisms:
■ i °
Rg- - - - - - - - - (Ej . ^ r (E)® ).
o
We wish to complete the square with a map from Rg to (R^.Prt^ (R)^ ),
o
since such a map must take the form s|— -7(s,ds) where d is a derivation
extending the universal derivation on R. However, the set of maps
over R are invertible in (Rg (R)^ ), since they are invertible
^  o
modulo the nilpotent ideal (0, (R) ) so there is a unique ring
homomorphism from R^ to (Rg (R)® ) completing the diagram.
o
We wish to show that this is a universal derivation. Given a
derivation S:R£— -)M, vanishing on the image of R^, we know from the
universal property of (R) that $(r factors through (R), and
o o
by extension of scalars we obtain a diagram;
u j f
(R)
 ^ Jlr> (R)
■where we have shown that the top triangle is commutative and wish to 
show that the "bottom one is also commu’tative to complete the proof. 
However t we recall that R Rg is an epimorphism in the category of 
rings; we have two homomorphisms from R^ to (R^ ,M) the first via 
s (s,Ss) and the second via s (s,(dot)(s)). Ihese agree on R 
and so must "be equal; that is, 5 = do( as we wanted to show.
One use for the universal bimodule of deri-vations is for the 
study of how homological properties "behave under the various 
constructions. We generally have to impose flatness assumptions but 
there is one case where this is not needed:
Theorem 12.7 Let R be a K-ring for some semisimple artinian ring K; 
if R is heredi'fcary then so is Rg for any collection Z of maps "between 
finitely generated projective modules.
Pf We "begin with the exact sequence , split as a sequence of left 
modules:
 »R^ - 0
Since it is split as a sequence of left modules
0--  ^ M--  ^0
is a .resolution of M, because n^ s^t "be pro jective. .
However, -^ ^(Rg) "
_n^(Rg) S But M®^Jlg(R) is a projective
(ST4-
R-module as we see from the exact- sequence of R-modules :
0--> M®j^ iIj^ (R) )M(g)^ R ?M > 0
Thus ÎS projective and R^ must be hereditary.
This theorem can also be shown even when R is not a k-algebra (see 
Bergman, Dicks ( ^  )).. For applications of the universal bimodule of 
derivations and related matters to the homological properties of 
certain universal constructions and rings, the reader is referred to 
the papers of Dicks ( 2-t )
We pass from the general theory to its applications in studying 
skew fields ; there are a number of questions whose origins are in 
the cominatorial theory of groups that we are able to attack using 
these methods.
For a free group on n generators, it is well known and easy to 
see that any generating set of n generators is a free generating set; 
moreover, the corresponding result for a free k-algebra was shown by 
Cohn(lS)» It is natural to ask whether the analogous ire suit holds 
for a free skew field over k.
Given a couple of groups and G^ with common subgroup H and
subgroups G^ , Gg of G^ and G^ respectively, such that
G^r\H « G^n H = H*, it is easy to see by a normal form argument that
the subgroup of G^ generated by G^ and G^ is isomorphic to
Gi*-G*. Once again, we ask whether the analogous result holds for 
1h‘ 2
skew fields. In this generality, it becomes clear that the result is 
false. However, under a natural restriction, it becomes true, which 
allows us to prove, for example, that if D ^  E then the skew subfield 
of E<X> generated by D and the set X is isomorphic to D(x).
In the first of our problems, we shall show that if n elements 
ti,...,t^ generate k<x^,...,x^> as a skew field over k, the
f s /
homomorphism o< ;k(y^,. ,y^--^k< ,  « «.,x^  ^ given by o((y^ ) =
induces an isomorphism
.. ,y^ > )®-- » Jl^(k <x^,... ,x^> ).
(For the notation, see the section on notation.)
That this map is an isomorphism implies that ^  extends to an 
isomorphism of k<y^,...,y^> with k<x^,...,x^> as we wished to show.
The proof of the second result will also follow from the 
examination of the ' differential * or 'linearisation* of a suitable 
map. Its proof comes first since the first result depends on the 
corollary of the second result mentioned earlier.
The first theorem is the heart of this section: it gives us a 
method for recognising those epimorphisms from a right hereditary 
ring to a skew field that are universal two-sided localisations at a 
rank function.
Theorem 12.8 Let E be a skew field and let R be an E-ring and a 
right hereditary ring. If the ring homomorphism K:R—  ^F to the skew 
field F induces an isomorphism on the universal bimodules of 
derivations
cW. =JIe(F),
F must be the universal two-sided localisation of R at the rank 
function on the finitely generated projective modules induced by the 
homomorphism to F.
Pf From the exact sequence of theorem 12.2,
we deduce that Jl^ (F) - 0 and so o<:R— )F is an epimorphism. 
Therefore, by Cohn (|2^ , CL l )» ^  ^  the collection of square 
matrices over R that become invertible over F and Rg is the universal 
E-inverting ring, «t:R— )F factors as R— >R^— ^F, where R^- is a
local ring with residue class field F,
Since is a universal two-sided localisation of a right 
hereditary ring, it is right hereditary hy theorem 12.7 and so the
kernel of Rg >F, I, must he a free right ideal, and I except
when 1 = 0.
From the exact sequence of theorem 12.3,
0— »I/I^-- ----------- )Jlg(F)— 4 0
and from the isomorphisms Jlg(F) = and JLg(Rg) = ^^fLg(R)®
we deduce that l/l^ = 0, which implies that 1 = 0. So R^ is
isomorphic to F, as we wished to show.
We may often apply this result: we begin our applications here by
giving a sufficient condition for a particular type of skew subfield 
of a skew field coproduct with amalgamation tow be a skew field 
coproduct with amalgamation in the natural way. There are examples 
to suggest that if our condition fails, it will be wholly accidental 
if the skew field they generate is a skew field coproduct with 
amalgamation.
Let F be a skew field with a couple of skew subfields D and E; we 
say that D and E are linearly disjoint in F if IE = fZd^e^:d^€ D,e^e E*}
as left D, right E bimodule is isomorphic to gp» and
similarly, ED as left E, right D bimodule is isomorphic to E^^^^gE.
That this may be an important concept is shown by a counter­
example due to Bergman (luupoLUislvc-JL) which shows that is D,E are not 
linearly disjoint skew subfields of F, the skew subfield of FoE(x) 
generated by D and x is not,.in general, isomorphic to D jj^g(DOE(x)).
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Theorem 12 «9 Let F^oF^ be the skew field coproduct of F^|^ and F^ 
amalgamating the common skew subfield E. Let and be skew 
subfields of F^ and F^ respectively, whose intersections with E are 
identical, E = = E* • If and E are linear'ly disjoint in
F^ for i = 1,2 then the skew subfield of F^ o F^ generated by and 
D_ is isomorphic to o D_.
Pf There is a natural ring homomorphism
Let the skew subfield of F, o F generated by the image of D-, u H be
E  2 J. g* 2
K; we wish to show that the induced map
d«: ^g.CD^UDg)® (K)
is an isomorphism. Theorem 12.8 then show that K must be D. o since± d
is a fir and so has a unique univesal two-sided localisation 
that is a skew field.
By theorem 12.4,
Further, for any ring R and universal two-sided localisation Rg of R, 
we recall from theorem 12.6 that - ^n.g(R)®. So
^ ®  % ( ^ 2)® •
Consider the K-K-sub-bimodule of Jlg(Fg^  g F^ ) generated by the 
elements dD^ and dD^ . dJ)^  lies in -n.g(F^ ) and dD^ lies inilgCF^ ); so 
if is the K-K-bimodule generated by dD^, is the bimodule
we are interested in.
Further, this bimodule is the natural image of Jig, (K) in 
XlgC^i £ ^ 2  ^induced by the embeddings:
E»< ) E
1  i
ITS
Recall from theorem 12.1 that the universal himodule of deri\»utions
of over E is the kernel of the multiplication map:
0— F . _ ,0
where the universal derivation is given by df = f ® l “ l®f.
Since is linearly disjoint with E in F^ , the vertical arrows
in the following diagram are embeddings for the second and third 
column. Therefore, by the five lemma, so is the arrow in the first 
column. ^ 1 j
0------ (D^) ^ 0
0-^Aj,(F^)------------ >Fi— ?0
Hence the K-K-himodule @  Mg must be (Dg)® .
However,
"^ E* (^ 1 ^ ® ’
so Jig, (K) - (Rq ^2^^ and this isomorphism is just given
by d%(.
By theorem 12.8, K is isomorphic to D. o .J. £l
We note for the purpose of induction that D. o D„ is linearlyjL 2
disjoint from E in F. o F« and then leave the statement and proof of± g 2
the generalisation to the interested reader. Alternatively, we could 
perform the same proof inside oF^ for an arbitrary indexing set.
We give a simple application of the theorem.
Theorem 12.10 Let D c E be an extension of skew fields. Then the 
skew subfield of EtX), the free skew field over E on the set of E- 
centralising generators X, generated by D and X, is isomoa^ic to 
D<X).
Pf Since E and D(x ) are linearly disjoint in E(x), we prove our 
result by considering E<X} as o E(x^).
We pass on to our first problem, the question of whether n elements 
that generate the free skew field k^x^,o..,x^^ must generate it 
freely. We shall look at a more general problem.
First, we recall that the enveloping algebra of a k-algebra R is ' 
the ring R^ j^^ R. Since our earlier investigations led us to consider 
certain bimodules (universal bimodules of derivations) it is natural 
that enveloping algebras should arise.
Theorem 12.11 Let E be a skew field with central subfield k. Let
t^,... ,t^  be elements of E o k < x^,... ,x^ > that generate the skew
field Eok^x^,...,x > over E. Then if the enveloping algebra of 
k ^
Eok^^x-,,...,x > is weakly finite, the natural map from 
k  ^ “
E u  k<y.,... ,y > to E o k^Xn,... ,xsending y. to t. extends to an 
k ^ k ^
isomorphism of E o k^ y-,,... ,y > with E o k ^  x-,,... ,x ^  .
k ^ k ^
Pf The universal bimodule of derivations of E U k^x,,... ,x > over Ek n
is the free k-centralising bimodule over E u k<x-,,... ,x '> onk j- n
generators dx^,. •. ,dx^  since E o k^ x^,... ,x^  ^ is a universal two-
sided localisation of E u k<x,,... ,x V , JL„(E o k <x- ,... ,x ) isk J- n ÜI k j. n
isomorphic to (E u k<Xn,.. • fX >)^ , and so Jl (E o k<.x, ,.. ,x > )
k n
is the free bimodule on k-centralising generators dx^ ,...,dx^ .
Since t^,...,t^ generate Eok<x^,...,x^lK as a skew field over
E, dt^,...,dt^ generate the universal bimodule of derivations of
Eok^x, ,...,x > over E. Therefore they are free generators since the 
k 1 n
enveloping algebra of E o k < x-,,... ,x > is weakly finite.
k
Hence the map :E u k<y.,... ,y > — >So k<x.,...,x > given
k ^ k ^
by y. —— 4t. induces an isomorphism
dtt:®(lg(E w k^ y^ , • • * *y^ )^ >Jlg(E o k^x^, • • • #x^ )
Therefore, by theorem 12.8, the map oC extends to an isomorphism of
Eok<y^,...,y^> with Eok<x^,...,x^ sending y^ to t^ .
K ^
160
No example is known of a tensor product of skew fields that is
not weakly finite, so it is possible that this theorem can be applied
in full generality. Here we shall only prove that the enveloping
algebra of E o k ^  x^ , «.. ,x^  ^ is weakly finite, where [E:k] < 05 . 
k
Theorem 12.12 The enveloping algebra of E o k^ x^,. . . is weakly
finite if [E:k]< oo . Consequently, when [E:k]<oo, any n element set
that generates E o k^x,,... ,x > over E is a free generating set over ^ ± n
E.
PT Recall that if [E:k] = m, E U k<X) embeds in M^(k) u  k<pc>, which
is isomorphic to M^ (k<X^) for some set Y. Further, by an argument
exactly similar to that in theorem 10.3, this induces an embedding
of Eok^Xj in M (k^Y) ). So the enveloping algebra of Eok<.X> 
k k
embeds in ).
However, by theorem 12.10, the skew subfield of k<Y>°^Z^
generated by Z over k is just k<Z> . Therefore, there is a
homomorphism from k<Y'^ ^ ®j^k<Z> to k<Y>°<Z> , and since the
centre of k<Y> ° is k, the first ring is simple and the homomorphism
must be an embedding. In particular, k<Y>°®j^k<Y^ embeds in a
skew field. Therefore, the enveloping algebra of Eok<X> embeds in
k
a simple artinian ring and must be weakly finite, since a subring of 
a weakly finite ring is weakly finite.
The last sentefsce of the theorem is just a corollary of theorem 
12.1.
There is one more result that we can prove using the techniques of 
this section which we shall need in a later section.
Theorem 12.7 Let M c N be an extension of bimodules over the skew
field E. The skew subfield of the universal skew field of fractions
of the tensor ring of N, generated by M over E, is isomorjhic to the 
universal skew field of fractions of the tensor ring on M.
lé(
Write T(M) and T(N) for the tensor rings on M and N respectively. 
Both are firs (Cohn \l^ and the embedding of M in N extends to an
embedding of T(M) in T(N). The universal bimodule of derivations of 
T(M) over E, Jl.g(T(M)) is isomorphic to ®  ; similarly,
JLj,(T(N)) s ® N ®  by theorem 12.5.
Let K be the skew subfield of E^N> , the skew field of fractions 
of T(N) , generated by M over E; we wish to find ilg(K) and we know 
that this is the K-K-bimodule of Jlg(E ^  N ) generated by dK. This 
follows from the commutative diagram:
0 0L 1
0— --------- ) K%LE ------ ) E---- >0r I
0— --»E<N>---)0
where the rows and columns are exact, from which it follows that 
Jlg(K) embeds in Jlg(E<.N)> ).
However, JT,p(E^ LH> ) - f^\._(T(N))'^  , sinoe E^Ni^ is a universal
two-sided localisation of T(N), so Jlg(E<N^) - N , where one®H®
checks from Bergman, Dicks (8 ) that d o n N ^ E < N >  is the identity 
map to N c •
the K-sub-bimodule generated by dK must actually be generated by 
dM since M generates K; but the sub-bimodule generated by dM is just 
, which is Jlg(T(M)) • Our theorem follows from theorem 12.8.
( fo î-
Section 13
In this section, we return to the general theory of epimorphisms 
to simple artinian rings; we find a criterion for a particular 
epimorphism from a right hereditary ring to a simple artinian ring 
to he a universal localisation at a suitable rank function. This is 
the natural generalisation of our earlier result that characterised 
those universal localisations that are skew fields. This criterion 
suits well to the study of fini te-dimensional hereditary k-algebras 
and we end the chapter with an application to this theory. This will 
be applied in the following section to prove certain isomorphism 
theorems.
First of all, we prove a couple of results that belong in chapter 1 
of Part I, but were proven too recently. We shall need them in ihe 
following study.
Theorem 13.1 Let R be weakly semihereditary and let T<R be the trace 
ideal of some set of finitely generated projective modules over M; 
then T\R is a weakly semihereditary ring and P^(T\R), the Boaaoid ©f 
finitely generated projective modules over is naturally isomorphic 
to the quotient of P^ (R) by the relation P ^  P* if and only if there 
exist Q, Q* such that the trace ideals of Q and Q* lie in T, and 
P e Q s pi e Q*.
Pf We denote passage to T\R from R by bars, R = T?\R.
Let <:P-->P*, p;P* )P* * be maps between induced projectives
over R such ihat 5p = 0; then over R, =VS, V:P -->P**»
where Q is a finitely generated projective ^ose trace ideal lies in 
T. Thus we have the equation over R;
and we note that (o( X) =*>( and
Since R is weakly semihereditary, P* © Q - where
im(o^ '2T) c and ker^ j^2Pg^ ; therefore, P* ^ P^  ©  P^ where 
im5 G P^ c- kerp; so two maps «( between induced projectives that 
compose to zero do so because the codomain of c< decomposes so the im5
is contained in an induced direct summand which lies in the kernel of
h  ____
Let e;R^ ) R^ be a map such that "e^  = e over R| then e(l - e) = 0,
so by our previous argument, R^ = P^ © P^  where im ê 5  P^ and
P^ 2 ker(l - e); but im e = ker (I - e), so im ê = P^ , which shows 
that all projective modules are induced, and, inconsequence, R must 
be weakly semihereditary.
Let 5:P-- P^* be an isomorphism over R; then over R, im*< © TP* = P*,
so there is a surjection;
l;P ® Q— )P*, where Q is a projective whose trace ideal 
lies in T. Also and so it is an isomorphism over R. We have
the split exact sequence:
0— >ker — »P ffi Q >P'--- >0
so since is an isomorphism, ker = 0; it must he a finitely
generated projective Q*, whose trace ideal lies in T; so ifo/:P >P*
is an isomorphism, there is an isomorphism over R, P ©  Q - P* ©  Q*, 
where Q, Q* have trace ideals in T, as we wished to show.
This allows us to pass from a weakly semihereditary ring with a 
rank function to one where the rank function is faithful simply by - 
killing the pro jectives of rank 0.
Theorem 13.2 Let R be a weakly semihereditary ring with a rank 
function let T be the trace ideal of pro jectives of rank zero; then 
T\R is a weakly semihereditary ring and p induces a faithful rank
function p on T\R; if p takes values in — 2, then T\R is right and 
left semihereditary.
Pf All is clear except for the last remark. In this case, T\R is 
a weakly semihereditary ring with a faithful rank function p taking 
values in ^ 2.; let M G R be a finitely generated left ideal and let P 
be a projective module of minimal rank with respect to p such that 
there is a sur jection o(:P >M. If x ^ keiV, we have a sequence;
whose composite is zero; so P - P^ ©  P^ , where x^P^ and ker«< 2 P^ .
Thus"t|P^ :P^  )M is a sur jection; but p(P^ ) < p(P), so the kernel of
«(;P must be zero and P = M. Therefore, R is left semihereditary ;
"by symmetry, it is right semihereditary.
Using this result, we see that when considering a rank function 
p to on a weakly semihereditary ring R, we may assume that R is 
two-sided semihereditary and p is faithful, which is often a useful 
saving of effort.
In the last chapter, we saw that if R is a right hereditary k- 
algebra, then we may characterise a skew field F that is a universal 
localisation of R at a rank function by the property that 
Jl^(F) - /^Ij^ (r)® ; it turns out that this has an interesting
reformulation. Let R >S be an epimorphism. From the exact sequence,
split as a sequence of left R-modules,
0 >JIj^ (R) >R<»jR— — 0^
we obtain
' 0-->S®gilj^(R)— S^S)j^ R-- >S— ^0
lAiere S®jR is clearly a free right R-module. The long exact sequence 
of ToJs gives us
0 — >Tor^(s,S) — ) ^ A j^ (R)®- ) — ^0;
l(,s
consequently, Jl^(s) ^ is equivalent to Tor?(S,S) = 0.
Dicks ( ^ ) has shown that for a universal localisation R >Rj,
Tor^CR^jR^) = 0 whether or not R contains a field; in view of this 
and of theorem 12* ^ , it seems reasonable to attempt to characterise 
those epimorphisms from a right hereditary ring to simple artinian 
rings that are universal localisations at rank functions by the property
p
that Tor^(S,S) =^ 0, In doing this we are able to describe the 
R-module structure of S in some detail.
Theorem 13.3 Let R be a right hereditary ring and let R >S be an
epimorphism from R to a simple artinian ring S; then S is a universal
localisation of R at the rank function ç> induced by R >S if and only
if Tor^(S,s) = 0.
Pf Universal localisations of a ring R at a set of maps Z. between 
finitely generated projective modules always satisfy the condition 
Tor^(R£,R£) = 0 (Bergman, Dicks ( 2 )).
The strategy for proving the converse is to find the structure of 
S as a right and left R-module. In fact, we could get by with only 
half this information, but the R-module structure of S is of great 
interest to us.
First of all, we can divide out by the trace ideal T of all 
pro jectives of rank zero with respect to p ; this is a universal 
localisation at suitable maps all of which become invertible over S, 
for if e eM^(R) is such that e ^  - P where ç(P) = 0, I - e becomes 
invertible over S and R^ x-e) * where Tp is the trace ideal of P.
So by Bergman, Dicks (§> )^T\R is still right hereditary. By theorem 
13,1, all projective modules over T\R are induced from R and*the
kernel of the natural map K^(R)-->K^(T^) is generated by pro jectives
of rank zero; so p extends to T\R and it is a faithful rank function. 
Further, since T lies in the kernel of R— )S and Tor^(S,S) = 0,
i U
clearly Tor^^(S,S) =0» Therefore, we lose nothing by assuming from 
now on that p is a faithful rank function on R.
Let M be a right R-suhmodule of S; then from the exact sequence
0— — ^S/M— 0^
we get a long exact sequence of Tor's, from which we extract;
0 = TorgCS/^.S)— >Tor^(M,S)-->Tor^ (S,S) = 0.
Ihus Tor^(M,S) = 0.
Let 0— ) P—  ^Q-4 M— 3 0 be a presentation of M where Q is a 
finitely generated projective and P is some projective and so a direct 
sum of finitely generated pro jectives by theorem I.1.& . Then, since 
Tor^(M,S) = 0,
0 )P — ) M — > 0
is an exact sequence; so, since p is a faithful rank function and 
M^>^S = 0, P must be a finitely generated projective and p(P) < p(Q)«
We note that o( :P must be a left full map, for if it were not, we
would find that <«&^S:P^gS factors through a projective of
rank smaller than that of P&>^ S, and so could not be injective.
We define the presentation rank of a finitely presented right or 
left module M by p.ç(M) = ç(q) - p(P), where
0--)P— 3Q— > M— 30
is a presentation of M; it is well-defined by Schanuel's lemma. Our 
aim is to show that S as a right module is a directed union of 
finitely presented modules of left full presentation of presentation 
rank 1 having no submodules of presentation rank 0. There is an 
analogous result on the left.
In order to carry this out, we need to see how left full maps 
with respect to p behave under ^^8. We wish to ^ow that they
become injective; this is a little harder to show ilian that right 
full maps become surjective, which is our next step*
Let e<:P be a right full map between finitely generated right
projective modules; then all finitely generated submodules of Q 
containing P have rank at least equal to that of Q, and so, by our ■ 
first step, cannot occur as the kernel of a map from Q to S. Since 
all kernels of maps from Q to S must be finitely generated we deduce 
that Hom(cokerc< ,s )  = 0; so coker ®^S = 0 and @<^^S must be 
surjective.
Since all right full maps with respect to p between right projectives 
become split surjective over S, all left full maps with respect to 
between left projective modules become split injective over S by 
duality. If we had assumed two-sided hereditary, we would know that 
left full maps on the right become injective and right full maps on 
the left become surjective and we could carry on in the manner of the 
latter half of this proof; as it is, we are able to deduce these 
properties in the right hereditary case from the fact that left full 
maps on the left become injective.
So let M be a finitely generated left R-submodule of S; then by 
the long exact sequence of Tor's associated to
0 —  ^  M — ?S’— 9 S^-" ) 0
we deduce that Tor^ (S,M) = 0. Let
0— --)0 (i)
be a presentation of M, where Q is finitely generated projective and, 
since R is left semihereditary (because ç is a faithful rank function 
and so theorem 13.2 applies), all finitely generated suModules of F 
are projective.
We investigate F a little more closely; we wish to show that F is a
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directed union of finitely generated submodules where all inclusions
are left full maps, which will be helpful in looking at SOj^ F, since
all left full maps become injective.
Let {P^^:it be the set of sulmodules of F of minimal possible
rank if there are finitely generated submodules of F that lie in
no such P^., we consider the set of submodules fp^^sifel^ where
Pg^ ÿ Pj^ j for any i, j and the rank of each P^^ is q^ , the minimal rank
possible. In general, at the n^ stage, either all finitely generated
submodules of F lie in some P^ for k<n, i€ I^ ; if not, we consider
the set of submodules P^^ . :i 1 1^ 1 of F, where P .^ ^ P^j for k < n, any
i, j and the rank of each P^ is q^ , the minimal possible. We see that
every submodule must lie in some P^ ;^ for if P ç p, then since
^1 $ ^2 #  » some q^  is greater than p(P) and so P lies in
some P^ , k < n, by definition.
So F is the directed union of the P, . ; moreover, if P, . C  P, .
3_ 1 2 2
it is a left full map since no submodule of F lying over P, . can
V i
have rank less than q. = p(P. . ) by the definition of P. . .Ki
Consequently, S^^F is the directed union of the system of modules 
fsOj^ Pj^  :ke*Vl,i eljJ and all the maps are injective; since
Tor^(S,M) = 0, we deduce from (i) that the sequence
0 5S®jjF  K)
is exact.
So Sfi)^ F must be a finitely generated module and of rank less than 
that of Q. Consequently, the rank of the P^  ^are bounded by p(Q) and 
there must be some finite n such that all finitely generated
submodules of F lie in some P^ , k<n, i€ I^ ; further,
Sn = Ps(S<&Rf) < P(Q).
Let«<:P— be a right full map between left finitely generated
( ( i
projectives; then all finitely generated submodules of Q containing 
imot have rank at least that of Q,, so no submodule of Q containing imo( 
can be expressed as a union of finitely generated submodules of rank 
less than ç(q). Therefore Hom^(coker , S) = 0 and S^^coker= 0.
Thus right full maps between left projective modules become split 
surjective ; so left full maps between right projective modules become 
injective •
Let M G N be a pair of finitely presented right modules of left 
full presentation such that the presentation rank of any module such 
that M c 9. N is at least p.p(M); then we claim that — ?N(S^S
is still an embedding.
For consider the commutative diagram with exact rows
0 î P - ^  & -----  >0
II e ni O'
0---------- 9N-- 90
where are left full maps, and if c Q* ^ Q, p(Q*) >
since the presentation rank of the image of Q* in N is at least the 
presentation rank of M by assumption. So c Q is left full. We 
tensor our diagram with S:
Ô--9P«>pS-9 Q t ^  -- > 0
II «  J.
0-->P(D^S------ --------------- 0^
where the rows are exact and the middle column is an embedding because 
left fuU maps become injective over S. So must also
be an embedding.
Now we use this to examine S as a right R-module in the same way as 
we examined F as a left R-module earlier in the proof.
First of all, however, we note that every submodule M of S containing
R has presentation rank at least 1; for on tensoring R ^  M S S with S,
we obtain S = R^^S— --9S®^S = S, where ihe composite is the
(70
P
identity; but since Tor^ (M,S) = 0, we know that pg(M^^S) is equal
to p.ç(M), so p.ç(M) ^  lo
So we consider the set of all finitely generated
right R-submodules of S of minimal presentation rank q^ ; if there
are finitely generated submodules of S lying in no we let
{M^^ziel^ be the set of finitely generated submodules of S such
that ÿ M^j for any i, j and p,p(M2^ ) = q^ , the minimal possible.
In general, at the n^^ stage, we let fM^;ieI^be the set of finitely
generated submodules of S such that ^ for k<n and all i, j
and p.p(M^ )^ = q^ , the minimal possible. As we have seen when
analyzing F, every finitely generated submodule of S must lie in some
n^i*  ^is the directed union of the jM^:netVl,itl^ . Also, if
M . C M .  there is no finitely generated submodule ‘M* with 
*1 1^ ^2 2
M . c  M* 9 M . such that p.h(M' ) < p.p(M . ), so as we have 
"l^l %2^ 2 ^1^ 1
recently shown, M . ^  r>S is an injective map. Consequently
1 1  2 2
we may represent S = S<2)pS as the directed union of fM S)„S:n£lbI,ieI }it • xi n
where each map is an embedding; therefore p.p(M^ ) =
must be at most 1. Therefore our process must stop at some finite
stage, say the n^ stage; moreover q^  = 1. It also follows that we may
dispense with the modules for k<n, since if M is a finitely
generated submodule, so islM + r), and this must be contained in some
M^ , r<n; but p.p(M^ ) = q^ /C 1, if k<n; so M + R 9 M^ , since no 
i i i
module in S containing R can have presentation rank less than 1.
Let s t S and let M be a right R-submodule of S of presentation rank 
1 containing R and s; we consider the commutative diagram with exact 
rows:
0---
0
P ©  R --- R 0
ni 01
- Q — -- M —  0
( 1 {
We know that ç>(P © R) = ç(q) and since clI I  finitely generated 
modules between R and M have presentation rank at least 1, P<& R G Q 
is a full map; we also know that full maps become invertible over S, 
so there is a homomorphism from the universal localisation of R at p , 
Rç, to S, which induces the following commutative diagram;
R)®gS
î(P e  R ) ® ^ p I t  >
-»0
h-?P(S>^ s
0
9 M  ^0
NK
■=>PVp- 40
where the dotted lines are dotted only to increase clarity. All rows 
are exact.
We deduce that Rg— >N®^R^ is an isomorphism and this induces a 
commutative diagram
(11)
such that the composition M--9R^— 9S is just the original embedding
of M in S as we can read off from diagim (ii).
Therefore, there is a map from our directed system of modules of 
presentation rank 1 containing R to and the composite of this with 
the homomorphism Rp— >S is the representation of S as the direct limit; 
so Rp must also be the direct limit and is isomorphic to S, as we 
wished to show.
It is useful to abstract from this the information that we have 
on the right and left R-module structure of S under the hypotheses of 
theorem 13.3.
Let M be a finitely presented right R-module of left full
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presentation of presentation rank 1 with respect to the rank function f. 
Further, we assume that all submodules of M have non-zero (and so 
positive) presentation rank. We have already seen that S is the 
directed union of such modules. We define an injective map 
to be a stone if N is such a module and all modules M* such that 
R G M* 9 M have presentation rank at least 1. We shall show that the 
ring S is built from all these stones.
Let ot:R— 9M be a stone; then we have a commutative diagram:
0 ÎP 9P ©  R 9R  ^0
Ï
0  )P ?Q ---^0
where our assumptions force to be a full map, so over S,
:S— is an isomorphism and the map R— >S extends uniquely
to an embedding of M in S. If o(^ :R------o(^ :R--are two stones
it is easy to check that their push-out is also a stone; therefore, the 
proof of theorem 13 «3 shows that S is just the directed union of all 
the stones.
In order to describe the left structure of S as an R-module, we need
to alter our definition of stones a little.
We have already seen that if M is a finitely generated left sub- 
module of S, it has a presentation:
0— )F--9Q --- 90
where F is a flat module, Q is projective and F is the directed union of 
finitely generated projective modules {P^:i€ll where 
ç(P^) + Çg(s€>jjM) = ç(q). In fact P. 9 Q is left full for all i. We 
consider those finitely generated modules M of this sort such that
Çg(S’S)j^ M) = 1, and such that if N G M, then f 0. We define a
stone to be a map o( ;R where M is such a module and if
R G: M* c  M, then M* has a presentation
0— ---90
n i
where F* is the directed union of projective modules such that
P[ »Q* is left full, p(Pp + Pg(S®jjM') = p(Q) and Pg(S®gM') > 1.
One can show by a slight adaption of the arguments in theorem 
13*3 that S is the directed union of all the stones on the left in 
exactly the same way as on the right.
We are able to rephrase theorem 13»3 in the case where R is an 
E-ring, where E is a skew field.
Theorem 13.4 Let R be an E-ring that is right hereditary and let
R 9S be an epimorphism to a simple artinian ring S. Then R is the
universal localisation of R at the rank function induced on R by the 
epimorphism if and only if Jlg(s) - ^dg(R)^ •
Pf We have the sequence
0— >Jlg(R)--- )R(&gR 9 R 9 0
which is split as a sequence of left R-modules. So
0--- 9s8)j^ JIg(R)---9S®gR 9 S 9 0
is exact. Since S&>gR is a free R-module, the lonj exact sequence of
Tor's gives us
0 )Tor®(S,S)— --) S®gS— )S®jjS = S— »0
Therefore, Tor®(S,S) = 0 \ / Jlg(s) = ^(R)® and we may apply
theorem 13.3.
Before applying this theory to epimorphisms from finite-dimensional 
hereditary algebras to simple artinian ring, we need to link the
notion of epimorphisms on rings to the structure of the modules. The
next result is due to Silver (4A-)*
Theorem 13.5 Let dL;R— »S be a homomorphism of rings; it is an
epimorphism if and only if the forgetful functor ;mod S--9 mod R is
full.
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Pf If :R 9S is an epimorphism, then for any S-module M,
M = N^g(S^^S) - M; consequently, for any pair of S-modules M and
N any element of Hom^ (M,N) must actually be S-linear as we see by
considering — 9N.
Conversely, if o( : mod S— >mod R is full,
Homg(s,S®^S) = Hom^(S,S®^S); we have a map in Hom^(S,S®^S) given by 
p(s) = s©l; so
s®l = P(s) = p(l)s = l®s
which implies that S®^S = S; that is, ®(:R >S is an epimorphism.
The following consequence is noted by Ringel (^ l).
Theorem 13.6 Let R be a ring and let M be a module over R such that 
End^(M) is a skew field D and [N:D] = n; then the corresponding map
R 9M^(d) is an epimorphism and all epimorphisms to simple artinian
ring arise in this way. M is the simple right M^(d)-module.
Pf Let R 9S be an epimorphism from R to the simple artinian ring S;
then if M is the simple S-module, End^ (N) = Endg(M) = D, a skew field, 
and (M:D] = n, where S = N^(D).
Conversely, if M is an R-module such that End^(M) = D, a skew field
and [M:D] = n, we have a map R >M^ (D) and, given any M^(D)-module,
its structure as an R-module is just a direct sum of copies of M; so 
it is clear that the map mod-M^(D)— 9mod R is full as we wished to 
show.
Of course there is an entirely similar theory using the simple 
left modules over "epic simple artinian R-rings. The passage between 
the two theories is quite simple, for if M is a simple right S-module 
over the simple artinian ring S with Endg(M) = D, Hom^(M,D) is the 
simple left S-module.
».
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If R is a ring and M a module with End^ (M) = D, a skew field,
[M;D] = n, then the right R-module structure of M^ (D) under the
homomorphism R (d) is clearly just © M and its left modulen id
structure must be © Horn (M,D). Consequently, Tor^ (S,S) = 0 is 
equivalent to Tor^(M,Hom (M,d)) = 0,
If R is a finite-dimensional* k-algebra, there are a number of 
finite-dimensional modules M over R whose endomorphism rings are 
fini te-dimensional division algebras E, and clearly [M;E] = n; these 
clearly give all the epimorphisms from R to simple artinian finite 
dimensional k-algebras. Further, in this situation,
HoiOg(M,E) = Hom^(M,k), which is usually written as EM, as left R-module; 
consequently, the condition we wish to check is whether Tor^(M,EM) = 0. 
This is unlikely to occur except when M is a pre-pro jective or 
pre-injective module in the sense used by , Ringel and Auslander 
for hereditary k-algebras. We explain the meaning of pre-pro jective 
and pre-in jective in the way that is useful to us here.
We have already used one duality between the category of finite­
dimensional right R-modules, where R is a finite-dimensional hereditary 
k-algebra. This is M— 9 EM = Hom(M,k). The other duality we shall 
use is the transpose. Let M be any finite-dimensional R-module 
having no projective direct summand. Let
0— — 9Q— 9M--90 (i)
be a presentation of M where P,Q are finitely generated projeotive 
modules ; then we have the exact sequence:
0 ■= Hom(MiR) ---> Ext^H.R)— >0
We call Ext (M,R) = Tr M, the transpose of M. On the category of 
modules with no projective summands, this defines a duality with the 
similar category on the other side of the ring, as one can check quite
(16
easily,
A pre-pro .jective module M is an indecomposable module such that 
(D Tr)^ M is projective for some non-negative integer n; a pre- 
in.jective module M is an indecomposable module such that (Tr D)^ M 
is injective for some n. It is clear that these are dual notions with 
respect to the duality D.
Theorem 13.7 Let R be a fini te-dimensional hereditary k-algebra and 
let M be a pre-projective or a pre-injective module over R; then 
Tor^ (M,IM) - 0. Consequently, the epimorphism to a finite-dimensional 
simple artinian k-algebra, S, associated to the module M is the 
universal localisation at the rank function induced by the homomorphism. 
Pf Due to the symmetry of the problem, it is enough to prove the 
theorem when M is pre-injective.
First, we show that Tor^ (N,-) is naturally equivalent to Hom^(Tr M,-) 
for a module having no projective direct summands. Let
.0— 9P — 9M— 90
be a presentation of M; then
0— ---9P^---9Tr M---90
is a presentation of Tr M. We have a commutative diagram with exact
rows:
0--9HoiL(Tr M,-)— >Homp(P ,-) ^Hom^(Q -)IP IP
0--9Tor^(M,-)----- P^<g>^ --- :--->   9 0
consequently, Hom(Tr M,~) = Tor^ (M,-).
So we need to show that Hom^(Tr M, EM) = 0 if M is pre-in jective.
Ii
If M is injective, EM is projective and certainly Tor^ (M,IM)
« Hom^(Tr M,EM) ® 0; so we may assume that EM is pre-pro jective 
non-pro jective. Hence, there is some natural number n such that
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(d Tr)^ (lM) is projective and (D Tr)^ (DM) is not projective for k < n: 
in particular, (D Tr)^ (^DM) is not projective. Since (D Tt)^(M) is 
indecomposable for all k < n, we deduce that Hom^(Tr M,DM) is 
isomorphic to Hom^((D Tr)^ M,(D Tr)^m) = Hom^((D Tr)^“^DM,(D Tr)^), 
which is zero since (D Tr)^ '4x4 has no projective direct summand.
We have shown that if M is pre-in jective, Tor^(M,M) = 0; the 
same clearly holds if IM is pre-in jective; that is, if M is pre- 
pro jective. By our previous discussion, this is equivalent to
Tor^(S,S) = 0, where R >S is the epimorphism associated to the module
M. So, by theorem 13.3, S must be the universal localisation of R at 
the rank function.
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Section 14
One of the purposes of this section is to construct a new class 
of skew.fields generalising the construction of the skew field 
coproduct with amalgamation. They are interesting to us for two 
reasons; many arise naturally as .skew subfields of skew field 
coproducts; but also, the methods that apply naturally to this class
of skew fields apply just as well to the skew field coproducts in
order to show that apparently different skew field coproducts are 
isomorphic.
Given a couple of skew fields and E^ , we define a pointed 
cyclic left E^ , right E^ bimodule to be a pair (M,x) where M is a
cyclic left E^ ,^ right E^ bimodule and x is a bimodule generator of M.
For example, if F is a common skew subfield of E^ and E^ , the pair 
(E^^pE^,l^l) is a pointed cyclic left E^ , right E^ bimodule on 
an F-centralising generator.
The importance of this idea for us lies in the observation that 
the ring coproduct E^ is the universal ring containing a copy of
E^ and of E^ such that the pointed cyclic bimodule (E^ E^ ,l) is a 
quotient of (E^^pE^yl^l).
If (M,x) is a pointed cyclic left E^ , right E^ bimodule and the 
relations for the generator x are f Z e. .xe! . = 0; e. E., e! E«} ,XJ XJ X J X xj
then the universal ring containing a copy of E^ and E^ such that
(E^ Egfl) is a quotient of (M,x) is clearly the ring
E. t-J E = E^-i ,EL: Ee. .e! . = 0 for all j^
 ^(M,x) 1 2 I IJ IJ
The first question to arise is whether this ring is not the trivial
ring. We shall show below that inside this ring (E^ E^ ,l) is
isomorphic to (M,x) and so it cannot be trivial if M is non-zero.
Further, it is possible to show that E. W  E_ is a fir; we shall not
(M,x)
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demonstrate this, hut we shall show that it is an hereditary domain
such that all non-zero projectives are stably free of unique positive
rank, and so it has a universal skew field of fractions, which we
shall call EL o
\m,x) 2
It is clear that the isomorphism class of the ring E-, LJ E_
\ k ,x) 2
depends on the generator x of M, Surprisingly, the skew field of
fractions E. o E« is isomorphic to E, o E_ for different generators
2 l(M,y) 2
X and y. This gives us a number of interesting isomorphism theorems.
Finally, the method we develop is quite as applicable to the study 
of simple artinian coproducts. So our policy will be to work in 
this generality whilst pointing out what occurs in the skew field case.
Let S^ and S^ be a couple of simple artinian rings smd let (M,x) 
be a pointed cyclic left S^ , right S^ bimodule. A good way to study 
such a situation is to consider the upper triangular matrix ring:
R = 1^1 ^ u This ring is a particularly pleasant sort of hereditary
[o sj
ring; so we could hope that if we can pull the ring S^  L_j S« out of
\m,x) 2
it in some way, then this will also have good properties.
Theorem 14.1 Let (M,x) be a pointed cylcic left S^ , right S^ 
bimodule, where S-, and S« are simple artinian rings; let R = 1^1 ^ |
^ \0 S^ J
and let ot :  ^\—  ^f^ l be left multiplication by
^ \o s j  \o ol
(° Then ig s M„(S, U_l S,). If R' = f^l “ ® where N is1 2 -'■(M.x) 2 Vo Sg /
some left Sj, right Sg bimodule, then R^^ = M^(T), where T is the
tensor ring over 3-, LJ S« on the bimodule
\ k .x) 2
(S, U  S )® N ®  (S- U  Sp). 
l(M,x) 2 h  h  l(M,x) 2
Therefore, S. U  and also this tensor ring are hereditary.
\n,x) 2
Pf In the ring R,( , the elements (q q) (o l) those representing
(?ô
the maps and form a set of 2x2 matrix units; therefore
= M^Cr), where & = (g o) o) * R is clearly generated by
and and the only relations arise because (S^^S2=^ ;[\l)
as pointed left S^ , right bimodule arises as a quotient of
(S,xS«,x) = (M,x); therefore, R = S. \ I S_. Of course, we do not
^ l(M,x) 2
know whether R is trivial.
If R* = [^1 then R* = Mg(R'), where R* is generated
\0 S. I'Z
by S^ , a-nd where the only relations that occur state
that S-, and generate a copy of S-, \ i Sp and that Nc(p[' is
(M,x) ^
isomorphic as left S^ , right bimodule to N as left S^ , right
Sp bimodule. This is clearly just the tensor ring over S, I—J S«
^ l(M,x) 2
on the bimodule (S-, i_J Sp)®„ (S-j 1—1 S.).
■^ (M,x)'^  1^ ^2 (M,x) ^
Since Mp(S. I I Sp) arises as a universal localisation of an
 ^ (M,x) ^
hereditary ring it must be hereditary by theorem . So
S-, \ 1 Sp and similarly our tensor ring are hereditary.
(M,x) ^
Our original ring ; 1 \ has a rank function on its finitely
*2^(o' y
generated projective modules defined by o ( | 1 | ) ~ T ~ p ( |  \ ) .
VO" 0/  ^\o sj
If the map defined by qJ is a full map with respect to this
rank function, then R^^  will inherit many of the good properties of
(^1 ^ \ as we shall now show. In most applications, it will be fairly 0 Sgj
clear that is a full map; for example, this is obvious if both S^
and Sg are skew fields.
I ? /
Theorem 14,2 Let (M,x) be a pointed cyclic left S^ , right 
bimodule and let N be some other left right bimodule. Let 
R = 1^1 M © N \  let p be the rank function that assigns
\o s j
the value |-to/®l ^ ^  and to I ^  ® \ .  Then if / ®
\0 0 I \0 S^l \o 0/
defines a full map from  ^\ to (^1 M 0 N\ tensor ring
\0 S^l \o  0 I
T, over S-, W  Sp on the bimodule (S. W  S«)<S>„ (S. V-J S_)
lM,x)  ^ \M,x)  ^ ^1 ^2 l(M,x) ^
is an hereditary ring such that all non-zero projective modules are 
stably induced from the subrings S^ and S^ and have a unique positive
rank.
Pf We know that Mp(T) -  ^^ 1 M ©  N\ where
:  ^(^1 ^ ^  N'l is left multiplication by
\o Sp/ Vo 0 i Vo oi
'2-
We assume that this map is fuH. It is clearly an atomic map and it 
is easy to check the lower multiplicative closure of this map (that is, 
the set of aU map of the form / ^  i ) satisfies the condition
I h  embeds in ( h
\ o  S g  I l  o  S g  )of theorem I.5 «5 î so s V 3
Theorem 1.5*7 shows that all finitely generated projective 
modules over ( *^1 ^ ©  N ^ are stably induced from  ^^ 1 ^ © N/Sq M \ Qj2 stably induced from / ^2
VO h U  VO
However, over 1^1 the projective f ^ 1 M © N\
V o  Sp L  \o 0 h>2 ^
is isomorphic to ( ^   ^\ , so over the ring T ( where
V o
Mp(T) - /^1 J all projectives are stably induced from
^2 W
the subrings S^ and S3. This implies that if there is a rank function 
it must be unique, and there clearly is a r^nk function since we have 
an embedding 1^ 1 ^ © ^ \ c - - 9/^1 M 0 N\ qj^ eorem 1.5*6 shows
1° ^2 Sg
1^1
that this rank function is faithful as we wished to show.
In the case where ^] defines a full map in the ring | ^ 1 ^ )
0 VO sj
from I \ to I 1 ^V  we deduce that S-, 1 J Sp has a
lo S 3/ \0  ol  (M ,x) ^
unique universal localisation that is simple artinian, since it has a 
unique rank function, and so we may apply theorem 1.5*9* We denote 
this universal localisation by S-, o S«.. Further, we see that
(S-,Sp,l) is isomorphic to (M,x) as pointed himodule. For | ^ 1 ^ \
VO Sgj
embeds in |  1^ ^ ]  since the rank function p  is faithful; so
IS
it certainly embeds in I 1 \ ; but now we have an isomorphism
,1) - - (N,x) as we wished to show. We state
what we now know in the skew field case.
Theorem 14.3 Let and E^ be a couple of skew fields and let (M,x) 
be a pointed cyclic left E,, right E_ bimodule ; then E. \ I E„
is an hereditary domain such that all non-zero projectives are stably 
free of positive rank. Also (E^ E^ .l) - (M,x) as pointed bimodule.
Pf Theorems 14.1 and 14.2 and the last discussion.
We are able at once to prove our first isomorphism theorem.
Theorem 14.4 Let S^_ and S3 be simple artinian ring and let M be a 
cyclic bimodule. Assume that x and y are both generators of H as a 
bimodule such that (q q) (o o) define fuH maps from
 ^\ to /^ 1 ^ \ on the ring 1^1 ^ \ with respect to the rank
\0 S3] lo 0 / lo S3!
function assigning the value % to | ^ 1 and \^. Then
lo o l lo sj
iS-i o Sp S-, o Sp »
\m,x) 2 l(„,y) 2
The universal localisation of this at its unique rank function is
Mp(S-, o Sp); hut it must also he ( ^ 1 ^ | . A similar statement 
(M,x)  ^ lo S^/p
holds with y in place of x.
So Mp(S-| o Sp) = Mp(S-, o Sp) which implies that
(M,x) ^   ^ "^ (M,y) ^
St o S« = Sn o So since they are simple artinian.
l(M,x) 2 l(M,y) 2
For skew fields, this theorem simply becomes:
Theorem 14.5 Let and E^ be skew fields; let M be a cyclic left E^ ,
right Ep bimodule; then E-, o Ep = E. o Ep for any bimodule 
2 \n.x) 2  l(M,y) 2
generators x and y.
If y = Z e^ xe^ , it is possible to calculate that a specific map
from En L_J Ep to En o Ep which extends to an isomorphism of
(^M.y) ^ l(M,x) 2
E, o E, with E, o E„ is given by E, )E„, E.,-->E. ^  ®i®i
(M.y) ^ l(M,x) 2 2 2 1 1
We see from the last theorem that if F^ and F^ are both common 
skew subfields of E^ and E^ such that the bimodules E^O^ E^ and
En<8)„ Ep are isomorphic, then En o Ep = En o Ep. Our next result 
J. jf 2 ^ ^2.
simply states some interesting special cases of this result.
Theorem 14.6 Let be a finite-dimensional simple k-algebra and
let S3  be a simple artinian ring with central subfield k such that 
^l®k^2 simple. If and T3  are common finite-dimensional simple
k-algebras of and S3 such that CT^ îFI = LTgtk}, then
GlOSg = S^oSg.
*1 ‘1
Pf The himodule is isomorphic to the himodule
since the ring S^ (S)j^ 2  simple artinian and both bimodules are 
free S^-modules of the same rank. So
R=/^l S I ®l®Tg^2
S2 I VO Sg
We see that the element  ^ defines a full map o{ „ from
VO 0 / - 1
(° ° \ to [®1 ® 1 ® T A )  , since H,, = M (S, U  S„).
VO Sg/ lo 0  ^ 2  1 2
Similarly, the element  ^ defines a full map.
Vo 0 I
Therefore, by theorem 14.4, S-, o Sp = Sn 0 Sp.± fn d m ^
^ 1 ^ 2
Our last theorem gives a large number of case of simple artinian 
coproducts with the same factors but different amalgamated simple 
artinian subrings that must be isomorphic. Our next theorem gives 
examples where the factors are different but we amalgamate over a 
common central subfield.
Theorem 14.7 Let S be a finite-dimensional simple k-algebra and let 
S^ and S3  be simple artinian subalgebras such that [S^ : k] = [ 8 3 :k]; 
then S o St = So Sp.K d vi 2
Pf So St - S o (Sp OSt) - S o (Sp OSt) by theorem l4.6, since
S^0 , (Sp o St ) is simple artinian (the centre of St o Sp is k or else 
K 2 d k ^
purely transcendental over k of degree l). However,
So(SpOSt) - S 0 Sp, which completes the proof.
S,^k k
We can prove a rather stronger theorem than 14,7 in the case where 
S is a central simple k-algebra.
Theorem 14.8 Let S be a central simple k-algebra with [S:k] = n ; 
let S^ be a simple artinian k-subalgebra with [S^ ;k] - m . %en
( K
SoS, s s®.k<X> , where IXl = n‘^(— ).K d K ' m '
Pf Mp(S o S-, ) is the universal localisation of the ring f ^  ^ ®k^l\
\ 0  J
at the rank function p given hyof^  ^ ^®k^l\ = ^
lo sj [o 0 )
by theorems 14.1 and 14.2 and the remarks following the proof of
I ^theorem 14.1. As a bimodule, S®,S-, - © M. , where M. = M . = S_ .X d L=i 1 1 J 5
We write this as gSg = S(S)|^ S^ ; by theorem 14.1, the universal
localisation of S^ S.\ at the map o( from ^  \  to I ^
lo lo sj lo 0
defined by | ^  (l*0,..,0)\ Mp(T) , where T is the tensor ring over
lo 0 7 ^
8 0 S. s S on the bimodule S ^ (S©„ S)^ "^ . This
Sj a a >2
bimodule is just the direct sum of simple bimodules; so
T - S©j^ k<X) where IXl = (since it is clear that
S<gS^= S[x], so S<gSg)- S®j^ k<X) , where lY» = r).
Hence the universal localisation of T at the unique rank function 
is just S<X>j^ k‘^ X^ where IX[ = n^ (‘^^^ ). Therefore, the universal
localisation of ^®k^lj at the rank function p must be
lo S^ j
M3(S(g>j^ k<X> ). So S®j^k<X> ^ S 0 S^ .
k
At this point, we can use our methods in a rather more complicated 
way in order to investigate simple artinian coproducts of the form 
Mjj^(fc) o Mn(k); we should like to show that these are always suitably 
sized matrices over a free skew field on suitably many generators.
We are not able to deal with this degree of generality, but there
are a number of special cases of interest, which we can settle. Of
course, if m|n, our last theorem applies an4 this allows us to reduce 
to the case where m and n are co-prime in the following way.
Let p = h.c.f.fm,n] ; then
m\(k) o M (k) = M (k) 0 (M (k) 6 M (k) )
“ k “ “ M ( k ) ï ’ k'^
P
= o M (k<X>) ,
3 M^ (k)
where X =
P
In turn, M (k) o M (k{xiX ) is isomorphic to
Mp(k)
^p(^m(^) ° x)" ) where m = m/p, n = n/p and so m and n are
coprime.
If M-(k) o M-(k) = Mj£(k<lY> ) for some set Y, we find that
M^(k)oM-(k<X>) = M-(k)oM*(k) o M_(k<X>)
k ^ ^ k ^ M-(k) ^n'“ '
= o K(i^<X>)
Mg(k)
= Mg(M-(k<Y>)ok<X>)
and it is an easy matter to check that this is the mn by mn matrices 
over a free skew field. In order to attack these problems, the 
methods of this chapter suggest that we consider the ring
which is a finite-dimensional hereditary/Mjk) M^(k)®f^(k)\ 
\ 0 M^(k) I
k-algebra. We shall use theorem 13*7 of the last chapter to attack 
this ring.
We recall that the epimorphism from a finite-dimensional hereditary 
algebra R associated to a pre-pro jective or pre-in jective right module 
M is always a universal localisation.
/k k®\For our purposes, we take R to be the ring I " \ where s ^  2.
lo k I
We wish to find the rank function associated to a particular pre­
in jective or pre-pro jective module M. It id clear that this is given
ty P ( ( J ° ] r ) =  [m(J °):k] /  tM:k] 
e( N o 9 'k]/ L«:kl.
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From rifltb , Ringel (%2), we find that the possible rank 
functions associated to pre-pro jective or pre-in jective modules 
over the ring R are just multiples of the positive roots associated 
to the bilinear form on the 2-dimensional vector space given by
^ - §(^1^2 2^^ 1^ ' These are generated in the
following way; begin with the pair (0,l); then our inductive procedure 
is to pass from the pair (a,b) to the pair (b,sb-a); finally, after 
we have constructed all such pairs (a,b), all of which satisfy 
a<b, it is clear that all pairs (b,a) where (a,b) is a positive root 
are positive roots ; these are all of them. We note that a and b are 
coprime. If (a,b) is a particular positive root associated with
the module M, [M:k] = a + h, p((g °]r) = , p([° °)r) = '
This implies that we have an epimorphism:
( 0 k j ; “^(a+h)
which must be a universal localisation at p , inhere
i: ri = ^ • h : :i ba + b •
By Mori ta equivalence, we have an epimorphism from 
,s
Mj^ (k)^ Mg^ (k)^  to Mp^^(k), which must be a universal localisation. 
0 M j k)/
(S is the simple left My(k), right Mg^ (k) bimodule). The rank function 
associated to this universal localisation is p ^ j = %,
H o  Mjk)]
Consequently, we consider the ring f M^(k) ^^ (k) \
\ 0 )
ab-s
\ 0 M,(k) /
We see from the above that we have a
universal localisation of this which must he M3(T), where 
T = M^^(k) by theorem 14.1.
A dimension check shows that the bimodule
Consequently, T - Mg^ (^k)®j^ k<X>, where 1X1 = ab(ab-s). Therefore, 
the universal localisation of T at the rank function is M^ (^k<Çx]^).
So 'ÇX]^  )) is the universal localisation of
/M^ (k) M ^ ( k ) ( S ) ^ a t  the rank function; but so is
I 0 Mg^ (k) I
Mg(ri^(k)dMjk)), so M^(k)oM^(k) ^M^^(k<X>),
We summarise what we have shown in the next theorem:
Theorem 14.9 Let (a,b) be a positive integral root associated to ihe 
bilinear form on two-dimensional space B(x,y) where a and b are coprims 
and B(x,y) = x^y^ + x^y^ - ^ (x^y^ + x^ y^ ). Then
Mg^ (k)oM^ (k) ^M^^(k<X> ), 
where |X| = ab(ab - s).
It is unclear to the author whether M (k) o M (k) is alwaysm n '
isomorphic to a suitably sized matrix ring over a free skew field; 
however, if this is false, we know that it is a matrix ring over a 
skew field, which is not free, but can be embedded in a free skew 
field which would be of some interest since we have no such examples 
at present.
Section 15
In this section, we shall round off our present results on the 
possible isomorphisms of skew field coproducts over k of finite- 
dimensional division k-algebras by demonstrating a way of telling 
some of them apart. Our technique is related to that of section 12.
We shall consider the universal bimodule of derivations of such a skew 
field. After we have shown that ihe enveloping algebra of a skew field 
coproduct over k of finite-dimensional division k-algebras is a weakly 
finite hereditary ring with a unique rank function on its finitely 
generated projective modules that takes values in — 2, for some nefN, it 
will follow that the universal bimodule of derivations of such a skew 
field is a projective bimodule, and the rank of this projective bimodule 
is an invariant of the skew field. Since this number can be computed 
without difficulty from any coproduct representation, this invariant 
is quite useful.
Theorem 15.1 Let {D^ :i = lton} be a finite collection of finite­
dimensional division k-algebras over k; then the enveloping algebra of 
o D. is a weakly finite hereditary ring with a unique rank function on
k 1
the finitely generated, projeotive modules taking values in — Z. for 
some n
Pf In the course of the proof of theorem 10.5, we showed that o D.
k ^
embeds in N^(k tX}" ) for some set X. So the enveloping algebra of 
o D. emebds in M (k<X>)°®vM (k<X^) vdiich we showed was weakly1^ X m XL m
finite in theorem 12.12.
Next, the enveloping algebra of o D. is a universal two-sided
k
localisation of ( o D. (UD. ), which is isomorphic tok % K k 1
(9o
Each ring (oD. ) ®.D. is simple artinian, because the centre of 
k  ^ K 1
( o D. is k or k(t) for transcendental t; so 1__) ( 61D. D,
k  ^ (oD.)°^^^
K ^
is an hereditary ring with a unique rank function taking values in 
— 2  for some nt N.n I.
Since our enveloping algebra is a universal two-sided localisation
of this, it must be hereditary by theorem 12.7. Since it is weakly
finite, it is possible to show by an adaption of the techniques of
chapter 5 of Part I that all projective modules over the enveloping
algebra are stably induced from the ring \— 1 ( o D. ;
(oD.)° k ^ 
k ^
that is, if P is a projective module over the enveloping algebra,
then for some finite rank free module F, P © F is induced from a
luro jective module over i— * ( ( o D. D. ). Moreover, the rank
(oD.)° k 1 k 1
k A
of P is well-defined from such équations.
Once we have this result, we know that the universal bimodule of
derivations of o D. over k is a projective bimodule, since it is a sub- 
k ^
bimodule of a free bimodule ; by theorem 12.1, the following sequence is 
exact:
0 -- ».n.j^ (F)— ?F ^0
for any skew field F (or ring).
Therefore, we may associate to the skew field o D. the rank of
k ^
Jl,(oD. ) as a projective o D. bimodule. This number is an invariant 
^ k  ^ k ^
of o D.. The next result gives a simple formula for this number, 
k  ^
Theorem 15.2 Jlj^ (oDj^ ) ® Consequently, the rank of
TTI "I
Jl,(oB. ) is equal to — ) where m. = [D. :k].K'  ^ ' m; 1 1
Pf o D. is the universal two-sided localisation of U  D.. So 
k  ^ ^ k ^
J\j^(oD^) - by theorem 12.6. By theorem 12.4,
19(
Thus - €) *
Next, we have the exact sequence of D -^himodules
0 ijDi 5----»0
Tensoring on the left over D. wiih o D. gives the exact sequence of left
 ^ k ^
o D., right D. bimodules 
k. ^
 0-->(o D. )®_ Jlt(D. )--) ( o D, )®.D.--) o D, »0
Since (oD. is simple artinian, this sequence is split exact;
k ^ ^
the middle module is free of rank 1, the right module has rank l/m^ ;
so ( o D. )(%)_ JIv (D. ) has rank . In fact,y, 1 K 1 m^
^‘*(( o D. Jl, (D, )) is a free module of rank (m. - 1).1 X 1 1
So the o D. bimodule ^ Jl, (D. )® must have rank and the rank
1^ -L ■ iv IL
 ^ HI* “ 1
of J%, ( o D. ) must be Z (— ---), as we wished to show.
The interested reader may construct many particular non-isomorphism
theorems from this result. We content ourselves here by finding
examples that it does not help us with.
2 3 1 11
Rhom the equation " 2 12 ' construct our first example.
Let E k be a cubic extension and F k a biquadratic extension; that
is, [E;k] = 3, [F:k] = 4, where F 2  ^ i»^2’^ 3 ^  ^ [Fj^ :k] = 2.
We know from theorem 13.6 that (E®,F) o F. is independent of theX 1
extension F. taken. However, is (E®,F)oF. isomorphic toEoF ? The 
 ^  ^ k  ^ k
rank of the univesal bimodule of derivations of both is the same.
Moreover, they have the same fini te-dimensional commutative subfields
as one check using the results of section 4.
We recall from section 4 that we found a pair of seven-dimensional
extensions E,E* D  k such that E embeds in E* oE* and E* in EoE. Is
k k
EoE isomoriMc to E* oE* ?
K k
These two questions are, at present, unapproachable. An answer 
in either case wouldL presumably lead to a significant advance in 
our understanding. My hope is that they will be isomorphic.
Part III
Amitsur ( | ) constructed the generic splitting field of a central 
simple k-algebra and later Roquette (4I) showed a construction of the 
generic splitting fields using the Galois cohomology of the projective 
general linear group. In fact, he was working on Brauer-Severi 
varieties, and this was made more explicit and generalised by 
Grothendieck (I'l) who constructed the Brauer-Severi scheme associated 
to a sheaf of Azumaya algebras on a scheme. He used the Gech 
cohomology of the projective general linear group.
The Brauer-Severi variety provides a generic solution to the 
problem of when A - M^ (K); it seemed that the following related 
problem ought to have a similar generic solution. I3ie problem is: 
for what fields K is A®^K - M^ (A*) for some central simple K-algebra 
A* ? Tïiere are several generic solutions to this problem, each of 
which has some individual interest. All arise as twisted forms of 
homogeneous spaces for the projective general linear group in the way 
that the Brauer-Severi schemes appear. We present two such solutions 
one affine, the other projective; the affine solution is to consider 
the twisted forms of the homogeneous spaces PGL^ ; the
projective solution arises by considering twisted forms of suitable 
Grassmannian spaces.
Since the theory is no harder to develop for sheaves of Azumaya 
algebras on schemes than for central simple algebras over a field k, 
we shall work in that generality. We shall use the laziguage of 
schemes throughout. First, however, we summarise what we shall prove 
simply in the case of a central simple algebra A over a field k.
Suppose that *[A;k] = n^ ; then A®^E - M^ (A' ) for some central
simple K-algebra A* if and only if A^^K has a right ideal of dimension
2 ’ n /m over A. This suggests that for our projective solution, we
2
should take the space of all right ideals of dimension n /m over A.
1 1 4
We show that the function field of this variety is a generic 
m-splitting field of A; it is also easy to see that on extending 
scalars to a splitting field of A, this variety simply becomes the 
Grassmannian space of n/m-dimensional subspaces of n-dimensional 
space•
Our affine solution is simply‘to consider the space of homomorjhisms 
from M^(-) to AS>j^ -; alternatively, we look at the commutative ring 
R with a universal R-homomorphism M^(R)-->A ®^R.
Finally, we note that these varieties associated to central simple 
algebras over algebraic number fields satisfy the Has se principle..
We now return to the general treatment. We give a brief summary 
of notation.
For a scheme S, Og is the structure sheaf on S. Given an object 
A over S (scheme, coherent module, sheaf of algebras etc.) an object 
B of similar type is said to be a twisted form of A split by the 
faithfully fla.t cover T— )S if the pullback of A to T is isomorphic 
to the pullback of B to T. This pullback is denoted by A|T. We 
recall from Grothendieck that the twisted forms of A split 
by T )S each give rise to a unique cohomology class in
y 1
H (T/S,Aut(A)|T ), where Aut(A) is the sheaf of automorphisms of A and 
H^(T/S,“) is the first Gech cohomology set with respect to the 
faithfully flat map T— —>S. , A T*-point in T for a pair ofiS-schemes 
T* )S, T— is an S-scheme map T* T^,
Let S be a quasicompact separated scheme. We may assume that it 
is connected, since the techniques of the following may be applied to 
each of its components. Every locally free sheaf on S, therefore, 
has a well-defined rank,
2
Let A be an Azumaya algebra over S of rank n , Then for any vector 
bundle, E, of rank n on S, A is a twisted form of End(E) with respect
to the etale or flat topology. Let T be a faithfully flat cover of 
S such that A|T = End(E)|T, The automorphisms of End(E), PAut(E) is 
the sheaf associated to the pre-sheaf U— ÿAut(E)|u/Oy for affine 
U. By the theory of descent (Grothendieck (%j) Section 4), A 
determines uniquely an element of H^ (T/S,Aut(E)lT) • Throughout 
this part, we shall use these names without further explanation.
We begin by constructing an affine solution to our general 
problem.
Suppose that E = E^®E^, where E^ and E^ are vector bundles on 
S of rank m, n/m respectively. Then End(E) is isomorphic to 
End(Eg^ ) (^End(E^). Tiie embedding of End(E^ ) in End(E) induces an 
embedding of PAut(E^ ) in pAut(E) and we may construct the sheaf 
associated to the pre-sheaf given by PAut(E2)\ ^ Aut(E), which' is an 
homogeneous space, for pAut(E). The embedding of pAut(E) in the sheaf 
of automorphisms of this space induces a map from H (T/s,Aut(E)l T) to 
H^(T/s,Aut(PAut(E^) \PAut(E))). Let 5 be the image of we wish to 
determine whether arises from a twisted form of PAut(E^)\ ?Aut(E), 
and if it does, we wish to find what functor this scheme represents. 
Before doing this, we note that End(E) becomes M^ (^ gi) for a suitable 
Zariski cover S* of S, and PAut(E^)\pAut(E) becomes 
^^n/m(^S* ); so we are constructing twisted forms of
homogeneous spaces for the projective general linear group.
Theorem 1 pAut(E^) \pAut(E) represents the functor
^ ^ ° ^ S - a l g e b r a s ^ 2,End(E) S^ ). Consequently, J arises 
from a twisted form of PAut(E2)\PAut(E) which must represent the 
functor S^ ,A|S^ ).
Pf Consider a homomorphism from End(Ej, )| to End(E)| S^ . By the 
Noether-Skolem theorem for Azumaya algebras (Grothendieck (?-z)a.5*10).
i U
there is a Zariski cover of on which this homomorphism arises
by conjugation from the embedding of End(E^ ) given by
End(E) = End(E^)0End(E^), Further, if the homomorphism is given by 
conjugation by on and by x^ * on , then (xp“ x^^ * defines 
an invertible element in End(E^ ) on X S^ * *, since EndCE^) is the 
centraliser of End(E^ ) in End(É) • So certainly a homomorphism 
determines uniquely an element of PAut(E^)\ PAut(E). The converse 
follows, since an element of pAut(E2)\ PAut(E) on a suitable Zariski 
cover determines a right coset of the automorphisms of E^ in the 
automorphisms of E. This coset determines a unique embedding of 
End(E^) in End(E).
The action of PAut(E) on PAut(E^)\ PAut(E) given by right 
multiplication is induced by the action of PAut(E) on 
Homs«algebras(End(®l) ,^d(E)) as the automorphisms of End(E).
We noted before the statement of the theorem that PAut(E2)\P Aut(S)
is a twisted form with respect to the Zariski topology of
^^n/m(%) last scheme is affine over S; therefore
PAut(E^ ) \ PAut(E) is affine and by theorem 2 of (Grothendieck ( ) )
all cohomology classes of H^(T/s,Aut(pAut(S^)\ PAut(E) )) arise from 
twisted forms of pAut(E2) \ PAut(E).
Since pAut(E^)\ pAut(E) represents ttie functor 
Homg_^2g^^^g(End(E^) ,End(E) ) and the action of PAut(E) is induced by 
the automorphisms of End(E), the twisted form of PAut(E2)\PAut(E) 
corresponding to 5 must represent the functor
This has the following consequence;
Theorem 2 If A|T* = End(E* ) | A’ for some scheme T* over S, where E* 
is a vector bundle of rank m over T* then the twisted form of 
PAut(E^)\ PAut(E) .corresponding to A has a T**-point for some Zariski 
cover T* * of T*.
Pf There is a Zariski cover T* * of T* on which E*|T** = Ej T** and so, 
if A|r = End(E*) | A*, then A|T** = End(E^)®A*l T* * and, by the fact 
that our twisted form represents Hom(End(E^), A), T* * must have a 
point in the twisted form.
In the special case where E^ = E, our twisted form becomes simply 
the left principal homogeneous space for pAut(E) with respect to .
We also consider the case where S = spec(k) for a field k. Dur 
scheme representing R— >Hom(M^ (R) ,A(^ R^) is the twisted form of the 
homogeneous space corresponding to A. Since
PGL^^^X PQL^ is affine and geometrically irreducible, so is the 
twisted form. The co-ordinate ring of the variety is the generic 
total m-splitting ring of A; and the function field is the genezric 
m-splitting field of A. We call the co-ordinate ring R(A,m) a total 
m-splitting ring, since A®^(A,m) = M^ (A*), whereas a ring R is an 
m-splitting ring if A®^R = End(P®^A* ) for a projective module P of 
rank m, which is a weaker statement. It is clear that a field Is. 
is an m-splitting field if and only if R(A,m) has a homomorphism to it, 
or, equivalently, if there is a specialisation from our generic 
m-splitting field to it.
Our next aim is to generalise the Brauer-Severi varieties. These 
arise as twisted forms of projective space; closely related spaces 
are the Grassmannian varieties which are also homogeneous spaces 
for the projective general linear group. Their twisted forms again 
provide us with a generic solution to our problem.
Let E be the dual vector bundle to E; so it is the sheaf
n ?
Hom(E,0g). We recall from Kleiman ('Z ^  ) that the
Grassmannian space Gr^^^ (E) over S represents the functor
T*l— ) the set of local direct summands of rank n/m of E[T* as
0^,-modules. We see that PAut(E) acts naturally on this space and
that this action makes Gr^ y^ (E) a homogeneous space for PAut(E), If
d is the image of in H (T/S,Aut(Gr^^(E))) induced by the embedding
of PAut(E) in Aut(Gr^ y^ (E)), we wish to know whether d comes from a
twisted form of Gr^^(E) and, if it does, what functor this space
represents. First, we rephrase what functor Gr^^(E) represents 1
Using the Mori ta equivalence of and End(E), we find that the
set of rank n/m local direct summands of E is in 1-1 correspondence
with the set of rank n^/m local direct summands as -modules ofs
End(E), that are left End(E)-modules. So Gr^^(E) represents the
functor T*i  ^the set of local direct summands of End(E) of rank n^/m
as -modules that are left End(E)-modules. Ihe action of PAut(E) 
on the functor is given by Mi— >Mx for xeAut(E) and M 4 End(E).
Since M^ = x ^Hx = Mx, we see that the action of PAut(E) induced by 
its action as the automorphisms of the algebra End(E) is just the
V/*
natural action of PAut(E) on Gr^^(E).
Theorem 3 Let o( be the image of the cohomology class«ieH^(T/s,C^ut(S))
in H (T/S,Aut(Gr^y^(E) ) ). 5 arises from a twisted form of ^ ^g/m^^^ snd
this twisted form represents the functor that assigns to T'— > S, the
set of left A-module direct summands of (^,-rank n^/m of A| T'.
Pf We shall show that this functor in the last sentence of the
theorem is representable. It is then clear that it is a twisted
form of Gr /(E) and must correspond to the element •< in n/m'
H^(T/s,Aut(Gr^y^(E))), since the action of PAut(E) on Gr^^(E) is that 
induced by PAut(E) on End(E).
End(E) is a rank n vector bundle on S; so the functor that assigns
mto T* S^, the set of rank n^/m local direct summands of End(E)| T*
is represented by Gr^2y^(End(E)), where End(E) is the dual vector 
bundle to End(E); that an -submodule should be a left End(E)- 
submodule is given by a finite number of equations, so our functor 
is representable by a closed subscheme of Gr^ 2y^ (End(E)),
In the case where n = m, this gives a construction for the 
Brauer-Severi schemes.
In the case where S = spec(k) for some field k, and A is a central 
simple k-algebra, we find that for a field Lok, L®j^A - M^(A*) for 
some central simple K-algebra A* if and only if the twisted form 
of Grassmannian space constructed in theorem 3 has a K-point.
We have constructed both an affine and a projective solution to 
our basic problem. Presumably, other homogeneous spaces have twisted 
forms that represent interesting functors associated to A. We give 
a couple of examples without proof (the reader will find no difficulty 
in constructing proofs in the manner of the foregoing work).
>
Let fEjkJ = m, where E is a commutative field extension of k; the 
centraliser of E in M^ (k) is * if ofe H^(L/k,M^ (k))
corresponding to a central simple algebra A split by L, then the 
twisted form of PGL^^(E)\^PGL^(k) corresponding toot, represents the 
R-algebra embeddings of E ® ^  in A®^R. So E embeds in A if and only 
if this twisted form has a k-point. This twisted form is an affine 
scheme.
Again, let B be a Borel subgroup of PGL^ (k); the twisted form 
corresponding to d of B\PGL^(k) represents the maximal tori in the 
algebraic group R* \(Ag^R)^ (by which we mean the sheaf associated 
to the pre-sheaf on the Zariski topology on spec(R)). So K has a 
point in the variety if and only if it splits A. The function field 
ôf this variety is a generic splitting field of A of transcendence
zoo
degree ^ n(n-l).
We return to the examples investigated in theorems 1 and 3 in 
the case where A is a central simple algebra over an algebraic 
number field in order to demonstrate the Hasse principle for these 
varieties.
Theorem 4 Let A be a central simple algebra of dimension r? over
an algebraic number field k; let V be a variety defined over k such
that V has a K-point if and only if Ag)^K - M^ (A' ) for some central
simple K-algebra A*; then V satisfies the Hasse principle.
Pf V has a k-point if and only if A - M^ (A* ) where A’ is a central
simple k-algebra. Since the order of a central simple algebra equals
its index, this is equivalent to its order dividing h/m.
We have an embedding given by class field theory:! Br(k) Br(k )
p P
as p ranges over all finite and infinite primes. This shows that 
our condition is equivalent to the statement that the order of 
A®, k divides n/m for all primes p; since the order is equal to the
K. P
index for all central simple algebras over local fields, this is 
equivalent to A®^k^ - M^ (B^ ) for some central simple k^-algebra 
Bp for all primes p. By the condition on V, this is equivalent to 
V having a k^-point for all primes p, which proves the Hasse principle 
for V.
This is of most interest for the twisted forms of Grassmannian 
space constructed in theorem 3* since these are complete varieties.
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